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FOREWORD

No inference of subversive affiliation or activity should

be made solely because the name of a person, organiza-

tion, or publication, is mentioned in this report.

Previous reports are now out of print, but may be found

in the reference rooms of public libraries in California.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Senate Chamber, State Capitol
Sacramento, May 6, 1966

Honorable Glenn M. Anderson
President of the Senate, and
Gentlemen of the Senate

Senate Chamber, Sacramento, California

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Senate: Pur-
suant to Senate Rules Resolution No. 1, adopted July 11,

1963, under authority of Paragraph 12.5 (13) of the

Standing Rules of the Senate, the Senate Factfinding
Subcommittee on Un-American Activities of the General
Research Committee was created and the following Mem-
bers of the Senate were appointed to said subcommittee
by the Senate Committee on Rules: Senators Hugh M.
Burns, Chairman, Richard J. Dolwig, John F. McCarthy,
Aaron W. Quick and Stephen P. Teale.

The committee herewith submits a report of its investi-

gation and findings.

Respectfully submitted,

Hugh M. Burns, Chairman

John F. McCarthy
Richard J. Dolwig

Aaron W. Quick

Stephen P. Teale
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PREFACE
The criticisms of the Subcommittee’s 1965 report by

the President of the University of California has war-
ranted the issuance of this supplement. In it we will

respond to the major criticisms and will include an ac-

count of the major developments at Berkeley since the

publication of our report in the summer of 1965.

At the outset, note should be made of the fact that

neither the Legislature nor its committees are required
to obtain evidence sufficient to establish facts to a moral
certainty and beyond all reasonable doubt. Legislative

Committees are established for the purpose of keeping
the Legislature informed, and they function as finders

of fact and not as courts of law. They are not bound by
the legal rules of evidence, and can impose penalties only
for contempt.

It is, of course, a cherished part of our system of demo-
cratic government that others may differ from and dis-
agree with the value of the facts set forth in such reports,
or the inferences drawn therefrom. Our critics have a
right to disagree with the determinations we reach and
the evidence on which they are based. Indeed, one of the
purposes of the Subcommittee is to protect and perpetu-
ate this vital right of criticism as one of our fundamental
freedoms.
Before turning to President Kerr’s specific criticisms

of our 1965 findings, it is essential to acquaint our readers
with a brief summary of the developments and purposes
of the International Communist movement.

It is not only the constitutional right of every citizen
to express his views in political affairs, no matter how
radical or contrary to the views of the majority, but in-
deed the only hope of progress in a democracy is to allow
all opinions to be heard and argued so that the wisest
solutions to our problems may be achieved. The amend-
ment process provided in our Federal and State Consti-
tutions puts no limit on the extent of change that may
be so introduced into our form of government, provided
the requisite number of the people’s representatives (and,
in the State the voters themselves) are convinced of the

( 9 )



10 UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES IN CALIFORNIA

desirability of the change. If collective public judgment
produces a poor result, the people eventually recognize
it and reverse their stand. The only potential threat in-

herent in this power of change is the possibility that the

right of amendment itself could be abolished by creating

a self-perpetuating dictatorship. It is inconceivable that

the people would choose such a course, though not com-
pletely inconceivable that it might be foisted on them, as

it has been on other nations, by a highly organized, de-

termined, and skillful minority. No such result has been
achieved in any country except through the medium of

a violent disorder or the deception of a backward and
uneducated population. So long as change is brought
about by orderly discussion, persuasion, and voting with-

out coercion, our way of government is safe. If we permit
groups or individuals to promote violence and subversion,

we are in danger. It is from this point of view that we
examine the meaning of Communism.
None can doubt that the historic credo of Communism

under Lenin was that violent revolution had to be fos-

tered throughout the world. A few quotations from early

Party congresses can easily establish this point:

“The aim of the Communist International is to organ-

ize armed struggle for the overthrow of the international

bourgeoisie and the establishment of an International

Soviet Republic ...” (2nd Cong., 1920.)

“The Fourth World Congress reminds the proletariats

of all countries that the proletarian revolution can never
be completely victorious within one country, but that it

must win the victory internationally, as the world revo-

lution.” (4th Cong., Dec. 1922—Lenin’s last Congress.)

“The conquest of power by the proletariat does not
mean peacefully capturing the ready-made bourgeois
state machinery by means of a parliamentary majority
. . . The violence of the bourgeoisie can be suppressed
only by the stern violence of the proletariat. ’ ’ 1

This avowed purpose of violent international revolu-

tion did not deter the Communist Party of the IT.S.A.

from becoming a section of the Communist International,

even though it meant subscribing to the 21 conditions for
admission prescribed at the 2nd Congress in 1920:

“1. All publications of every party must be controlled

by the Comintern through its central committee . . .” (a

1 Program of Communist International, 1936.
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committee dominated and controlled by the Russians and
from authority situated in Moscow.)

* * *

4 ‘ 3. Each member party must maintain a secret, under-
ground organization in addition to that portion of the
organization which normally conducts public and semi-

public activities.

“4. Each member party must strive to disorganize

and wreaken the armed forces of the country in which it

exists”— (except, of course, in the Communist countries,

where such activity, being counter-revolutionary, is pun-
ished by death.)

* * *

“8. Each member party must assist in revolutionary
activities in the colonies of the country in which it exists.

“9. Each member party must establish reliable mem-
bers to work within the structure of the trade union
movement in order that non-Communist labor leaders

may be replaced with party members.
* *

“12. Each member party must submit to iron discipline

and be bound by the absolute power of the central com-
mittee.

* * *

“14. Each member party must support all of the So-
viet Republics of the U. S. S. R.

* * *

“16. The decisions of each member party may at any
time be overruled by the executive committee of the
Comintern.”
In the light of this history, it is not surprising that

the Communist Party of the U. S. A. was determined
by the courts to be an agent of a foreign government
and a threat to the welfare of this county. It may be
well at this point to clear up a widespread misunder-
standing that arose at the time of the Supreme Court
decision in the Albertson case last November and that
has been loudly propagated by the known Communists.
Despite the brazen claim of Communist leader Gus Hall
that the decision was “a vindication of the Communist
party” and that Communists would now be able to make
“a direct appeal to youth”,2 the Court actually held that

2 New York Times

,

November 16, 1965.
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Communists are a “group inherently suspect of criminal
activities.” For this reason, the government may not
compel them to register, since “response to any of the
form’s questions in context might involve (them) in the
admission of a crucial element of a crime,” and the Con-
stitution—the same Constitution that Communists wish
to destroy—prohibits compelling a person to acknowledge
participation in a crime.

The open acknowledgment of Communist aims began
to give way to covert methods when the 5th Congress,
in July 1924, approved a new “United Front” theory:
join forces with liberal non-Communist organizations
and use them for Communist purposes. Undercover ac-

tivities became the key. “Link up the Communist parties
of the west with the trade unions.” Conduct “pains-
taking day to day work in a revolutionary manner among
the masses, and especially in the trade unions, in the

factories, among the unemployed, among agricultural

laborers.” (5th Congress, Comintern.)
These instructions did not refer to honest efforts at

logical persuasion, as Lenin made clear in his hook, Left
Wing Communism. The CPUSA amplified his mandate
in its own pamphlets, instructing members “to practice

trickery, to employ cunning, and to resort to illegal

methods.” And despite the fact that many gullible lib-

erals believed that certain Soviet pronouncements spelled

the end of the Communist Party’s commitment to decep-
tion and violence, all Communist Party official literature

bears out that no Leninist edict has ever been repealed.

President Kerr charges that our 1965 Report “at-

tempts to relate somehow to the current scene events which
happened decades ago or thousands of miles away,” ap-

parently not recognizing that the revolutionary incite-

ments to disorder today are related to a continuing
activity. It is no longer as meaningful as it once was to

call this kind of activity Communist, since the CPUSA
discontinued issuing membership cards some eighteen

years ago and devoted its efforts to more opportu-
nistic activities. Now the veteran Communists enter into

“united fronts” with any group having a grievance, and
seek to aggravate the issue into open hostility and to

keep it from being peacefully resolved. The organiza-

tional names have changed and multiplied—W. E. P.

PuBois Clubs, Campus Progressive Labor, SLATE, and
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the many others we have mentioned—and there are in-

ternal disputes about tactics; but the amoral view that

no measure is wrong if it advances the world or any
part of it toward Communism persists throughout.

Despite ideological differences between Peking and
Moscow Communists; despite the wavering of the Castro
Communists between the two; despite the 1956 revolts

in the Balkans, there has never been the slightest dis-

agreement among Communists concerning their main
goal: world domination. Their only disagreement con-

cerns the most expeditious means through which that

goal may be attained.

There is no single name universally accepted as de-

scriptive of the broad coalition of these organizations

committed to the overthrow of our form of government.
To call them Communist is technically inaccurate yet

fairly close to what their avowed purposes, and especially

their methods, warrant. Again we must remind the reader
that our concern is not with whatever economic, political

or social changes are advocated, nor whether proposed
changes may be good or bad. The one issue that is critical

is whether the change is sought within the framework of
constitutional democracy. If it is, then even the effort to

abolish that very constitutional democracy is legal. Since,

however, those proposing a change of that kind recognize
that they could never persuade the necessary majority of
the voters, their efforts are devoted to sowing discord and
generating class antagonisms that they hope will lead to

revolutionary violence. It has been in the midst of such
violence that well-organized political cliques have come
to power in other nations, and it is probably the hope of
these revolutionary groups to climb into the driver’s seat
under similar circumstances here.

As some small indication that this is not our invention
but rather the serious purpose of leaders in these move-
ments, we cite a few of their recent public statements.
Here is a quote from Jerry Bubin, non-student leader of
the Vietnam Day Committee at Berkeley, as published
in the campus newspaper:
“In judging what activities to undertake, the VDC

should use as one major criterion whether or not the
activity will increase the number of people who are
opposed to the structure and value system of American
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society. .

3 And one of his colleagues, Dennis Mosgofian,
in coaching VDC house-to-house canvassers on the Lower
Student Union Plaza on February 9, 1966, to prepare
them for a campaign against the United States’ Vietnam
policy, urged them to make use of racial hostility. He
acted out an illustrative interview with a supposed Negro
householder in which he alleged racial segregation within
integrated school classrooms in the Bay Area and dis-

criminatory treatment in military service, in order “to
find something that interests him.” About Negroes who
are in military service, he said to the “householder”,
“You know what kind of treatment they’ll get when they

get back. ’
’ He suggested this type of introductory discus-

sion as a means of “making contact with these people

—

not just for today or for a year but for the long run.” It

was evident that the supposed concern over our national

policy with respect to Vietnam was only a cover for other

interests.

At a 7-hour conference on civil disobedience on the

Berkeley campus, held in Boom 2000, Life Sciences
Building, on Thursday, November 4, 1965, one of the

featured speakers, Bayard Iiustin, responded to a ques-

tion from the floor. The questioner cited Lenin in defense

of the VDC’s disruptive tactics, which Bustin had criti-

cized. Bustin replied: “That’s not what Lenin said. He
didn’t advocate going around robbing banks just to be
robbing banks. Lenin said, ‘Don’t rob a bank unless you
need the money.’ ” This sally drew a roar of approving
laughter. Lest the point be missed, Bustin clarified it:

“No great revolutionary ever made of strategic questions

a moral issue. The greatest—Lenin—advocated adopting
whatever tactic would bring about the ultimate end.

’ ’ 4

It may seem surprising to some that these three

examples relate in greater or less degree to the VDC;
but it must be realized that the great multiplicity of

organizational names is only a matter of convenience and
that they all act in concert toward similar ends. The same
individuals appear as leaders in the revolutionary groups,

whatever the name. It is not coincidence that the VDC
took up the cudgels for a leader of the Progressive Labor
Party 3,000 miles away, in a matter not involving Viet-

3 Daily Californian, November 17, 1965, p. 7.

4 Daily Californian, November 5, 1965, p. 16.
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nam. In a circular distributed inside Wheeler Hall on
January 5, 1966, the YDC declared:

“Bill Epton, a revolutionary Communist and a leader

of the Progressive Labor Party, was convicted ... of

‘conspiring to riot’ and ‘criminal anarchy’ in the New
York State Supreme Court (for inciting violence in

Harlem) . . . The Harlem Rebellion . . . was the result

of high rents, police brutality, crowded housing, unem-
ployment and countless other indignities. The black
people . . . throughout the United States have been sub-

jected to these conditions for many years. .
.” Then,

without adducing a single fact as to the Epton case:

“Thus, the facts clearly indicate that Epton was framed.
At this moment Jerry Rubin, Barbara Gullahorn, Steve
Weisman (sic), and Larry Loughlin, leaders of the YDC,
are in jail . . . for attempting to discuss the war in Viet-
nam with General Maxwell Taylor. It is not coincidental
that Bill Epton was convicted at the same time that
radical opposition to the war in Vietnam has expanded
... We of the Berkeley Vietnam Day Committee demand
the charges against Bill Epton be dropped and the con-
viction be immediately reversed. .

.”

The characteristic lumping together of domestic racial
problems, foreign policy, “police brutality”, unemploy-
ment, and the rest, with no facts and certainly no at-
tempts at solution of any problems, is the hallmark of
the type of revolutionary agitation that has long troubled
this committee. Whether Communist Party membership
is openly acknowledged, as was belatedly the case with
Bettina Aptheker, or support of similar objectives is

merely evident in the behavior, speech, and writings of
some individuals, we should take note of patterns of
action that favor Communist goals and threaten to cre-
ate violent disorder as a means of opposing “the struc-
ture and value system of American society.”

The Kerr Analysis

In his Analysis and in statements to the press, Presi-
dent Kerr has demanded that Chairman Burns and the
subcommittee waive legal immunity. The Academic Sen-
ates at the various campuses of the University have also
been solicited to adopt resolutions demanding that we
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“voluntarily remove tlie Thirteenth Report from the pro-

tection of Legislative immunity ...”
We wish to make it clear that this immunity, being

specifically conferred by statute, is not subject to waiver.
(Opinion No. 1091, Legislative Counsel, Sacramento, to

Senator Burns, October 16, 1965.)

We turn now to closer examination of those particu-

lars which President Kerr has criticized in our Thir-
teenth Report, using as our source his press release of
October 5, 1965, entitled “Analysis of the Thirteenth
Report . .

.” This release was also delivered to the

members of the Board of Regents with a cover letter

dated October 2, alleging inaccuracies and distortions

of the facts in the Report and describing his press release

as “an objective, factual analysis of the Report.”
The preface and first two sections of the Analysis deal

in generalities which must be discussed as such. President
Kerr, in his preface, implies that criticism of his admin-
istration of the University’s affairs is the result of this

subcommittee’s failure to understand and accept two
somewhat contradictory University policies

—“against the
employment of Communists and ... in favor of the open
forum.” As President Kerr noted in his remarks to the
Regents at a closed session at Santa Cruz on April 17,

1964 (quoting from the summary minutes) :

5

“.
. . one of the problems facing the University in the

application of the rule against the employment of Com-
munists is that, except for a few people who are publicly
visible, there are no longer members of the Communist
Party . . . Consequently, it is impossible to identify a
person as a member and it is difficult to point to a
person who follows the Communist line which advocates
the overthrow of the government. Further, it was the
President’s impression that far left activities are in-

creasing and moving in the direction of violence, and
that, as the Chinese movement becomes more dominant,
there will be more and more tendency toward violence.”

These assessments we believe to be correct. As head of

the University, President Kerr had and has a duty to

forestall this “tendency toward violence” and the infil-

tration of those Communists who do not choose to make
themselves “publicly visible”. The method, we believe,

should not be by destroying the “open forum” but by
B Minutes of Regents.
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keeping it honestly open. To allow acknowledged Commu-
nists to explain Communism and meet the challenge of

informed opponents in the presence of the same audience

has a reasonable claim to be called a “ search for truth,

through open discussion,” even though a key participant

is committed to no moral restraints. On the other hand,

to allow Communists and the unidentifiable proponents

of similar views almost uninterrupted use of those Uni-
versity facilities that reach the largest student audiences,

not for analytical examination of the principles and prac-

tices of Communism but for insulting attacks on our gov-

ernment and all its highest officials, for incitement to

criminal defiance of our laws, and appeals for hatred
among those of different skin color or economic status

—

these are not evidences of the maintenance of an open
forum but rather of its abuse. All these and more have
occurred on the Berkeley campus repeatedly; our files

and the Thirteenth Report are filled with records of such
events. “Employment of Communists” is not to be re-

garded as a technicality easily avoided because “there
are no longer members of the Communist Party.” A non-
student who is allowed to “teach” repeatedly over the
public address system in front of Sproul Hall should be
subjected to as critical an examination in this respect as

a person who is allowed to teach because of his employ-
ment on the faculty. The former may well have classes

ten times as large and meet them more frequently.
President Kerr’s critique makes a special point of an

allegation in our 1965 report to the effect that he de-
clared Governor Brown had “double-crossed” him in
calling on law-enforcement officers to clear Sproul Hall
of students on December 2 and 3, 1964.

Since President Kerr placed emphasis on this point,
we shall respond to his charge of error, and then pro-
ceed with more important matters.
On page 2 of his Analysis, Kerr said: “Among the

inaccuracies in the report is one I should particularly
like to correct. The suggestion that Governor Brown
at any time went back on any agreement he had with
me is completely false. He never did. I have never
thought so and I have never said so.”
In addition to the two faculty members who heard

President Kerr’s remark, as our report stated, others
have made affidavits to the same effect. One of the mem-
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bers of the University’s Board of Regents, Mrs. Ran-
dolph A. Hearst, has stated that she was present and
also heard the remark, and that Dr. Kerr repeated it

thereafter on several occasions. Mrs. Hearst is, of course,
less subject to reprisal than faculty members, and hence
less reluctant to have her name included in this supple-
ment.

Security

President Kerr discusses, on page 2 and 3 of his cri-

tique, his belief that this subcommittee’s plan, established
in 1952, to exchange information with the colleges of the
State has been unsuccessful. Insofar as his participation
is concerned, first as Chancellor of the Berkeley campus
and later as President of the University, he is probably
correct. No exchange can be effective if one of the two
parties declines to act. Here is part of the statement
(quoted in full in the 1965 Report, page 45) which
Chancellor Kerr made on October 3, 1952, regarding his

newly designated role as liaison between this committee
and the Berkeley campus administration; it appears on
page 1 of the Daily Californian of that date:

“.
. . the committee has not communicated with me

nor have I been in communication with the com-
mittee. Moreover, I have no plan for communicating
with the committee. Should problems ever arise,

from relations with the committee, I shall consult

with faculty and student leaders on this campus.”

This hostile attitude contrasts markedly with the ac-

knowledgements of helpful relations expressed by other

college and university heads, some of which are quoted
on page 144 of the Thirteenth Report.

President Kerr not only did not seek such help but
actually took steps that tended to prevent its being given.

Beyond the failure to make use of the opportunities to

obtain information through liaison with the committee,

he made it appear that such liaison was unnecessary by
stating to a group of Regents and the chairman and
counsel of this commitee, on January 17, 1963, that he
was obtaining such information through an arrangement
with the FBI. A careful check with FBI officials indi-

cates that no request for such liaison was ever received
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by that agency from President Kerr or his staff and
that no such channel of regular communication was ever
established. At the same January 17th meeting, he stated
that he was not using the statewide security officer full

time on security matters because the alleged arrangement
with the FBI made it unnecessary.

Kerr Analysis, Section II

Section II contains comment on “three general points”.
Our discussion of these comments follows them in se-

quence.
President Kerr discounts the role of Communist ele-

ments in the “organization and direction of the student
disturbances at Berkeley”, citing the comments of ob-
servers on the “lack of consistent (political) ideology”
as proof. He notes also that “only a few items in the
literature of the student groups . . . featured the tradi-

tional ‘class struggle’ concept.”
The heterogeneous ideologies of the mass of followers

in a “united front” movement is, of course, the expected
situation. The FSM originally included even the Young
Republicans, though their chairman soon published a
statement disclaiming any further association with the
movement. The PSM continued to hold many others who
had no sympathy with Communism but did not recognize
the use made of this organizational platform to develop
conditions that would favor Communist goals. The pyra-
mid of leadership of the PSM ascended through a large
group variously called Executive Committee or Executive
Council to a Steering Committee of nine members, in-

cluding Bettina Aptheker, Mario Savio, Jack Weinberg,
Arthur Goldberg, Stephan Weissman, and others who
shared closely similar political views. The close resem-
blance of these views to those of the Communist ideology
is not surprising since Miss Aptheker, whom J. Edgar
Hoover termed “a close advisor of Mario Savio (FBI
Appropriation, 1966—Testimony before Subcommittee on
Appropriations, March 4, 1965), the PSM’s leader, was
at that time a well-indoctrinated Party member, as she ad-
mitted more than a year later. The position of power
held by the Steering Committee was not apparent to most
of those who supported the rebellion because the illusion

of democracy was carefully preserved. Only months later
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did Weinberg, a member of that committee, state: “Last
semester the FSM was not democratic—the constituency
was not integrated into the structure. ... A coalition of

political groups was formed to fight for their rights [but]

. . . normal students were not in on the policy-making
of the movement.” 0 And the policy they advocated was
that of complete seizure of power by the left wing of

students and faculty.

Miss Aptheker followed Weinberg’s remarks with some
of her own to emphasize this policy of seizure of power
by the student rebels. Throughout the rebellion, no com-
promise had been acceptable to the Steering Committee,
and President Kerr’s “negotiation” with them had, in

each instance, resulted in his unconditional surrender.

Encouraged by this record of easy successes, Miss Ap-
theker declared: “We want to be able to bargain collec-

tively with the Regents and say, ‘Baby, you give in or

we strike.’
” 7

The acknowledgment of “only a few items” of Com-
munist-line literature is a weak broom with which to

sweep this issue under the rug. Among these “few items”
was a pamphlet by a noted Trotskyist Communist writer,

Hal Draper, who is employed in the University library

and who, whether or not a formal member of the Steering
Committee, was highly influential in its councils. The
Mind of Clark Kerr was his insulting attack on Kerr
and a political diatribe against our form of society. But
more important than the “few items of literature” were
the frequent references in speeches to the “class strug-

gle” idea. The theme that the Regents are “big business”,

that students are being “exploited” by these capitalists,

and that “students and workers” must unite to fight them
recurred incessantly. The attempt to persuade the Team-
sters Union to support the student strike of December 3,

1964, failed; but the advocates of a student-worker alli-

ance against the Regents continued to preach that, “when
we deal with these . . . Regents ... we are dealing not
with mere businessmen but with Business.” 8 Even now
this theme is heard. When the labor union formed by
some Teaching Assistants obtained permission to use

6 Daily Californian, April 29, 1965.
7 Daily Californian, April 29, 1965.
8 Garson—“The Regents”, reprinted on p. 219 of Draper, Berkeley:

The New Student Revolt.
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Sproul Hall steps on November 11, 1965, for a rally in

support of the agricultural strikes in the San Joaquin
Valley, Ann Draper couched her appeal to the students

in these terms: “The Regents are your enemies, just as

they are ours.” Then, after reciting the business con-

nections of certain Regents: “These Regents are the

enemies of labor just as they are your enemies. That
is why you must help us in our fight.

’ ’

Regarding the University administration’s position on
Communism, President Kerr repeats the formal state-

ment of the Regents’ policy against employment of Com-
munists as faculty members, which was cited in the 1965
Report, p. 138. He is apparently content, however, to

rest on the most limited interpretation of the letter of

the policy rather than to adhere to its spirit and obvious
intent.

When this policy was adopted in 1940, Party mem-
bership was one unequivocal test that could be made in

some cases. Even in that 1940 declaration, however, the
broad intent was made clear by the final sentence quoted
by President Kerr: “Tolerance must not mean indiffer-

ence to practices which contradict the spirit and the
purposes of the way of life to which the University of
California as an instrument of democracy is committed. ’ ’

The 1949 expansion of this statement, as cited by Kerr,
states that, “pursuant to this policy,” no Party member
shall be employed in any position by the University.
The “policy” still expressed concern about “practices
which contradict the spirit and the purposes of the way
of life” in our democracy; rejecting Party members was
simply one small step in protecting against such prac-
tices. The intent is made still clearer by the Academic
Senate resolution of 1950 which Kerr quotes and which
was concurred in by the Regents: “No person whose
commitments or obligations to any organization, Com-
munist or other, prejudice impartial scholarship and the
free pursuit of truth will be employed by the Univer-
sity.” The resolution then pinpoints Party membership
as one proof of such bias but not necessarily the only
proof. It is Kerr’s continued insistence on “proof of
Communist membership”, which he again demands in
this section, that reduces to empty words the substance
of the policy. That he must know this to be the conse-
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quence of liis narrow and rigid interpretation of the
policy is made evident by his own words.
Under his Point 2, President Kerr again returns to

the point made in his introduction that “no information
received . . . from the Burns Committee has at any time
resulted in any action by [any chancellor] . . . affecting
any personnel under his jurisdiction.” Clearly, if Kerr,
as the Chancellor at Berkeley, where the chief problem
has long centered, was unwilling even to establish com-
munication with this Committee, it was unlikely that
any action on his part would result. In fact, the liaison

plan was primarily intended to place in the hands of
the University administration whatever information was
available on a prospective employee, so that the appro-
priate administrative officer could more effectively ex-

amine his qualifications. The Committee never sought or
desired to go beyond that; and it would certainly not
undertake to act as an investigative and prosecuting
agency to secure the dismissal of a University employee.
Care in selecting employees, faculty or other, is far more
effective in safeguarding the Univeristy from subversive
influences than trying to convict an established em-
ployee in the face of the many barriers imposed not
only by law and custom but more particularly by those
whose generous instincts respond too readily to the false

cry of “witch-hunting”. It is a truism that not everyone
is allowed to teach our young people; credential systems
are only a part of the defense wTe have set up. Just as

an unkempt and dirty applicant would be rejected by
any school, college or university administrator, so also

a proper concern for the applicant’s demonstrated atti-

tude toward morality and toward the democratic way of

life should enter into the administrator’s decision, and
he should welcome the fullest information bearing on
these traits. As Chancellor and President, Clark Kerr
has avoided consideration of such information.
A very significant sidelight on this issue comes from

the minutes of the Regents Committee on Educational
Policy when they met in a “Regents Only Session” on
September 24, 1964. This was the meeting at which the
Academic Senate Resolution of 1950, quoted by Kerr,
was considered as a possible basis for revision of the

Regents’ policy statement on employment of Communists.
The minutes state in part:
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“The members . . . concluded that the first sentence
thereof [the one quoted on page 23] represents an appro-
priate policy and might be incorporated in a restatement
of The Regents’ policy. It was noted that this state-

ment excludes both Communist Party members and other

persons with Communistic ideologies . . . [our italics].

The President advised that he will present a recommen-
dation on the proposed policy restatement at a subsequent
meeting.”
We note not only that the President’s repetitious call

for “proof of Communist membership” is at variance
with the Regents’ recognition of the broader problem
(and with his own) but also that, some 17 “subsequent
meeting[s]” later, he has not proposed a policy restate-

ment as promised.
President Kerr quotes from a letter that he wrote to

Senator Burns in 1962 “in response to allegations that

the Burns Committee had information regarding the
possible Communist Party affiliation of University em-
ployees.” If such allegations were made, they did not
come from this Committee; the Communist Party had
gone underground and proof of Party membership would
have been, as President Kerr noted, practically impos-
sible to obtain. Senator Burns and the Committee counsel
did meet with President Kerr and certain Regents on
January 17, 1963, to discuss the problem of Communist
infiltration, as mentioned previously in this supplement,
so that it is less than accurate for him to state: “I re-

ceived no information in reply to this letter.”

His challenge to the Committee still rests on his mis-
conception of its role. Confusing the requirements for
judgment in the hiring of teachers with those for con-
viction in a criminal trial, he returns to his insistence on
“substantiated evidence” that would result in conviction
under “the American system of justice.” Courts have
indeed recognized the right of school administrators to

refuse employment to persons who hide behind the Fifth
Amendment, although this issue cannot be used against
anyone in a criminal prosecution

;
but President Kerr has

declined to accept the documentation offered by a com-
mittee of Congress as sufficiently “substantiated evi-

dence” to weigh when considering whether to engage the
services of a faculty member. (See the cases of Eli Katz
and Leon Wofsy discussed herein.) The relative harm to
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society from not accepting, and to the individual from
accepting, such evidence when considering a faculty ap-
pointment is quite different from the relative effects when
criminal conviction is involved. Society and its laws may
well lean backward to protect an individual from erro-

neous conviction of crime; but it may equally well lean

in the direction of protecting youth from subversion in

the classroom and on the campus at the cost of not hiring

a particular individual when the evidence is as good as

that cited in the cases discussed herein.

3. This point nominally deals with the role of the Uni-
versity security officer, Mr. William Wadman. In fact, it

seems intended as a rebuttal of the thesis of that section

of the Report entitled “Security” (pp. 143-146), which
states: “The Berkeley campus in recent years has been
opposed to security measures . . . concerning problems
of subversive infiltration.” We should have made the

statement more precise than we did, and stated that the

Berkeley campus under the chancellorship of Clark Kerr
and the statewide University under his presidency have
been opposed to such measures.
During President Sproul’s administration, the Security

Officer continued, even after July 1954, to utilize his other

sources of information for the protection of the Univer-
sity against subversion, making his services available also

to chancellors on request. During President Kerr’s ad-

ministration, these activities were halted. As President
Kerr states: “It was not until two years after I became
President that Mr. Wadman was assigned to work on
insurance matters. He stated that he was not fully occu-

pied by his defense contract duties. . . .’’In this respect,

his comment is correct. Our contention is that if the

security services formerly rendered by Mr. Wadman had
been continued, instead of being restricted to defense
contract work later supplemented by insurance matters,

it would have helped the administration to recognize the

assault being developed against it by subversive elements.

Kerr Analysis, Section III

Section III of the Analysis begins with criticism that

“the Committee 9 has held no public hearings.” As indi-

9 The Committee became a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
General Research, hence the terms are used interchangeably.
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cated in the introductory paragraphs of this Supple-
ment, this Committee assembles information much as

a responsible journalist might, conducting as careful an
investigation as is possible with the means available,

with the objective of developing a coherent, factual ac-

count of those events that seem pertinent to the subject.

Public hearings occasionally play a part in this process,

but more important than the means by which the reports

are developed is the quality of their substance.

Martin Kamen

This concerns the case of Dr. Martin Kamen, and be-

fore dealing in detail with the full aspects of the case,

it seems worth noting the techniques employed in the
Analysis in its criticism of the Report’s supposed in-

accuracy, since these techniques give some measure of
the objectivity of Dr. Kerr. The statements he challenged
here are that Kamen “was an assistant to Dr. J. Robert
Oppenheimer” during the atomic bomb research, and that
he was observed passing classified information to a Soviet
agent. Of this latter point, Kerr erroneously states that
it involved “a single luncheon”, a point we shall discuss

at length hereafter.

On page 60 of our Report, we referred to Dr. Kamen
as a colleague of Leon Wofsy’s at the time the latter

applied for a position on the faculty at Berkeley. Kamen
wrote a letter on January 30, 1964, addressed to Profes-
sor “S. S. Ellberg” (sic), stating that he had known
Wofsy at the San Diego campus of the University, and
endorsed his application for the position at Berkeley. Our
reference to Kamen was as follows

:

“He was Martin Kamen, the man who was an as-

sistant to Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer at Berkeley
during the research that led to the development of
the atomic bomb, and who was followed by govern-
ment agents and photographed passing classified in/
formation to a Soviet Vice-Consul in a San Era/
cisco restaurant.”

In criticizing our statement, Dr. Kerr made g/eral

errors. He said:

“This sentence undoubtedly refers to /a single

luncheon (our italics) which occurred iy 1944 and
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which was also directly involved in libelous state-

ments appearing in 1951 in the Chicago Tribune and
the Washington Times-Hcrald. Dr. Kamen brought
suit on these stories and, following a unanimous
jury verdict in his favor in the Herald case, received
substantial damages from the Herald and a settle-

ment from the Tribune. His attorney in those cases,

Alexander Boskoff, has written me a letter ... in
which he says about the sentence in the Report con-
cerning Dr. Kamen:
“

‘I am pleased to inform you that the statement
is absolutely false, and its publication in my opinion
represents wanton disregard of the truth.’

“ Incidentally”, continued Dr. Kerr, “it is also

untrue that Dr. Kamen served as an assistant to

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer. ”

Dr. Kerr referred to a “single luncheon” where Kamen
chatted with the Soviet Vice Consul. We know nothing
about such an affair and doubt whether it ever occurred.
If Kerr and Boskoff were discussing a luncheon meeting
between Kamen and Soviet agents, it is news to us

—

and probably to Dr. Kamen. We were referring to a
dinner meeting that was held at Bernstein’s Fish Grotto
on Powell Street in San Francisco on July 2, 1944, and
which commenced at about 5 :30 p.m., and ended approxi-
mately two and a half hours later. We doubt if there

was ever a luncheon meeting such as Dr. Kerr described,

because Kamen had been under close surveillance by
government agents for some time and no mention of any
“single luncheon” appeared in their reports. But govern-
ment agents have stated that there was the dinner meet-
ing we were referring to, and so did the very best witness

we can think of—Dr. Kamen himself. He said so under
oath on Tuesday, September 14, 1948, at 10 :30 a.m. before
the House Committee on Un-American Activities.

10

Dr. Kerr also stated that Kamen never worked as an
assistant under Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer. Here, again,

h\ Kamen ’s testimony is helpful, as he stated that he
Wc~! employed at the Berkeley Radiation Laboratory
10

Set “Hearings Regarding Investigation of Communist Activities in

Gunection with the Atom Bomb ’ September 9, 14, and 16, 1948,
p. It.
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doing atomic research for four years and that from 1941
onward he was employed at the Manhattan Project. He
was, indeed, a group leader when the head of the atomic
research program was directed by Oppenheimer. He was
assisting in research involved in the production of an
atomic weapon, and that effort was under the general
direction of Oppenheimer.

Since President Kerr has opened up the matter of
Kamen’s participation in the meeting with Soviet agents
Kheifits and Kasperov, it is pertinent to report that the
former was well-known as an espionage expert. Born in

Moscow in 1899, Gregori Markovich Kheifits had done
similar work in Germany in 1934-38. He came to San
Francisco in 1941 and returned to the Soviet Union on
July 6, 1944. His secret and illegal radio messages had
been monitored by the FBI since 1943, and it was known
that he passed along his information through drops and
contacts in Mexico City. Among his contacts were Kamen,
Steve Kelson, and scientists employed at the Shell Devel-
opment Company at Emeryville and at the Radiation
Laboratory in Berkeley.

Dr. Kamen, a distinguished scientist, admitted the
foolishness of making this contact with Soviet agents
while employed on a highly secret project. He was never
proved to have been connected with any spy ring, as
certain newspapers asserted; but he ivas dismissed from
the Manhattan Project as a security risk, and he had
allowed himself to be maneuvered into an exceedingly
embarrassing situation. Instead of consulting his own
country’s security experts when invited to the dinner, he
presumed to handle these two crack espionage experts on
his own. There was a security establishment functioning,
but Dr. Kamen did not see fit to use it—even to his own
advantage. It was another case of an amateur entering
into a highly specialized field about which he knew
nothing.

The facts remain that while Kamen was not found
guilty of anything more than being a security risk, there
is sworn testimony from him that he did attend the din-
ner

;
that he did so at the invitation of two Soviet agents

;

and that he did discuss certain aspects of the secret proj-
ect on which he was then employed. The conversation was
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monitored, and scientific evaluation disclosed that classi-

fied information was passed along to these two Russians. 11

Chancellor Edward W. Strong

In introducing our account of the removal of Chan-
cellor Strong, we briefly described some of the events
surrounding the Regents’ meeting of January 2, 1965.

President Kerr seems to have misread that description.

Noting that there were “maneuvers behind the scenes”,

the Report tells of a preliminary meeting of three Re-
gents at the Hilton Inn, San Francisco Airport; Kerr
replies that the meeting there on January 2 “was a full

Board meeting”. The Board meeting did indeed occur;
that the preliminary meeting also did take place, how-
ever, is attested by the eyewitness account of Chancellor
Strong, as submitted to the Forbes Committee of the

Regents and “leaked” to the press in March, 1965. In
that statement, Strong refers to the meeting at “the
Hilton Inn where Hon (McLaughlin) went into confer-

ence with Carter and the president (and probably other

Regents).” 12

The Analysis mistakenly reads the report’s phrase,

“the announcement on January 3” of Chancellor
Strong’s replacement by Martin Meyerson, and offers

the correction that the date of the Regents’ meeting was
“January 2 (not 3)”. The public announcement did first

appear in the newspapers of January 3, as stated.

President Kerr’s explanation of how Strong was re-

placed as Chancellor is given in his Analysis as follows:

“The Regents granted Chancellor Strong a leave of

absence to recuperate from his recent illness, and ap-
pointed Dean Martin Meyerson Acting Chancellor. Chan-
cellor Strong submitted his resignation to the Board more
than two months later, at its meeting of March 13, 1965.”

In contrast to this bland account of the apparently
considerate action of the Regents and the simple resigna-

11 See “Report on Soviet Espionage Activities in Connection -with the

Atom Bomb”, September, 1948, pp. 181-182; “Excerpts from
Hearings Regarding Investigation of Communist Activities in Con-
nection with the Atom Bomb”, September 16, 1948, p. 11 et seq.

;

U. S. Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration and Natural-
ization, September, 1949, pp. 801-823.

12 San Francisco Examiner, March 13, 1965.
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tion “ submitted” by Strong, here is what Strong reported
in a statement to Regent William E. Forbes, chairman
of a special investigating committee:

“Throughout the Fall semester, my staff and I

tried to maintain a consistent and firm stand on
enforcement. After struggling through a series of

Presidential vacillations, interventions, reversals,

and retreats, I refused finally to concur in the Presi-

dent’s capitulation of December 7 [1964]. I recog-

nized (and so stated to the President on December
5) that my stand against capitulation . . . could
result in request for my resignation . . . On Jan-
uary 2, the Chairman of the Board of Regents told

me that I could either resign, be dismissed, or accept
an indefinite leave of absence . . .

” 13

The Filthy Speech Movement

In answer to the Report’s criticism of Kerr for lack
of vigorous leadership in responding to the “Filthy
Speech Movement,” the Analysis offers these defenses:

(a) It was “the Chancellor’s responsibility.”

(b) Referring the cases to faculty committees (the

Report erred in calling them “committees of the Aca-
demic Senate”) was “the pursuit of established pro-
cedures”.

(c) “The committees are advisory . . . The Acting
Chancellor . . . made the decision and assessed the pen-
alties.”

We consider these points in turn:

(a) It was indeed the Chancellor’s responsibility to

discipline students who so grossly violated not only campus
rules and the direct orders of the Chancellor but also the
standards of decent conduct of the general community.
When the Chancellor failed to act, the matter came to the
attention of the Regents. Their demand for appropriate
administrative action was properly addressed to Presi-
dent Kerr. At that point, prompt and direct intervention
would have been in order

;
yet the President, who had not

hesitated to intervene and undercut the Chancellor’s

13 Letter, Chancellor E. W. Strong, February 9, 1965.
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authority when Chancellor Strong was trying to enforce

the existing rules, relied on the plea of “campus auton-
omy” when Chancellor Meyerson’s failure to enforce

rules was forcefully brought to his attention. Even then,

when the Chancellor again declined to act and sought to

transfer his responsibility to either of two unwilling
faculty connnittees, President Kerr endorsed this weak
stand by stating that “faculty committees should not
seek to avoid their responsibility for assisting in disci-

pline . .

14

(b) Both the Faculty Committee on Student Conduct
and the Study Committee on Campus Political Activity

(the Robley Williams Committee) nevertheless declined

to deal with the matter. Chancellor Meyerson thereupon
set up an ad hoc committee under the chairmanship of

Professor John R. Whinnery for the specific purpose of

considering the “filthy speech” offenses. This juggling

of the matter among existing committees that disclaimed
jurisdiction and creation of one more unnecessary com-
mittee can scarcely be deemed “the pursuit of established

procedures”, as President Kerr calls it. A judicial off-

campus view of this administratively muddled situation

came from Municipal Judge F. F. Van Sicklen when he
heard arguments on a writ of prohibition to prevent the

Whinnery committee from considering the obscenity

cases. According to the Daily Californian

,

he “questioned
‘from a practical standpoint’ how important it is to have
the committee question the students at all. ‘Why can’t

the chancellor act on it immediately?’ he asked . . . ‘The
University must have the right to act speedily and have
the ability to control the students, ’ the Judge said.

’ ’ 15

(c) Although the committees are technically advisory
and, as President Kerr states, “the administration thus
does not ‘escape’ ultimate responsibility,” this is true
only in the legal sense. In the public relations sense with
respect to the opinion of rebel students and faculty,

which seems to have been the governing influence in this

case as in many others, the administration keeps its hands
clean by pointing to the faculty committee as having
made the judgment. The administration made sure that

its non-executive role would be generally recognized when
14 Daily Californian, March 12, 1965.
16 Daily Californian, April 1, 1965.
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“an administration spokesman said the recommendations
(of the Whinnery Committee) had been ‘followed to the
letter’.”

16
So, a month and a half after these vulgar

offenses that should have been stopped on the spot by
an effective administrator, the administration could claim
that it had kept hands off to the very end.

It is interesting that, here and elsewhere, the Analysis
criticizes the Report for slight errors in committee no-
menclature as, for instance, “faculty,” (not Academic
Senate) committees. President Kerr should be especially

sensitive in this regard since the error he made, in con-
cluding his negotiations with the rebels who seized the
police car in October, proved so disastrous. The agree-
ment he signed referred to the nonexistent ‘

‘ Student Con-
duct Committee of the Academic Senate”; the rebels

refused to accept Kerr’s assertion that he had meant the
Faculty Committee on Student Conduct, and so the first

of a long series of special committees was established to

pacify the rebel group.
The Report made an obvious error on page 154 in

referring to “the Forbes Committee, headed by attorney
Jerome C. Byrne,” and the Analysis correction is ac-

cepted. Mr. Byrne headed the staff created to assist the
Forbes Committee in its study of the University’s prob-
lems with rebellion.

Clara Ontell

The Report stated the security clearance of Miss Clara
Ontell “was refused.” The Analysis declares this to be
incorrect, since her clearance was still “in process” when
Miss Ontell resigned for personal reasons. Dr. Kerr
pointed out that she had come to his office from President
Sproul’s office in July, 1952. According to rules, her
Personnel Security Questionnaire had to be filed by April
1, 1953. It was duly executed and directed to the In-
spector of Naval Materiel, Post Office Box 3364, San
Francisco, where it was shown to be “in preparation” or
“clearance pending.” For some reason, it remained in
that category for four years. It is not customary to hold
up PSQ’s for that long, and Miss Ontell—whatever her
personal reasons—put an end to the matter by submitting
her resignation, which took effect September 19, 1957.

16 Daily Californian

,

April 22, 1965.
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Virginia Taylor Norris

Our report stated that Virginia Taylor (now Virginia
Norris) had attended the Communist school in San Fran-
cisco for two terms, and that in her Personnel Security
Questionnaire this information had been added by a type-
written addendum. We also pointed out that she had been
a delegate to a meeting of the International Student
Service while she was a student at the University of

Washington. This organization was a component part of

the Communist-controlled American Youth Congress.
In a letter to Senator Burns dated June 18, 1965, Mrs.

Norris admitted that she had attended this conference,
but stated that Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and other non-
Communist liberals were also present. This, in our view,
would not be sufficient to purify the organization. Indeed,
as we indicate elsewhere in this supplemental report, Mrs.
Roosevelt frankly stated that she had tried working with
American Communists and found it impossible.

The Communist character of the American Youth Con-
gress is easily established through statements issued by
the Communist press.

17
Its former National Secretary,

Joseph P. Lash, has also stated that it was a Communist
front.

18

The Communist control of the International Student
Service is also indicated by the fact that at one of the

meetings of the American Youth Congress it was repre-

sented by Harper Poulson. He attended the Congress on
November 7, 1949, and had become a member of the Com-
munist Party four years previously. Mr. Poulson left the
Communist movement in 1957 and has testified freely and
fully concerning his experiences. 19 We believe this is a
better test of a sincere break with Communism than
an interview by a person with no security experience
and the perfunctory execution of the State loyalty oath.

We assume that Miss Taylor had no knowledge of the

sort of organization whose meeting she attended as a
delegate. It was a front, and one of the prime purposes
of a front is to conceal the Communist manipulation and
domination from the non-Communist membership. The
17 See : Daily Worker, January 5, 1935

;
July 4, 1935.

18 IIUAC, Appendix IX. p. 525.
19 Los Angeles Times, October 23, 1959.
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nature of the American Youth Congress was generally

known, as we have explained.

When it became necessary for Miss Taylor to fill out
her Personnel Security Questionnaire, she consulted with
the University Security Officer at Berkeley. She asked
him whether she should include her attendance at the
Communist school in San Francisco and meetings of

American Youth for Democracy (which was another
name for the Young Communist League) in Seattle. He
told her that her attendance at the school would probably
be a matter of record, but that she would have to use
her own judgment.
Miss Taylor omitted mention of having attended meet-

ings of American Youth for Democracy, but, as we have
said, added an explanation of her participation in classes

at the Communist school. It appears from our interview
with the Security Officer that she attended meetings of
AYD, not just the single meeting she specified in her
letter to Senator Burns.

If Mrs. Norris wishes to execute a sworn statement to
the effect that she attended only one such meeting, and
that she never affiliated with American Youth for Democ-
racy, we will gladly receive the document, accord it the
appropriate publicity in our 1967 report, and make it a
part of the permanent record.

Campus Speakers

Here, as elsewhere, the claim that the Analysis is

“objective” becomes suspect. The Report noted (page
141) “the new ‘free speech’ policy of President Kerr”,
one aspect of which was the admission of Communist
lecturers in 1963. It pointed out that there was no re-
quirement for balance or critical examination of an
extremist view—merely acknowledgment “that a Chancel-
lor ‘may, if he considers it appropriate,’ require that
the meeting be chaired by a faculty member with tenure,
that questions from the audience be allowed, and that ‘the
speaker be appropriately balanced in debate with a per-
son of contrary opinion.’ ” It then cited “an endless
procession of [persons] . . . ranging from the extreme
right to the extreme left, with heavy emphasis, in our
view, on the left.” Since the illustrative examples in-
cluded Communist Albert J. Lima, first to be admitted

2—L-533
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after the Communist speaker ban was lifted, Malcolm X,
William Buckley, Jr., Mark Lane, and Dr. Fred
Schwartz, President Kerr ties all of them to the cancella-

tion of the Communist speaker ban with the following
criticism

:

“It should be pointed out that the persons listed above,

except for Lima, are not identified Communist Party
members (among them are prominent conservative figures

who might wish, rather, to be identified as ‘anti-Com-
munist’) ...”

This is scarely a pertinent retort to our criticism of

an educational system under which the slogan of “free
speech” is used to grant extremists of both right and
left virtually uncontrolled opportunity for false teaching.

On the Berkeley campus, the safeguards that the Chancel-
lor “may” exercise are never in fact exercised. Only if

the group sponsoring the meeting chooses to allow ques-
tions or to present the opposite opinion is this check on
deceptive propaganda ever available. The groups of the
extreme left have made it their practice to avoid such
opposition in the meetings they sponsor and to hamper
the presentation of opposing views, by heckling and other
obstructive tactics, in the relatively rare meetings of

moderate or conservative groups. A description of one
such incident, as reported by an eye-witness, may prove
illuminating.

The occasion, on May 27, 1965, was an attempted
serious study of the complex problems of U.S. engage-
ment in Vietnam. The incipient Vietnam Day Committee
group had held a number of one-sided meetings, resist-

ing specific efforts of those who asked permission to pre-

sent counter-arguments and affording no opportunity for

questions from the audience. It had staged a so-called

“teach-in” in April under such outrageously biased con-

ditions that the two scheduled defenders of U.S. policy,

Professors Robert Scalapino and Eugene Burdick of the
Political Science Department, refused to participate. To
restore the University’s claim as an “open forum” for
objective and scholarly analysis of controversial issues,

a faculty group arranged for a fair and thorough debate,

chaired by a faculty member, with one distinguished

visitor and one faculty member on each side—Professor
0. E. Clubb of Columbia University and Professor Franz
Schurmann of Berkeley opposing U.S. policy, and As-
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sistant Secretary of State William Bundy and Professor
Robert Scalapino defending it.

Pickets bearing insulting signs directed at Professor
Scalapino greeted the audience as they arrived and then
marched into the crowded Wheeler Auditorium and at-

tempted to seat themselves in the center aisles with signs
held aloft. The chairman protested and finally allowed
the pickets to hold their signs provided they stood or
sat in the side aisles. When the chairman announced the
rules of debate, including the request that no sounds of

disapproval be made, only applause to indicate approval
or silence to show disapproval, the rebel segment hooted
in disdain. Of course, booing, hissing and catcalls inter-

rupted the pro-U.S. speakers, while anti-U.S. speakers
received courteous attention, even from those who op-
posed their views. The moderator may well have intended
to be neutral, but under pressures from the anti-U.S.
side, he was helpless. The Vietnam Day Committee
handed out its circulars in the auditorium; Professor
Schurmann ignored reminders and took more than one
and one-half times the amount of time allotted him

;
the

power for the flood-lights and movie cameras that filmed
the first three speakers was disconnected when Dr. Bundy
arose, and it was repeatedly disconnected throughout his
talk. The question period was allowed to become a farce.

Anti-U.S. questioners made long speeches. The crowning
touch to the successful efforts of the anti-U.S. group
was the announcement by the moderator that Professor
Smale (of the VDC) had demanded five minutes and
would be granted this “reasonable” request.

This is an example of the “open forum” and “free
speech” policy as practiced on the Berkeley campus. It

is by no means an isolated case; far more shocking be-
havior has occurred in many instances.

President Kerr takes issue with the statement in the
Report (page 79) that he recognized, though very late,

the impact of Castro Communism on the youth of Amer-
ica “when he declared these highly indoctrinated Castro-
ites to be at the heart of the Berkeley Rebellion.” In
particular, he disclaims the words above that follow
“declared” and offers some other remarks that he did
make on this subject. The Report did not present those
words as an exact quotation, but we believe we gave the
sense of his statements as reported in a signed article

on part 1 of the San Francisco Examiner of October 3,
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1964. That article, under the by-line of Ben Williams,
says:

“University of California president Clark Kerr yester-

day declared flatly that a hard core of ‘Castro-Mao Tse-
Tung line’ Communists were in the crowd of demon-
strators . . . Kerr told an Examiner reporter that very
few university students were actually involved in the

hard core leadership. ‘There is an extreme left wing
element there,’ he said. ‘Forty-nine percent of the hard
core group are followers of the Castro-Mao line.’

”

We do not doubt that he also said, as he asserts in the

Analysis, that “some elements active in the demonstra-
tions have been impressed with the tactics of Fidel Castro
and Mao Tse Tung.” Nor do we doubt his quotation from
a speech of Mario Savio’s a few days later: “I must say
both these gentlemen impress me ...” Even as President
Kerr and rebel leader Savio recognized the resemblance
of the rebels’ tactics to those of revolutionary guerillas,

so also have we. The principal differences are that Savio
and his followers practiced these tactics, Kerr condoned
them by yielding to them, and we condemn them.

Margaret Gelders Frantz

On page 75 of our 1965 Report we stated that Mrs.
Margaret Gelders Frantz, then employed by the Institute

of Industrial Relations at Berkeley, had been identified

as a member of the Communist Party by Ralph Long on
November 30, 1954. (HUAC, Investigation of Communisl
Activities at the University of Florida, November 29 and
30, 1954, page 7365.)
In his critique Dr. Kerr stated that Mrs. Frantz had

taken the loyalty oath and had been quoted in a San
Francisco newspaper to the effect that she was no longer
a Communist. Our reference to Mrs. Frantz was made
in a section of our report devoted to the Institute of

Industrial Relations, in which we said that a number of

people connected with the Institute in one way or another
had backgrounds of affiliation with some Communist-
dominated organizations.

After Roger Heyns was selected as the new Berkeley
Chancellor to replace Acting Chancellor Martin Meyer-
son, who in turn had replaced former Chancellor Strong,
there were some announcements to the effect that new
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personnel had been chosen for the Chancellor’s office.

Dr. Alex Sherriffis, who had been Vice-Chancellor since

1958, and Mrs. Kathlyn Malloy, who had served as ad-
ministrative assistant to several Chancellors, were to be
replaced. Earl E. Cheit was made Executive Vice-Chan-
cellor, and came to that position from the Institute of

Industrial Relations. He announced on August 19, 1965
that Mrs. Margaret Erantz would also be shifted from
the Institute to work in the Chancellor’s office as his

secretary. This provoked considerable surprise in view
of the fact that she had been mentioned in our 1965
Report. Cheit then shrugged aside the report as irre-

sponsible, and said that in spite of the fact that Mrs.
Erantz had been introduced as his secretary at a staff

conference, this had been an irresponsible announcement,
and the truth of the matter was that she had been brought
in on a temporary basis to assist him in setting up some
files. Mrs. Erantz then ended the controversy by announc-
ing that she did not wish to become involved in the
matter, and disassociated herself from the Chancellor’s
office.

20

The Examiner article referred to above stated that
since coming to Berkeley in 1951, Mrs. Erantz had been
engaged in a number of “leftist and Communist causes,”
and that she had been “retained by Cheit without benefit

of security clearance.”
Mrs. Erantz was raised in a Communist family. Her

father, the late Joseph Sidney Gelders, was well-known
as an influential member of the Party. He was born in
Birmingham, Alabama, in 1898, attended the University
of Alabama from 1930 to 1935, and was employed there
as an Assistant Professor of Physics. He resigned to
devote time to other interests, among which was the
establishment of the Communist-operated Southern Con-
ference for Human Welfare, for which he acted as field

representative in 1939. Paul Crouch, a Party functionary
for many years, has stated that he knew Margaret
Gelders as a member of the Young Communist League
when he visited at the Gelders home in 1938, and that
he knew her future husband, Laurent Erantz, as a mem-
ber of the Party’s District Buro at Birmingham.
20 See : San Francisco Examiner, August 26, 1965.
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Laurent Frantz is an attorney, and has served as a
member of the executive board of the front known as the
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. He was also active
in the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, as was
Margaret Gelders as editor of its organ, Southern Pa-
triot. She was followed in that position by Anne Braden,
also a member of the Communist Party.
Margaret Frantz was selected to head the Independent

Progressive Party in Alameda County in the 1950’s.

That movement was headed by Hugh Bryson of San
Francisco, who was convicted and sentenced for falsely

swearing that he was not a Communist. She also sup-
ported the Civil Rights Congress, listed as a Communist
front by the Attorney General of the United States, and
ordered to register as such by the Subversive Activities

Control Board.21 She also signed appeals for several other
Communist front organizations.22

The Young People's Socialist League

On page 117 of our 1965 Report we said that the Young
People’s Socialist League at the Berkeley campus of the

University of California was a Trotskyite-Communist or-

ganization. Dr. Kerr replied that it is affiliated with the

Socialist Party of Norman Thomas, and is strongly op-

posed to Communism. Maybe Mr. Thomas is opposed to

Communism, but certainly this cannot be truthfully said

about some of the more militant chapters of the YPSL

—

which is sharply divided into radical and moderate ele-

ments. This division was recognized in the pro-Commu-
nist press, as indicated by a National Guardian article

that appeared in the September 25, 1965 issue of that

paper. Speaking of the components of the New Left it

said:

“Among youth organizations in the generational

New Left are the Marxist and Socialist groups who
see Socialism as a long-range goal to be won through
radicalized coalition of mass movements (the W.E.B.
DuBois Clubs of America, and the few [our italics]

remaining ‘loyalist’ chapters of the Young People’s
Socialist League) and those who are concerned with

21 See: Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C., 1961 ed., p. 44.

22 See : Oakland Tribune, December 16, 1951 and December 23, 1952.
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organizing revolutionary socialist parties as the only
viable tactic (the Young Socialist Alliance, Youth
Against War and Fascism, the Spartacists and pos-

sibly the May Second Movement.)”

Contrary to Dr. Kerr’s conception of the anti-Commu-
nist character of the Berkeley YPSL, it took part in the
founding convention of the new Communist youth group
at San Francisco in July of 1964, from which the DuBois
Clubs of America emerged. And in the summer of 1965
it was still playing its appropriate role through collabora-

tion with the Bay Area Vietnam Day Committee, con-
tributing an article to a pamphlet issued by that organi-

zation entitled “Did You Vote for War?”
The Berkeley Chapter of the YPSL played such a

vital part in the VDC activities, and in sponsoring illegal

trips to Cuba, that it earned the gratitude of the largest

Communist youth group in the world, the International
Union of Students, which expressed its thanks to the
Berkeley YPSL and the Berkeley campus of the Uni-
versity in its publication dated August 15, 1965, p. 7.

We believe that the IUS is a better judge of the alleged

anti-Communist attitude of the Berkeley YPSL than
is Dr. Kerr.

There is, of course, a background to the Trotskyist
infiltration of the YPSL. Originally that organization
was, indeed, a purely Socialist youth group patterned
after the Norman Thomas Socialist Party. But the
Socialists foolishly agreed to accept Trotskyites into

their organization, provided they were assured by the
leaders there would be no attempt at factionalism. But
factionalism to the Trotskyites is as natural as breathing,
as is well known throughout the ranks of all Marxist
movements. And when the bars were lowered the inevi-

table occurred. The factionalism drove deep into the heart
of the adult Socialist Party, and deeper into the heart
of its youth section, the YPSL. The younger Socialists

were more receptive, because they were attracted by the
action and excitement that always accompanies a Trot-
skyist group. The lure of demonstrations and militant
action proved irresistible to many of the local chapters,

and there developed a factionalizing operation that went
ahead unabated in many areas, Berkeley among them. The
Norman Thomas “doves” and the Trotskyist “hawks”
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struggled for control. In our opinion the “hawks” won
at Berkeley.

Sidney Hook mentioned the intrusion into the Socialist

Party as follows

:

“Draper was a Trotskyist who left the Socialist

Party when the Trotskyists were exposed as a faction
conspiring to take over the Party in flagrant viola-

tion of the pledged word of their leaders to refrain
from factionalism—the condition of their accept-

ance.” 28

Further mention of severance of connections between
the Socialist Party and some of tine more militant chap-
ters of the YPSL appeared in National Review Bulletin
on December 8, 1964, page 2, which stated that “.

. . a
faction gained control which does not accept a loyal rela-

tionship to . . . basic democratic socialist principles.”

Sam Kagel

We mentioned Professor Sam Kagel on pages 10, 68,

69, 70 and 74 of our 1965 Report. Our purpose was to

show Mr. Kagel ’s relationship with the California Labor
School and its predecessor in San Francisco, the Tom
Mooney Labor School. They were the same institution;

only the names were different. The directors of both,

Holland Roberts and David Jenkins, were exposed as

Communists. Dr. Kerr scolded us a bit on page 14 of his

critique for calling this establishment the Communist
school, and said “it was the California Labor School.”
Actually, it was both, according to the indisputable offi-

cial record. It was declared to be a Communist operation

by the Subversive Activities Control Board, and as such
ordered to register with the United States Attorney
General. 24

We believed when we released our report, and we still

believe, that a person who had been closely enough con-

nected with a Communist school to have been listed in

its catalogues as a lecturer or teacher several times should

have disclosed that fact -when applying for a position

23 See: “Second Thoughts on Berkeley,” by Sidney Hook. Reprinted

from Teachers College Record, Vol. 67, No. 1. October 1965. p. 16.

24 See : Guide to Subversive Organizations, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C., 1962, p. 37.
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at a state university. We have included as exhibits some
photocopies of those catalogues listing Professor Kagel,
and will allow them to speak for themselves. (See Ex-
hibit, page 47.) Whether he actually spoke or lectured
on each and all of the occasions he was slated to do so

is not especially pertinent to our inquiry. What is im-
portant is the fact of his intimate connection with the
school. He certainly did appear as scheduled on at least

one occasion. We also call attention to the fact that he
received appropriate notice in the Communist press.

25

25 See: People’s World, October 18, 1943; January 29, 1944; September
18, 1944; April 9, 1945.
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REGISTRATION: Registration for courses will begin September 20, and

will continue until the end of the second week of classes. Early regis-

tration is advised, since classes are limited in size. School will be open

for ‘registration Monday through Friday, 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

and 8:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M., and Saturdays from 10:00 A.M. to

1:00 P.M.

TERM: Classes will begin the week of October 18 and continue for eight

weeks. Classes will be held at 678 Turk Street, in the Tom Mooney

Labor School.

SESSION: Classes will meet weekly for eight two-hour sessions except

where otherwise indicated.

FEES: The regular fee for courses is $4.25 for the term, except where

otherwise indicated. Fees are payable in advance. This includes a

nominal library fee.

EXTENSION COURSES: The School will give extension courses upon

request of groups wishing to meet in union halls, community club-

rooms or in homes of students.

SERVICES TO TRADE UNIONS: The services of the School are avail-

able to trade union educational directors or business agents for plan-

ning courses or for developing educational programs for their unions.

The School will arrange for classes to be taught at either the School

or union halls.

STUDENT COUNCIL: The Student Council is composed of student

representatives elected from each class in the School. Educational and

social activities of interest to the student body and general public

are arranged and carried out through the Council.

CULTURAL: The School has an extensive program of cultural activities,

one of which is an Art Gallery which will arrange exhibits of interest

to the trade union movement and the general public.

LIBRARY: The School has lollecit'd for the study and use of students a com-

prehensive labor library of three thousand volumes, pamphlets, and periodicals.

Contributions and hooks to the library are solicited. Library hours are 10:00- A.M'.

to 5:00 P.M.. and 7 : .5o to 10:00 P.M. on weekdays; and 10:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M.

on Saturdays. For non-students Library Privileges are SI per year.
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LABOR SCHOOL
FALL TERM, 1943
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FALL TERM CALENDAR

REGISTRATION: Registration for courses will begin September 20, and

will continue until the end of the second week of classes. Early regis-

tration is advised, since classes are limited in size. School will be open

for -registration Monday through Friday, 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

and 8:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M., and Saturdays from 10:00 A.M. to

1:00 P.M.

TERM: Classes will begin the week of October 18 and continue for eight

weeks. Classes will be held at 678 Turk Street, in the Tom Mooney

Labor School.

SESSION: Classes will meet weekly for eight two-hour sessions except

where otherwise indicated.

FEES: The regular fee for courses is $4.25 for the term, except where

otherwise indicated. Fees are payable in advance. This includes a

nominal library fee.

EXTENSION COURSES: The School will give extension courses upon

request of groups wishing to meet in union halls, community club-

rooms or in homes of students.

SERVICES TO TRADE UNIONS: The services of the School are avail-

able to trade union educational directors or business agents for plan-

ning courses or for developing educational programs for their unions.

The School will arrange for classes to be taught at either the School

or union halls.

STUDENT COUNCIL: The Student Council is composed of student

representatives elected from each class in the School. Educational and

social activities of interest to the student body and general public

are arranged and carried out through the Council.

CULTURAL: The School has an extensive program of cultural activities,

one of which is an Art Gallery which will arrange exhibits of interest

to the trade union movement and the general public.

LIBRAKY: The School has collected for the study and use of students a com-

prehensive labor library of three thousand volumes, pamphlets, and periodicals.

Contributions and hooks to the library are solicited. Library hours are 10 :<»(>- A.M.

to 5:00 P.M., and 7:50 to 10:00 P.M. on weekdays; and 10:00 A.M. to I :()() P.M.

on Saturdays. For non-students Library Privileges are SI per year.
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LABOR

TRADE UNION LEADERSHIP I

Instructors: Jack Olson, Business Agent Warehousemen's Union Local 1-6;

David Williams, Business Agent Pile Drivers Local 34, AFL.

MONDAY— 8-10 P.M.

Theory and practice of labor organization. This course is divided into two parts:

(a) The wartime program and policies of organized labor and the problems
confronting labor nationally.

(b) The inner functioning of a trade union (organizational methods, functions

and procedures of union committees, shop stewards' systems).

TRADE UNION LEADERSHIP II

MONDAY— 8-10 P.M.

A series of discussions for union leaders:

Collective Bargaining in Wartime: Sam. Kagel, War Manpower Commission;
Paul Chown, War Labor Board and Steel Workers Local 1798.

Wage Stabilization: Mathew Tobriner, American Federation of Labor attorney.

A Description of the Relationship of War Agencies with Labor Cases:

Paul Chown, War Labor Board

How the Business Agent Can Get His Own Facts: Maurice Gershenson and

Frances Moore, State Division of Labor Statistics.

Incentive Pay Plans: Paul Chown, Louis Fowlks. War Production Board
Paul Pinskv. CIO Research Director.

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN LABOR MOVEMENT
Instructor: Elinor Kahn

MONDAY— 8-10 P.M.

This- course traces the growth of trade unionism in America from its beginnings

shortly after the Revolution to the present-day trade union organization of more
than 15 million workers. The changing functions of trade unions in a changing

society and the movement of labor towards independent political action will

be discussed. Major attention will be paid to the significant contribution labor

has made to preserve and extend American democracy and to labor's vital role

throughout American history in defending the nation.

PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
Instructor: Stephen Hamilton

TUESDAY— 8-10 P.M.

This course, designed for trade unionists and others, will deal concretely with

the problems involved in chairing a meeting, leading a discussion, giving a

report, making a membership appeal, and with effective speaking generally. It

will also deal with the essentials of parliamentary procedure to give practice

and competence in democratic meeting procedures. The class will he limited

in size so that each student may have a frequent opportunity to present in-

formally prepared talks to the class and to receive constructive criticism

JOURNALISM
WEDNESDAY— 8-10 P.M.

This class is officially sponsored by the American Newspaper Guild and will he

taught by Guild members. It is a twelve-weeks course, and will cover general

and labor journalism and newspaper organization. It will he a practical training

course with assignments and criticism of work assigned by the instructors.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR WOMEN
Instructor: Klarna Pinska.

MONDAY— 7-8 P.M. and WEDNESDAY— 718 P.M
The exercises given include posture, tension and relaxation exercises which
were first developed by Dr. Bess Mensendieck. These exercises do not tire but

invigorate the body. The course is of particular benefit to defense workers and
business women. Fee is $2.00 if another course is attended, otherwise, fee is $4.00.

A CLASS IN DANCING
Mrs. Bonnie Gundlach, formerly a member of the Martha Graham dance troupe,

has consented to teach a class in dancing, if registration is sufficient. For further

information consult the office.

ENGLISH I

THURSDAY— 8-10 P.M.

A course especially for foreign-born workers. Learning to read and write, as

well as speak, the language of your adopted country, is not difficult with a little

application. A common language will aid all national minorities in their war
and peace relationships with each other and with native Americans.

ENGLISH II

THURSDAY— 8-10 P.M.

A class for foreign-born workers and workers who have difficulties in English.

It is limited to those students who have taken an elementary course in English.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Trade Union
Leadership I

Elementary
Economics

War
Economics

English

I

Practical

Politics

Trade Union
Leadership

II

History of

American
Thought

Origin
and

Development
of the

War

Drafting, Shop
Mathematics,

and
Blueprint

Reading

History

of the

American
Labor

Movement

Public

Speaking
and

Parliamentary

Procedure

Journalism

The
Press,

Propaganda
and the

War

Introduction

to

Philosophy

History,

Culture and
Future of

the Negro
People

People’s

History

of the

United
States

English II

America and
the Pacific

Peoples

Physical

Fitness

7 to 8 P.M.

Physical

Fitness

7 to 8 P.M.

Mathematics
Refresher
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TOM MOONEY

LABOR SCHOOL
WINTER AND SPRING, 1944

• CLASSES BEGIN FEBRUARY 7TH •

EDUCATION FOR VICTORY
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Jlals&t ClsAAal

yo44 and y&m f/m&M

Instructors: George Hayward, Business Manager, DryDock, Marine Ways*
men, Stageriggers and Helpers, Local 2116

Jack Olson, Business Agent, Warehousemen’s Union, Local 1-6

MONDAY— 7:30 . 9:30 P. M.

This course will emphasize the WHY and HOW of trade union struc-

ture, methods, program, purpose and policy and will seek to equip

those who are taking it with a sound basis for building unions and
meeting their problems. It will discuss the shop steward system, craft

and indqstrial unions, collective bargaining, political action and its rela-

tion to union activity. It will also include a brief history of trade union-

ism and the principles on which trade unions were established. All

these will be studied in the light of the new responsibilities of unions

in the war.

*7*ade dtm

A class for union officials and leaders:

TUESDAY— 7:30 - 9:30 P. M.

Collective Bargaining in Wartime: 2 sessions: Paul Chown, War Labor

Board and Steel Workers Local 1798

Wage Stabilization: 2 sessions: Mathew Tobriner, American Federation

of Labor attorney

Varden Fuller, Teamsters’ Council

Labor and Politics: 2 sessions: Louis Goldblatt, secretary-treasurer, In-

ternational Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union

Manpower Situation in the Bay Area: 1 session: Sam Kagel. Regional

Director, War Manpower Commission

Facts About Compensation Procedure for Business Agents: 1 session:

Alex Watchmen, State Accident Commissioner

<jUUo*4f. of the Am&sdesm JEaJmb M&wsmeed

Instructor: Jack Wagner, Organizer, Technical Engineers, Local 89—Co-

author of “Victory Through Unionism”

WEDNESDAY— 7:30-9:30 P. M.

This class will cover the unions in the period of the American Revolu-
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tion; in the period from 1800-1860, and in the Civil War. The growth
of great labor movements and the fight for an 8-hour day. Formation
of American Federation of Labor, its policies, program and structure.

Other labor organizations—Knights of I^abor and Industrial Workers
of the World. Forces behind the birth and growth of the CIO; labor's

role in the present war and post-war period.

Public Bpeakiou} and PafdiameMtciSuf. Ploccdute

Instructor: Bernard Firestone, negotiator, National Labor Bureau

WEDNESDAY— 7:30 - 9:30 P. M.

This course, designed for trade unionists and others, will deal with the

problems involved in chairing a meeting, leading a discussion, giving

a report, making a membership appeal, and with effective speaking gen-

erally. It will also deal with the essentials of parliamentary procedure

to give practice in democratic meeting procedures. The class will be

limited in size so that each student may have a frequent opportunity

to present informally prepared talks to the class and to receive construc-

tive criticism.

Adoauced Public Speaking

Instructor

:

Stephen Hamilton, public speaker and radio news analyst.

TUESDAY— 8 - 10 P. M.

This course is open to students who have completed the first public

speaking course or trade union officials and members of organizations

who have had some years of speaking experience. It will be a laboratory

class wherein students will speak before an audience. There will be

analyses of speeches and criticism by the class. Experience in extempo-

raneous speaking will also be secured. Students’ entrance into the class

will be subject to approval of the instructor.

Pn&clical fl<M4AMalUm

Instructors: Eric Erickson, head of copy desk, San Francisco Call-Bulletin;

Mike Jay, San Francisco newspaperman; Fred Lowenstcin,

San Frahcisco Examiner

FRIDAY— 8-10 P. M.

This class is officially sponsored by the American Newspaper Guild

and will be taught by Guild members. It is a ten-weeks course and

will cover general and labor journalism and newspaper organization.
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ALL CLASSES—=8* 10 P. M.— Except where otherwise designated

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

You and

Your Union
7:30-9:00 P.M.

American
Thought

Labor

History

7:30-9:00 P.M.

English
Nations

in War

World
Politics

Trade Union
Leadership

7: 30-9 :00 P.M.

Radio Life Class
Dramatics

7:30-9:30 P.M.

What Is

Philosophy?

Politics

in 1944

People’s

History
Large Crafts Journalism

Economic
Theory

Public

Speaking II

Incentive

Pay
7:30-9:30 P.M.

Small Crafts Layout

Economics

for Trade
Unionists

7:30-9:30 P.M.

Vaudeville

and Skits

7:30-9:30 P.M.

Public

Speaking

7:30-9:30 P.M.

^baep ClaMM

DAY CLASSES— II A.M.- 1:00 P.M.

World Politics—Monday

People’s History—Tuesday

Current Events—Wednesday

You and Your Union—Thursday

Journalism—Friday
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received
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California

labor school
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IN SAN FRANCISCO

education for victory
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Illustrative of the type of problems discussed are the following:

Improved Supervision— the goal of Job Methods Training, Job Relations

Training and Job Instructor Training.

How supervisors can most quickly and effectively teach new workers
their jobs.

The Returning Veteran and his opportunities for apprentice training.

Vocational Training —^ its relationship to accident rates, upgrading and
improved supervision.

Production Control—its relationship to supervisory and technical training.

Apprenticeship Training— its dollar and cents value to workers and
management.

The course will meet once weekly for ten weeks as follows:

Introductory symposium of the Training Agency speakers, who will present
their views and indicate the general direction of the following sessions.

Three sessions of three weeks each, dealing in turn with the programs of
Training Within Industry, the Apprenticeship Training Service and the Cali-

fornia State Department of Education.

FULL EMPLOYMENT— THE ROAD TO SECURITY
Chairman: Sam Kagel, State Director, War Manpower Commission, Northern Cali-

fornia. Associate Chairman: E. F. Halloran, Deputy Director War Production Board,
Tenth Region, and Chairman, San Francisco Area Production Urgency Committee.
Coordinator: David Jenkins, Director, California Labor School. Representatives of

management and labor from specific industries to be announced.

TUESDAY: 8:50-10:20 P.M.
Fee: $6 for full ten weeks
Reduced rates for one or more sessions

A course for all sections of the community— industry, labor, government and
general students, which takes the positive view that stable industrial relations

must be based on a progressive program of full employment.

The victories of peace, including full employment, will require the planning
and unity of purpose necessary for the victories of war. It is recognized that
war production schedules take first place, and the planning for peace pro-
duction and reconversion is secondary. Nevertheless, some important planning
on full employment and reconversion is necessary and is in fact progressing.

To highlight the current problem and to insure realistic discussion, the
material will be presented for several key industries in the area, with repre-

sentatives of industry and labor participating in the sessions.

In addition to the specific discussion of the individual industries, the following
problems will be related to each industry for the purpose of providing a

unified course dealing with the over-all problems of the community.

Full Employment and Reconversion— a job for industry alone? Labor
alone? Government alone?

Productivity— and its relation to management’s production control and
union rules.

Markets— foreign and domestic.

Wages— and their relationship to purchasing power and prosperity.

Union and Business Security.

Other problems will be raised. on the basis of group discussion and current
developments.

The course will meet once weekly for ten weeks, as follows:

Introductory symposium will present labor, management and government

10
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spokesmen on the problems and general program for full employment and
reconversion.

The following sessions will relate the over-all problems to their specific
industries and services, with representatives of management and labor partici-
pating from these industries: Maritime and Ship Services, Longshoring and
Warehousing, Consumer Goods & Services, Canning and Agricultural Products,
Steel and Machine Tool, Oil and Chemical, Housing, Lumber and Construction,
Transportation and Communications.

Concluding symposium, summarizing the material, problems and programs of
management, labor and government on reconversion and full employment.

CURRENT LABOR MANAGEMENT
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Chairman: Stanley Bailey, Industrial Relations Expert, San Francisco Chronicle;
Coordinator: Irwin Elber, California Labor School; Associate Chairmen and Discus-
sion Leaders: Wesley O. Ash, Regional Director, Wages & Hours Divisions, U. S.

Dept, of Labor; Paul Eliel, Chairman, Pacific Coast Maritime Industry Board, War
Shipping Administration; J. Paul St. Sure, Attorney; Mervyn Rathborne, Secretary-
Treasurer, California CIO; J. Herbert Geoghegan, Executive Assistant to AFL Mem-
bers, Regional War Labor Board.

WEDNESDAY: 7-15-8:45 P.M.
Fee: Full ten weeks: $6

Two 3 -week sessions: $4
One 3-week session: $2

A practical labor relations course for union, management, government officials

and general students, dealing with the present-day factors going into stable

labor relations.

This course takes the positive view that the peaceful relations now existing

between labor and management must continue and improve during the final

stages of the European war and the coming all-out offensive for victory in

the Pacific. It is no less important that labor, industry and government carry

on the harmonious team work which has proved so effective for war; and
apply it to the progressive solution of the vital problems of full production
and full employment during the peace to come.

Illustrative of the problems discussed are the following:

Business Security— the concern of the employer alone, or of the entire

community?

Union Security— the concern of the union alone, or of the entire com-
munity?

The Role of Government— a help or hindrance to unity between man-
agement and labor?

Production Controls— and their relation to the rights of management.

The Veteran — his rights in, and his contribution to, the postwar world.

Which Way to Prosperity for Employers— with Sewell Avery or Eric

Johnson?

Additional problems are dealt with on the basis of group discussion and current

developments.

The course will meet once weekly for ten weeks as follows:

Introductory symposium of the Labor, Management and Government speakers,

who will present their views and indicate the general direction of the follow-

ing sessions.

Three sessions of three weeks each, dealing in turn with the Rights and
Responsibilities of Labor, Rights and Responsibilities of Management and the

Rights and Responsibilities of Government.

11
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President Kerr and the Regents

On Page 125 of the Report we discussed at some length
the almost complete dependence of the Board of Regents
on President Kerr for information as to University
affairs and guidance for appropriate action. We noted
that an innovation introduced by Kerr, “private, off-the-

record sessions . . . immediately preceding the formal
Regents’ meetings,” have served to make the latter

merely a public show, the real decisions having been
formulated in advance. It is neither a frank nor an ac-

curate answer for Kerr to say, as he does here, that
“fewer actions have been subject to treatment in execu-
tive sessions since I became President than before ...”
The private sessions we described are not formal “exec-
utive sessions,” however, and often included only a few
selected Regents.
In President Sproul’s day, executive sessions of the

full Board and of its committees were of one kind only

—

regular executive sessions at which members of the exec-

utive staff were present. The minutes of these meetings
were duly transcribed. President Kerr inaugurated two
additional kinds of executive sessions: “Regents Only”
formal executive sessions, and “Regents Only” informal
executive sessions. Minutes of the latter meetings were
rarely transcribed.

Preliminary meetings of the President with factional

groups of Regents, especially when there is no record of

the proceedings at such sessions, tend to keep the Board
out of contact with the underlying facts when critical

situations are presented for consideration. All of these

measures to limit the Regents’ access to information and
advice about University affairs have occurred during an
era when the opposite tendency has been growing else-

where: a generally changed view of the importance of

openness in government. Ever since passage of the Brown
Act in 1953, requiring public bodies to conduct their

business in public to the greatest possible degree, one
agency after another has been pressed to accommodate
itself to this view. Only recently has the full force of

this pressure been applied to the Board of Regents,

leading to the adoption of a rule restricting these execu-

tive sessions to pending litigation, national defense se-

curity, and personnel matters. There is reason to question

whether the outward change has actually done very much
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to eliminate these private and unreported preliminary
sessions.

The Report noted that “no other members of the uni-
versity administration [than the President] . . . were
permitted to attend” the preliminary meetings, and that
“faculty members, students . . . [and] members of the
administration” are required to go “through the Presi-
dent’s office” in order to communicate “with the Regents
or with state officials” on University matters. President
Kerr replies that “most governing boards of large organi-

zations . . . [rely] for information primarily on its

[sic] executives and staff committees.” The plural (“ex-
ecutives”) here contrasts with the singular (“the Presi-
dent”) noted in the Report. Even though he states: “I
know of no instance in which the President has ever
refused to inform the Board of such a communication,”
it takes a bold member of staff, faculty, or student body
to make pointed criticism of the President and send it

through him to the Regents or state officials. The system
tends to shield the President from criticism, and the
“innovation” introduced “during the Kerr administra-
tion”—the previously discussed private meetings—goes
still farther toward making the Regents reliant on Kerr
alone for facts and advice.

Radical Groups Capitalize on Rule Weaknesses

The University administration’s attitude toward Com-
munism was discussed under the second of the “three
general points” raised in Section II of Kerr’s Analysis.
He takes exception to a statement in the Report (page
52) : “It seems strange that despite the Regents’ policy
of not tolerating Communists as employees of the Uni-
versity, the administration welcomes Communist organi-
zations, throws the portals open to Communist speakers,
and exhibits an easy tolerance of Communist activists

that defies all reason.” President Kerr’s comment is that
the University does not adopt a “favorable attitude”
toward these “student organizations” and speakers, but
that any “groups and speakers who qualify” under the
University rules are admitted; at the same time, “a group
also has . . . the responsibility of observing campus
regulations,” and he cites the denial of on-campus status

to SLATE in 1961 for violation of regulations.
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Tliese differences of viewpoint and the facts on which
they hinge are crucial and deserve careful consideration.
A “student organization” on most campuses, and for-

merly at the University of California, has been deemed
to be a group composed of students. Under pressure of

the radical student minority at Berkeley, it has been
redefined to mean an organization whose “active mem-
bers” are students, faculty, or staff, or were students
during the preceding semester

;
and 4

4

active membership ’ ’

has been tacitly defined at Berkeley to mean the holding
of office. Thus, a group maj’' qualify under University
rules for the almost unlimited use of campus facilities,

even though many of its members are non-student rad-
icals, engaged in full time revolutionary or even criminal
activities. When Vice Chancellor Cheit, following an
informal talk in which he had acknowledged that many
of the campus problems arose from the participation of

non-students, was asked, 4 4Why, then, do you define a
‘student organization’ so as to admit non-student partici-

pation?” he replied, “Frankly, we made a mistake.”
That mistake, however, has never been corrected.

The rules under which speakers must qualify state

only that the speakers be sponsored by “registered stu-

dent organizations.” Though the Regents have never for-

mally accepted the principle demanded by rebel groups
in the faculty and in the student body—that the Univer-
sity may take no cognizance of the content of speech nor
of who is to do the speaking—the tacit acceptance of

this rule by the president and its explicit acceptance by
the Chancellor at Berkeley put speakers completely out-

side the control of the University. President Kerr has
admonished the public at large to place evidence of illegal

action on campus before the law enforcement agencies of

the outside community.
This disclaimer of responsibility for the legality, or

decency, or educational value, or any other value of
speeches widely disseminated with the aid of University
facilities to an often captive audience is alarming to

this Committee. The “rules” nominally require that no
unwilling audience shall be compelled to listen to any
speaker’s remarks; but the use of Sproul Hall steps and
a powerful public address system for the “open forum”
makes this rule farcical. Anyone desiring to use this most
heavily-traveled entrance to the campus when a “rally”
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is being held must thread his way through a crowd that

clutters the area and he cannot help but hear the speaker

long before he reaches the crowd and after he leaves it.

Patrons of the campus restaurant and the Student Union,

occupants of Sproul Hall, and those who come there on

business cannot avoid the speaker’s words. Those who
would like to eat their lunches on the many benches

around the plaza must seek another place or tolerate this

assault. The control of sound volume by a University

custodian was introduced as a gesture rather than as

an effective means of eliminating the captivity of an
audience.
The statement that “a group also has . . . the responsi-

bility of observing campus regulations” is next to mean-
ingless today as it has been since September, 1964. Per-
haps that is why President Kerr had to reach back to

1961 to illustrate this supposed measure of control. Stu-

dent rebels have denied any obligation to obey rules and
have made their denial effective by their conduct, not
only during the stormy days of 1964UL965, but even today.

Pious Disclaimers

The Analysis proceeds from this point to a new number
series of three items, under the heading, “Pious Dis-

claimers,” all intended to attack the form of statement
we have made from time to time: that we do not make
charges of subversive affiliation on the basis of the limited

evidence available to us in many cases, but that we do
think even this limited evidence of a pattern of coopera-
tive association with persons and organizations engaged
in Communist-related activities ought to be made avail-

able as a basis of judgment. As we have indicated in our
introductory remarks, the practical judgments of legis-

lators and everyone else must be formulated on the basis

of the best information available, even though such in-

formation is rarely complete. When the information
relates to activities that tend toward the criminal side,

complete information is seldom available. It is the less-

than-“ actionable ” evidence (recalling Kerr’s insistence

on “actionable” evidence or silence from his critics) that
is most important in understanding the development of
major subversive movements such as have disrupted the
Berkeley campus and have led to similar, though less
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advanced, disruptions at colleges throughout the nation.

Since it seems so difficult for a scholar like President
Kerr to understand our repeated explanations of this

viewpoint, it may be helpful to call attention to a related
viewpoint in another setting. As is well known, the Fifth
Amendment, designed to protect the innocent from forced
self-incrimination, has shielded many who were obviously
guilty of crimes. Yet, generous as our courts have been
in extending this protection, they still recognize that
sensible people must draw some inferences and conclu-
sions from an accused person’s unwillingness to testify.

In a recent murder case, in which the United States Su-
preme Court ruled against California’s constitutional pro-
vision that a judge or prosecutor may draw the jury’s

attention to the defendant’s failure to testify, both the

majority and dissenting opinions acknowledged that the

jury is sure to weigh this fact in with the others on
which they base their verdict. On Fifth Amendment
grounds, however, the court and prosecutor are now
barred from pointing to the fact; but, as Justice Stewart
noted in his dissenting opinion: “.

. . the members of the

jury are bound to draw inferences from his silence. No
constitution can prevent the operation of the human
mind.” 26

Similarly, the inferences to be drawn from a series of

facts, none sufficient to convict a person of subversive

affiliation, may be important in arriving at a useful

judgment, even though the rules under which our courts

operate keep this information from being “actionable”

evidence.

Dr. Kerr quotes (with slight errors of page reference

and text language) from page 65 of the Report that

“radical student organizations were given official uni-

versity recognition,” and counters once more with the

statement that “all student organizations, regardless of

political orientation, which complied with certain stand-

ard requirements were given recognition.” Whether
naively or cleverly, this reply glosses over the two
critical changes he introduced into the situation. For-

merly, student organizations were not allowed to use

University facilities as they are today “regardless of

political orientation.” If they had political orientation

20 Griffin v. California, 380 U. S. 609 (at p. 623), April, 1965.
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of any kind, in the sense of conducting activities designed

to support political causes, to raise funds for them and to

gain recruits and organize off-campus pressure tactics on
the community, they were forbidden to use campus facil-

ities. Discarding that rule was of inestimable aid to

Communism, whether President Kerr intended it to be

so or not.

The “ standard requirements” to which President Kerr
refers have also been discussed above. By allowing non-

students to participate, not only through the presence of

one or two adult leaders, who in many cases spend full

time at their revolutionary activities, but even to the

extent of a large fraction of the membership of a “stu-

dent organization,” he has allowed a left-wing domina-
tion of the campus scene. These are the only “student
organizations” that can devote the time and effort and
that have developed the skill in maneuvering that is

required to monopolize the opportunities for propaganda
and fund-raising afforded by the new campus system.

Even the innocent effort of the freshman class to put
on a skit advertising their class dance, for which the class

was duly granted a permit for the use of Sproul Hall
steps early in February, 1966, was shoved aside by the

Vietnam Day Committee. The freshmen wrote to Chan-
cellor Heyns: “.

. . there was absolutely no mix-up (as

claimed in defense of the VDC) ... we were the only
group for whom the steps had been reserved ... it seemed
as if someone were preaching freedom of speech for
everybody, but more for some.” The VDC leaders ac-

knowledged that “it was our own fault ... We did not
mean to intimidate them out of the steps”—but, they
did.

27

President Kerr also quotes the Report, page 67, con-
cerning his

‘
‘ reluctance to curb the activities of the most

brash and defiant student rebels.” His retort in full is

worth noting: “.
. . eight students were suspended and

hundreds of others tried in the courts with no interven-
tion ~by the University (Our italics). This goes to the
very heart of the matter—“no intervention by the Uni-
versity.” The administration of the campus under Chan-
cellor Strong sought to intervene on an earlier occasion,
when a police officer and his prisoner were held captive

27 Daily Californian, February 11, 1966.
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tion. Perhaps the latter phrase will be criticized by
President Kerr as being different from his exact words

;

this defensive technique has been used at various points
throughout the Analysis. We cannot interpret his “per-
sonal doubts” and insistence on complete withdrawal as

signifying anything less than such recognition.

President Kerr professes to believe that a “telling use
of the half-truth technique occurs on page 67 ...

,
where

the Report refers to the 1953 trial of Joseph Weinberg
for perjury . . . The Report fails to disclose the rather

pertinent information that the jury found Weinberg ‘not

guilty.’ ” In order to let the reader judge how “pertinent”
the omitted information was with respect to the matter
under discussion, we quote one newspaper’s account es-

sentially in full

:

“Dr. Joseph W. Weinberg—the man called ‘scientist x’

during a Congressional investigation of alleged atomic
spying—was acquitted today of falsely swearing he had
never been a member of the Communist Party. U. S.

District Judge Alexander Holtzoff, who presided over the

seven-day trial, said he didn’t agree with the jury’s ver-

dict. The judge told the jurors he had no doubt they
approached the case conscientiously and said he respected
their decision ‘even though the court does not approve of

your verdict.’ . . . Judge Holtzoff said the testimony dis-

closed ‘an amazing and shocking situation existing in the

crucial years of 1939, 1940, and 1941 on the campus of a
great university in which a large and active Communist
underground organization was in operation ” 28

The Report cited only the underlined portion. We
believe President Kerr is mistaken in thinking the rest

of the article “pertinent” to the discussion of Communist
infiltration of the Berkeley campus.

"Telescoping of Time"

The next caption in the Analysis is “Telescoping of

Time,” with five numbered items to support the claim
that the Report errs in associating events widely sepa-

rated in time. One of the cardinal characteristics of Com-
munist activity of the last half century is its invasive

28 Los Angeles Times, March 6, 1953. Only the “Complete Racing” edi-

tion carried this account; Stalin’s death squeezed it out of other

editions.
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growth into the tissues of our society. This figure of

speech is used to emphasize the analogy to cancerous
growths in the tissues of a living organism. The growth
may be checked for a time, but rarely recedes

;
its initial

attack at one site is typically followed by metastases to

other sites. Similarly in the social organism, the destruc-

tive change proceeds slowly at unfavorable times and
more rapidly at others, advancing from a focus in which
it has become entrenched to other, distant sites. The
time scale in the social cancer is different; hence, appre-
ciation of the extent of its progress requires examination
and correlation of events that have indeed occurred at

very different times. In our view, that fact enhances
rather than diminishes the importance of the association

because it gives evidence of the persistence and deter-

mination of those involved in the Communist movement.
The presence of sons and daughters of old-time members
of the Communist Party in the Du Bois Club, SLATE,
the FSM Steering Committee, the YDC, Students for a
Democratic Society, and other groups we have named
tends to show that the revolutionary aims of the parents
have not been allowed to depend only on their own
physical survival. The gains they have made here and
there have been stubbornly held; further advances have
been made when possible and the new territory consoli-

dated as soon as practicable with the old; and the revo-
lutionaries of the future have been trained in the home
as well as elsewhere.

Here are the specific points President Kerr raises in

this section:

1. “On p. 16 the Report discusses the ‘united front’

. . ., and this leads to a two-page discussion of ‘another
great united front movement’—the San Francisco Gen-
eral Strike of 1934. . . In similar fashion the Report
works in discussions of (a long list of Communist-in-
spired events).” The list President Kerr recites is drawn
from many parts of our 177-page Report and pulled
together by him into a single sentence ending with “etc.”
If “telescoping time” so disturbs President Kerr, it is

surprising that he uses the equivalent technique in assem-
bling his illustrative references.

We might have presented a sufficiently extensive his-

tory of worldwide Communist subversion to tie together
the incidents that he joins by a succession of commas.
Instead, we used various incidents throughout the docu-
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ment to illustrate specific Communist techniques, and
piling them one on another is an attempt at ridicule by
Kerr that we trust will not deceive the careful reader.
For example, the first item in his composite list of

“discussions” is “student activities at the College of
the City of New York in the 1930 ’s.” If any reader
doubts the parallel to events at Berkeley in 1964-66,

he need only re-read pages 19 and 20 of the 1965 Report.
He may then note, on page 58, the history of an alumnus
of that CCNY revolt, Professor Leon Wofsy of the
Berkeley faculty; and he may find, on page 80, how the

foothold gained at CCNY in the 30 ’s was broadened to

make the City College of New York a near counterpart
of Berkeley as a revolutionary focus. Even Kerr’s initial

reference to the San Francisco strike should be re-read

by those who are unfamiliar with the “united front”
technique by which Communists make use of unsuspect-
ing liberals.

Leon Wofsy

While on the subject we will deal here with all matters
pertaining to Wofsy which Dr. Kerr raised in his Anal-
ysis. On page 20 he states that our 1965 Report noted
that the University had nothing more than Wofsy ’s

simple statement to the effect that he had become dis-

enchanted with Communism and left the movement in

1956. He further asserts that we had presented no shred
of evidence that Wofsy had anything to do with Com-
munism after that date. We did not present such evidence
in the report, but we have since discovered that at the

very time Kerr made the assertion, he himself possessed
more than a “shred” of evidence about Wofsy ’s post-

1956 Communist activities. Apparently he did not see fit

to say anything about it in his critique. Dr. Kerr had
this evidence since June 8, 1964.

In view of the Kerr statements and those made by Dr.
Wofsy in a letter to a newspaper dated June 10, 1965, we
have undertaken to inquire further into the matter in

order to reply to President Kerr’s criticism and to bring
the Wofsy case up to date in this supplemental report.

Official documents show that Kerr regarded the Wofsy
case as fraught with “considerable risk in view of the
long record of Communist Party activity and commit-
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ment.” 29 Kerr was so concerned that he suggested cov-

ering any major criticism by drafting a “carefully-

written letter making known our concern about reported

past activities which Wofsy had acknowledged, to make
clear that we regard these as necessarily terminated in

the interest of pursuing a scholarly career.” 30

Immediately after Wofsy applied for the Berkeley
position as Associate Professor, letters were received

from many of his colleagues, attesting to his scientific

proficiency and urging that the appointment be approved.

Among these letters were ones from Martin Kamen,
Michael Doudoroff and Roger Stanier. Kamen was then

employed at the San Diego campus of the University,

the other two at Berkeley. There was also a letter from
Wofsy to Dr. Sanford S. Elberg, Professor of Bacteri-

ology and Immunology at Berkeley, dated February 4,

1964. It is of interest only in that Wofsy stated that in

his opinion the California loyalty oath, required of all

University employees, amounted to very little to a Com-
munist. He said:

“As you may know, I turned down an associate

professorship at the State University of New York
because of objections to the Feinberg Law, New
York’s version of the ‘loyalty oath.’ Although I dis-

agree with such ‘oaths’ as a criterion for academic
appointment, the California oath is far less objec-
tionable to me. I signed it in 1961 when I came to

La Jolla and accept the fact that it is one of the
requirements for working in the California system.
The California Oath presents me with no problems

of principle or conscience, but any system with such
a provision does confront me with certain risks and
some insecurity. I was for a very considerable period
in my youth (our italics) publicly identified with
and very active in radical organizations, and was
personally before the House TJn-American Committee
(our italics) and the McCarran Subversive Activities
Control Board in 1954 ...”

It is evident that Dr. Wofsy conveyed the impression
that he had engaged in radical activities only as a youth,
29 Conference between Dr. Kerr and Chancellor Strong, May 30, 1964.
80 Notes of Conference, Kerr and Strong, op. cit.

8—L-588
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and that his appearance before the House Committee on
Un-American Activities was accompanied by no especially

significant occurrences. He neglected to state that he was
national director for the youth section of the Communist
Party for several years, and that what he referred to as

his “youth” lasted until he was thirty-five years of age.

He also used the Communist derogatory term for the

House Committee on Un-American Activities by calling

it the “Un-American Committee.”
The notes of former Chancellor Strong regarding his

conference with President Kerr on May 30, 1964, state

that Wofsy “.
. . apparently did not invoke the fifth

amendment when brought before the HUAC and the

McCarran Board in 1954.” And on June 1, 1964, Kerr
stated during a telephone call to former Vice Chancellor
Alex Sherriffs that “Wofsy had not taken the fifth

amendment and had been frank (at least to a point)

about his past activities—the point being that Katz had
not been frank, and agreed with Sherriffs that it was an
impossible situation.”

31

It turned out, however, that Wofsy had invoked the

Fifth Amendment during his appearance before the

House Committee on Un-American Activities. And he
invoked it fifty-three times.

32

Former Chancellor Strong had already approved
Wofsy ’s application for appointment to the Berkeley
faculty, but when he discovered that Wofsy had tried

to create the impression that his “radical” activities

were limited to the period of his youth; that he had
made no reference to the fact that he had repeatedly
invoked the Fifth Amendment before the House Com-
mittee; that he had neglected to expand on his actual

role as national director of the Communist Party youth
section; and that a Communist document indicated that

Wofsy *8 activities had continued after 1956—he sent a

note to Kerr by messenger stating that he therewith
withdrew his signature from the approval.33

This presented a sticky situation. Academic circles had
urged Wofsy ’s appointment; his colleagues had attested

31 Notes of telephone conference, Kerr and Sherriffs, June 1, 1964.
32 Transcript of Testimony, ‘

‘ Investigation of Communist Activities,

New York” Part II (Youth Organizations), March 16, 1955, pages
219-229.

38 Letter, Strong to Kerr, June 8, 1964.
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to his academic proficiency; he had been one of the most
highly-placed and important Communists in the United
States, and instead of having been interviewed by a se-

curity officer trained in such matters, he was examined
by a philosopher and a scientist—eminent in their fields,

but utterly naive in security matters. And, for reasons
that we have already discussed, the University had been
without any real security officer ever since Kerr became
President and took Mr. Wadman from general security
matters and shifted him to handling insurance.

Strong’s letter to Kerr came just seven days after the
appointment had been approved, and said, in part:

“Now that we have from published documents a
fuller account of Dr. Leon Wofsy, I withdraw my
signature from the form submitted requesting his

appointment as Associate Professor of Bacteriology.
. . . He invoked the First and Fifth Amendments
when questioned by a Congressional committee about
Communist Party activities, but he makes no mention
of this in his letter to Dean Elberg. The letter is

also secretive in stating that his participation in
left-wing activities took place in his youth. Until age
35 at least he was in a national leadership role in

Communist Party activities.”
34

On June 25 at 10 a.m. Strong received a telephone
call from Roger Stanier, who had learned of the impend-
ing interview. Stanier stated he thought Strong would be
entirely satisfed with Wofsy, who had not engaged in

any Communist activities since 1956. Strong’s notes of
this conversation read:

. . he asked what questions I would ask ... if

I wanted a recantation from Wofsy with respect to

his past activities. . . . Stanier said that Wofsy, if

called before the HUAC again, would probably again
refuse to answer questions about Party membership
and activities. I remarked that the Chancellor was
not a Congressional committee. I stood with the
AAUP (American Association of University Pro-
fessors) in its 1956 policy that questions could prop-
erly be asked and an individual could be expected
to respond when record of past activities gave rise

34 Letter, Strong to Kerr, op. cit.
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to questions about the fitness of the individual to

be appointed to a faculty position. Roger took no
exception to this statement of position. . .

35

Strong and Dean William Fretter interviewed Wofsy
and submitted separate resumes thereof to President
Kerr. They reported that Wofsy had been cooperative,

discussed the family background that he felt had pointed
him in the direction of Communism, and talked freely

about his background in the Party. This, it will be ob-

served, is not in accord with his statement to the San
Francisco Chronicle of June 20, 1965, wherein he said

he disdained to discuss such matters. Strong had a docu-
ment that shook Wofsy ’s aplomb, however. It was a copy
of the Daily Worker for June 6, 1956. This paper was
and still is the official organ for the Communist Party
of the U.S. The article was about the second national
meeting of the Labor Youth League, headed and organ-
ized by Wofsy in his capacity as Youth Director of the
Communist movement. It stated flatly that he had not
left the Party in 1956, but rather was given a leave of

absence for the purpose of doing other work “in the

people’s movement.” The article reads as follows:

“The National Council of the Labor Youth League
issued the following statement at the conclusion of
its meeting recently in New York:

‘The main order of business dealt with the needs
of youth and the coming elections. A program of
activity was discussed to help every League club

across the country play an influential role among
the young people in the communities and campuses.
‘A document entitled The Needs of Youth and

the Challenge of Peace was issued for discussion in

and around the League. Based on these discussions,

this program to meet the needs of youth will be
edited and published sometime this summer for wide
distribution among all those concerned with the prob-
lems of Young America.

‘After seven years of outstanding leadership, Leon
Wofsy, national chairman of our organization, was
granted a leave of absence pending the next national

convention. The gratitude and affection of the entire

85 Memo of telephone conference between former Chancellor Strong and
Dr. Roger Y. Stanier, June 15, 1964, 10 a.m.
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League was expressed to him as he left to take on
other responsibilities in the people’s movement.’ ”

We make no assertion that Wofsy was not telling the

truth when he informed the two distinguished faculty

members at Berkeley that he left the Communist move-
ment in 1956. We only indicate that it does not agree
with the official account of the proceedings of the national

Communist youth organization of which he was the head,

as printed in the official newspaper for the Communist
Party of the United States.

An inspection of the resumes submitted by Chancellor
Strong and Dean Eretter show that they were impressed
by the fact that Wofsy was “ cooperative and frank.”
Each of them stressed this point, and each of them stated

that Wofsy explained that his father had been a radical

Socialist, that he was raised in a family of Marxists, and
that it was almost inevitable that his thinking be oriented
toward Communism. He was, in short, literally steeped
in Communism from the time he was a child until he
was a mature man of 35—at least. Both Strong and
Eretter agreed that when Wofsy was shown the Daily
Worker article he exhibited surprise and concern for the
first time, and was also rather resentful about being con-
fronted with this new bit of evidence. Both men appeared
impressed by the fact that Wofsy ’s father had been a
radical Socialist, and that Wofsy had been frank and
cooperative. Strong changed his mind once again, and
recommended the appointment.

It appears that the elder Wofsy was something more
than just a radical Socialist. He was one of the charter
members of the Communist Party in this country, and
his death was the occasion for a eulogy in Political Af-
fairs, the theoretical organ of the Party. He was widely
known in Communist circles for his work in the Party
in Connecticut.36

During the interview with Strong and Pretter on June
26, 1964, Wofsy frankly told them that he was still radical

in his views, but had no intention of reaffiliating with the

Communist Party. He also remarked that he was related

to Eli Katz through marriage. With regard to the Cali-

fornia loyalty oath, he said he could sign it without fear

36 Political Affairs, November, 1964, pp. 62-63
;
National Guardian, Oc-

tober 23, 1965, p. 11.
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of being prosecuted for perjury even if be bad been a
member of tbe Communist Party at tbe time. He re-

garded tbe New York oatb as much tougher, because it

called for an annual review.37

Referring back to tbe Kerr critique, page 20, be there

stated that ‘‘Professor Wofsy has signed tbe Levering
Oatb, and has publicly stated that be is no longer a
member of tbe Communist Party.” Kerr also declared
that we presented no evidence that Wofsy bad continued
bis Communist work after 1956. The record, however,
discloses that Kerr bad knowledge that official Commu-
nist Publications bad stated that Wofsy was still active

after 1956, and that Kerr was in error when be said

Wofsy bad not invoked tbe Fifth Amendment before tbe
House Committee.
In bis statement to tbe press Wofsy declared that be

never discussed bis Communist activities in connection
with bis application for employment at Berkeley. But be
surely must have remembered that when be came to

Berkeley from San Diego for tbe express purpose of con-

ferring with Dean Fretter and Chancellor Strong, be did
respond to such questions concerning bis Communist ac-

tivities, and at considerable length. Indeed, it was bis

apparent frankness and cooperation which prompted bis

questioners to recommend that bis appointment be ap-
proved.
We repeat what we said in our 1965 Report: that,

although Wofsy spent all of his life in tbe Communist
Party after leaving high school and rose to a position
of great importance as director of its national youth ac-

tivities, be may well have left tbe Party in 1956. Tbe
official Communist paper said be did not leave it in any
real sense and it was reporting a meeting of the youth
organization he beaded. We believe that it would have
been of great assistance both to Chancellor Strong and
to Dean Fretter and tbe University if they bad been able
to consult an expert on security and subversion—someone
who bad special training and experience in that field.

Such a person would have known tbe significance of tbe
various documents available and would have been able to

handle a matter within bis special field.

37 Summary of Interview with Wofsy by Strong and Fretter, June 26,

1964.
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An examination by men who have bad no experience

whatever in such matters, about which they are called

upon to make a vital determination, is no effective exam-
ination at all.

Douglas Wachter

Since our 1965 Report was released, there has been an-

other addition to the Bacteriology Department at Berke-
ley. (See previous discussion of Leon Wofsy of that de-

partment.) He is Douglas Wachter, formerly connected
with SLATE, member of an old Communist family and
a delegate from Berkeley to the Seventeenth National
Convention of the Communist Party of the United States

in 1959. He participated most actively in the convention
sessions on recruiting and indoctrination of youth.38

The Element of Time

The Analysis quotes several lines from the Report, page
53, making a supposedly unimportant deletion marked
by the customary series of dots. Here, again, the ingeni-

ous use of the “ half-truth and distortion” technique
which President Kerr decries is in evidence. From the
sentence, “We have seen how the Communist Party
originally established its headquarters on the Pacific
Coast in San Francisco, developed its indoctrination and
educational system in that city, established its faculty and
student units at the Berkeley campus,” etc., President
Kerr has deleted the italicized portion. By deleting ‘ ‘

orig-

inally,” he creates a straw man he can attack. Now he
can say :

‘
‘ This language implies the present existence of

Communist faculty units at Berkeley.” Note, however,
that “this language” is his language, not ours. We care-
fully placed the time some years back; he carefully con-
cealed that fact. He beats the straw man again by stating

:

“No . . . evidence of the continued existence of this unit
is offered,” neglecting to note that our Report recognized
current opportunistic tactics by Communists and Commu-
nist sympathizers but made no assertion of the existence
of a “Communist unit” on the campus today.

38 Political Affairs, March, 1960, p. 73; see also, 1961 Report, pp. 24,

28-32, 78.
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"Guilt by Juxtaposition"

We finally come to the last section of the “Analysis,”
except for appendices. The caption, “Guilt by Juxtaposi-
tion,” is intended to warn the reader that the Report has
erroneously coupled unrelated matters, though President
Kerr cautions: “The technique is not quite the same as

‘guilt by association’ because there is often no direct

claim of association with any specific individuals.”
Aside from a few minor inaccuracies of quotation and

page citation in the Analysis, there is little to say of
the four numbered items in this section. Inevitably, in
a relatively brief account of widely ramifying activities

involving Communist and Communist-related groups and
individuals, some people, places, and events will be men-
tioned alongside others with which they have little con-
nection. President Kerr acknowledges that often no claim
of association is made in the Report, but he finds the
juxtaposition objectionable because of the association he
reads into it. Since there is almost no limit to the pairing
one may make in this fashion, our advice to readers, Dr.
Kerr included, is to weigh carefully each item of infor-

mation presented and determine how much it adds to

others nearby. We must count on the reader’s intelligence

to keep him from drawing any unwarranted conclusions
from mere juxtaposition.

We here conclude our replies to Dr. Kerr’s allegations

of error in our 1965 Report. Twenty-three pages of his

widely-publicized critique were actually devoted to alle-

gations of errors, many of which he characterized as
errors that were more technical than substantive, and
which we have deemed unimportant to quibble over here.

The rest of his document was devoted to appendices, and
we have also dealt with them insofar as they related to

specific points in his criticism. The substantive allegations

of error have also been treated in detail. We leave it to

the reader to judge the validity of the Kerr critique.



DEVELOPMENTS SINCE JULY, 1965

Professor John Searle

On September 16, 1965, Vice Chancellor Earl E. Cheit
announced the appointment of Dr. John R. Searle as

the administration’s Special Assistant on Student Organi-
zations, and stated that his primary function would be
to consult with student groups on the campus concerning
the new rules for student conduct.39 Searle had been
generally recognized on the campus and throughout the
community at large as a pro-ESM professor, but it re-

mained for Calvin Trilling of The New Yorker magazine
to phrase it succinctly. He stated that Searle is “the
faculty member closest to the ESM.” 40

One instance of Dr. Searle ’s sympathetic attitude to-

ward ESM activists is provided in a Daily Californian
article on October 22, 1965. Barbara Garson stated that
she had not been paid for three weeks’ work she had done
for the University because she refused to sign the Lev-
ering Act loyalty oath. When she did sign under protest,

she remarked that Dr. Searle and Vice Chancellor Cheit
had advised her to sue the University. At this point
Searle promised to contribute to an organization started
by Mrs. Garson and others to end the mandatory loyalty
oath requirement, and called The End the Oath Defense
Fund, 2411 Grove Street, Berkeley. Cheit later denied
that he said Mrs. Garson should sue; he stated he told

her she could sue, and that the action was up to her.
41

Pursuing the matter further, Mrs. Garson declared, re-

ferring to Chancellor Heyns, Cheit and Searle, “I got
them their jobs. What are they going to do about getting
me my job back?” 42

Shortly after this occurrence, Chancellor Heyns an-
nounced the formation of a Student Rules Committee,
stating that it was along lines proposed by Dr. Searle.

39 Daily Californian, September 16, 1965.
40 Calvin Trilling, reprint from The New Yorker, in Revolution at

Berkeley, Del Publishing Co., New York, September, 1965.
41 Daily Californian, October 25, 1965.
42 Daily Californian, op. cit.

( 78 )
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Tlie composition of that committee, and the manner in
which it was staffed will be dealt with more fully in our
1967 Report. It is sufficient to note here that one of the
seats was won by Bettina Aptheker, an admitted Com-
munist, and that all but one of the other positions open
to students were won by members of SLATE and pro-
FSM graduate students.

43 Vice Chancellor Earl F. Cheit
was appointed by Heyns to represent the administration.
To cast some additional light on Searle’s attitude to-

ward the student leaders with whom he would be dealing
on behalf of the Chancellor, we quote from an item that
appeared in the October 21, 1965, issue of Tocsin: “John
R. Searle, the new special assistant to the Berkeley cam-
pus Chancellor on student organizations, showed up at

the reception held at the Lima (Albert J. ‘Mickie’ Lima)
residence, 6115 Dover Street, Oakland, on September 18.”

The reception was given in honor of Bettina Aptheker
and Jack Kurzweil, recently married. Donations were
collected at this affair, and the proceeds turned over to

the People’s World and the Free Speech Defense Fund.
Lima is well known throughout the Bay Area as Chair-

man of the Northern Division of the Communist Party
of California, and was frequently seen on the Berkeley
campus during the FSM demonstrations. The People’s
World is, as we have stated, the Communist Party news-
paper.
At a rally on the steps of Sproul Hall celebrating the

anniversary of the sit-in on December 2, 1964, Searle is

mentioned as one of the speakers, and is quoted as saying,

in relation to the demonstrations of the Free Speech
Movement: “I think we have succeeded in this revolu-

tion.”
44

43 Daily Californian, November 19, 1965.
44 San Francisco Chronicle, December 3, 1965.



THE VIETNAM DAY COMMITTEE
During the latter part of June and early July, 1965,

almost 800 defendants were found guilty in Judge Rupert
Crittenden’s Berkeley Municipal Court and sentenced for

unlawfully invading the administration building on the

Berkeley campus at the height of the rebellion. The close

of this long and arduous trial also marked the decline

of the Free Speech Movement. It had achieved virtually

all of its objectives and was now concerned with solidify-

ing its position and entrenching its supporters in positions

of strategic importance.
Bettina Aptheker demolished the view taken by many

FSM sympathizers that Communists had nothing to do
with directing the movement when she declared that she
had been a secret member of the Communist Party
throughout the entire Berkeley Rebellion and for several

years prior thereto. The statement came as no great sur-

prise to those who had followed her career, her associates

and her activities and who knew her family background.
However, it did provoke some rather curious reactions

in the liberal press and from apologists for the FSM.
It is customary with radical organizations to scuttle

themselves when they have served their purpose and to

salvage the hulls by forming continuations committees or
groups which can be activated should occasion demand.
So it was with the FSM. Instead of a Free Speech Move-
ment, there emerged a Free Student Union—with many
of the same leaders and with much the same membership
and supporters. The FSU was more loosely structured
and soon found that, as an indirect result of the passions
and enthusiasms of the rebellion, many diverse cliques and
factions had sprung up. The Free Student Union,
concerned with entrenching itself and resisting all efforts

to modify its achievements, was beset from its inception
with petty wrangling. It soon began to languish. It had
inherited much of the equipment left over from the
campus demonstrations—walkie-talkie sets, public address
systems and some mobile units. But it had nothing to do

( 75 )
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except to protect itself against dislodgment and to seek

more influence in the actual operation of the University.

In other words, there were no great issues around which
the FSU could rally a following.

The University’s public relations department took ad-

vantage of the apparent lull to proclaim that the trouble

was over and that rules were now being observed by the

students. This was an honest statement, because the FSM
had badgered the administration into rescinding all the

rules it found distasteful. Those that remained were ig-

nored in most cases.

By the fall of 1965 the FSU had resolved most of
its internal difficulties and started a membership drive,

which fell short of expectations. It established three cate-

gories of “locals”: there was a “general local,” which
considered issues brought up by individual members; a
“time local,” the members of which met regularly at a
fixed time each week and constituted themselves into a
sort of continuations committee to keep the organization
informed of campus conditions and issues; and an “inter-

est local,” which was designed to concentrate on specific

issues of reform or improvement on the campus. The
interest local was vested with exclusive jurisdiction to

call campus strikes, to raise legal and technical objections
to University actions, and to handle civil rights and stu-

dent affairs generally. No night meetings of any of the
locals were contemplated, and the University provided
facilities on the campus for FSU meetings at other times.

As it developed, there were few issues to determine and
no activity to stimulate the members and keep alive their

enthusiasm. Consequently, the FSU remained virtually

dormant until the controversy over Vietnam provided a
new rallying point. When demonstrations began, arrange-
ments were made by the FSU to lend the Vietnam Day
Committee some electronic equipment, and leaders of the
old FSM and FSU now became active in the VDC.

Old Leaders—New Cause

The origin of the Vietnam Day Committee is obscure.
Some claim that its inception was a “teach-in” conducted
in March, 1965, by faculty members at the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor. This affair was reported in the
press and described by the U. S. Senate Internal Security
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Subcommittee.45 Approximately 2,500 people attended this

rally, which consisted of a series of “lectures, open meet-
ings, and seminars punctuated by folksinging and bomb-
scares.” In commenting generally on the teach-ins, the

Subcommittee said:

“In reality, the great majority of these teach-ins

(there were a few notable exceptions) have had abso-
lutely nothing in common with the procedures of
fair debate or the process of education. In practice
they were a combination of an indoctrination session,

a political protest demonstration, an endurance con-
test and a variety show. At most of the teach-ins the
administration’s point of view was given only token
representation. The great majority of the speakers,
by deliberate design, were critics of the administra-
tion. At many of the teach-ins, spokesmen for the
administration’s policy were subjected to booing and
hissing and catcalling, so that it was impossible for
them to make a coherent presentation of their case.

Communist propaganda films were frequently shown.
Communist literature was distributed. People of
known Communist backgrounds were frequently in-

volved.”

The Senate Subcommittee found that a majority of
those who were participating in the marches, teach-ins
and other demonstrations were sincere and loyal dis-

senters. But it was also pointed out that the situation

presented an admirable opportunity for Communists of
all complexions to unite in a common front to further
the world Party line—and that line was to give all pos-
sible aid to the Viet Cong, and to make all possible
trouble in this country which would interfere with the
war effort.

Liberal organizations such as SANE held themselves
aloof from the Communists “and established certain
criteria and certain controls to protect their organization
against Communist infiltration.”

46 Immediately, the Com-
munists turned loose a propaganda attack against these

groups in accord with their technique of “rule or ruin.”

45 ‘
< The Anti-Vietnam Agitation and the Teach-In Movement : The
Problem of Communist Infiltration and Exploitation,” Document
No. 72, 89th Congress, 1st Session, October, 1965, 256 pp.

48 Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, op. cit.
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But, the Senate Subcommittee observed, there was no
effort made by the leaders of the anti-Vietnam war move-
ment in general to guard against such infiltration. On
the contrary, demonstrations were being led by Commu-
nists in most places and members of the Party wTere

cordially received by other leaders.

The next teach-in of note was held on the Berkeley
campus on May 21 and 22, 1965. It attracted such promi-
nent figures as Prof. Staughton Lvnd from Yale, recently
featured in the news for his unauthorized visit to Hanoi,
an affair arranged by the ubiquitous Herbert Aptheker,
Bettina’s father. As the anti-Vietnam activities increased
at Berkeley, the old supporters of the PSM assumed
positions of control: Bettina Aptheker, Mike Myerson,
Steve Weissman, Robert Scheer, Mort Scheer, Harold
Supriano, Conn Hallinan and some of his brothers, Doug-
las Wachter, Jerry Rubin and Carl Bloice. There were
others who had also been active in the FSM, but these
are perhaps the best known. Some were students at the
University, some were non-students who roamed the
campus at will, agitating, exhorting, speaking, distribut-

ing literature, soliciting funds and otherwise using the
state-owned facilities of the institution without hindrance.
By the summer of 1965 our investigations convinced us

that control of the anti-Vietnam demonstrations in the
Bay Area had been taken over by the Communists. The
U. S. Senate Subcommittee came to the same conclusion
regarding the national movement. It said:

“The control of the anti-Vietnamese movement has
clearly passed from the hands of the moderate ele-

ments who may have controlled it at one time, into

the hands of the Communists and extreme elements
who are openly sympathetic to the Viet Cong and
openly hostile to the United States, and who call for
massive civil disobedience, including the burning of

draft cards and the stopping of troop trains. This
is particularly true of the national Vietnam protest
movement scheduled for October 15-16.” 47

It is not necessary to indicate that these demonstrations
against our war effort were an immense aid and comfort
to our enemy. From Moscow and Peking, and from Hanoi
and Havana, came streams of propaganda and congratula-

47 Id., p. xv.
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tions for the efforts being made by American radicals

against our own military forces, and in assisting the
Viet Cong to defeat us. We have reproduced some of this

anti-American material and wish to call special attention

to the statements of the International Union of Students,
which sent its greetings and gratitude to the American
organizations. It will be recalled that the IUS is one of

the two huge world Communist youth organizations, with
headquarters in Czechoslovakia. (See Exhibit II, p. 80.)

Some of the propaganda for the May teach-in at Berke-
ley was prepared by Mike Myerson, former chairman of

SLATE on the Berkeley campus, delegate to the Eighth
World Communist Youth Festival in Helsinki and one
of the founders of the DuBois Clubs of America—the
new Communist Party youth adjunct. Myerson went to

Hanoi in September, 1965, was made an ‘‘honorary
nephew” of Communist leader Ho Chi Minh, and has
since participated in demonstrations wearing a Viet Cong
cap and displaying a ring he says was made from the

wreckage of an American plane. Accompanying him on
this un-authorized trip into the heart of the enemy coun-
try were Harold Supriano, formerly employed as a parole
officer by the California Youth Authority and also a

founder of the DuBois Clubs; Christopher Koch of Hew
York, and Richard Ward of Paris.48

Professor Stephen Smale, of the Berkeley campus
Mathematics Department, and Jerry Rubin, a non-
student, take credit for having started the Vietnam Day
Committee and anti-Vietnam demonstrations throughout
the country. Smale was a student at the University of

Michigan and is alleged to have been a member of the
Labor Youth League there.

49 This was the youth section

of the American Communist Party, then directed by Leon
Wofsy, who is now with the Department of Bacteriology
at Berkeley. Smale was also connected with the radical

Young Progressives of America, and with the Arts,

Sciences and Professions Council, a Communist cultural

front. While a member of the faculty at Berkeley, he has
acted as an advisor for the Fair Play for Cuba Commit-
tee. Jerry Rubin was the sparkplug for this front. The
latter made several visits to Cuba and took no pains to

conceal his Communist sympathies.

48 San Francisco Chronicle, September 29, 1965.
49 National Review, December 14, 1965, pp. 1157-1159.
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news
service

SOLIDARITY WITH
VIETNAMESE PEOPLE AND
STUDENTS
Resolution of IPC 9th world

festival of youth and students

IUS Appeal on occasion of

week of solidarity with Cuba
and Latin America
Students killed in Ecuador
and Greece
University federation to fight

ROK-Japan treaty

Statement of IUS Secretariat

(A forgery exposed)

International Union of Students
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great cause of defending the North, libe

rating the South and achieving the peace-
ful reunification of their motherland.

“Your struggle is perfectly Just. As the
U.S. imperialists have perpetrated brutal
aggression against South Vietnam, the
North Vietnamese have every right to

support their compatriots in the south,”
the letter states.

“The patriotic, anti-U.S. struggle of the
Vietnamese people is an important com-
ponent of the struggle of the people of
the world against U.S. imperialism. It is

of great international significance. Your
struggle is not only In the interest of
your freedom and independence, it is

also an inspiration for other nations In

their struggle for freedom and indepen-
dence. The people and students of the
world should not only support you, but
should also express thanks to you for
the great contributions you have been
making to the defence of Asian and
world peace at the cost of your blood
and lives.

“We will for ever support you in carry-
ing through the great patriotic anti-U.S.

struggle to the very end. We are of the
ppinion that the United States must
strictly abide by the Geneva Agreements
of 1954, and the peace, Independence, so-

vereignty, unification and territorial in-

tegrity of Vietnam must be recognized in

1 strict accordance with the Agreements,
that all U.S. armed forces must be with-
drawn from South Vietnam, and all U.S.
war actions against North Vietnam must
be stopped, that the affairs of South
Vietnam must be left to the South
Vietnamese people to settle and the re>-

1 unification of Vietnam must be settled
by the Vietnamese people themselves.

“We hold that only by compelling the
United States to withdraw all its armed
forces from South Vietnam can the ne-

i

cessary conditions be created for the po-
litical settlement of Vietnam. We Join the

J

Vietnamese people and students in firmly
opposing any ‘peaceful negotiations’ in-

trigue played by U.S. imperialism and Its

followers. We are ready to render you
all necessary assistance, including weap-
ons. We will, in case of necessity, send
volunteers to South Vietnam to fight

shoulder to shoulder with our South Viet-

j

namese brothers and sisters to drive out
the U.S. aggressors to the last man. We

are deeply convinced that final victory
will certainly go to the great heroic Viet-
namese people.”

Letter to DSLSV

In its letter to the Union of Students for
the Liberation of South Vietnam (UELSV),
the Secretariat of the IUS, conveyed “its

warm and militant greetings ... to all the
valiant South Vietnamese students who
are now taking arms in hand in order to
drive the U.S. aggressors out of their
homeland.”

It said that the signing of the Gfeneva
Agreements eleven years ago was made
possible only after the Vietnamese people
had inflicted a crushing defeat on
French colonialism in the glorious Dlen-
Bien-Phu battle. But without waiting for
the signatures to dry, the U.S. imperial-
ists stepped into shoes abandoned by the
old colonial rulers and made themselves
the new overlords in order to perpetuate
the division of Vietnam, to make South
Vietnam their new colony and one of

their military bases. They spare no effort

to sabotage the Geneva Agreements on
Vietnam; they have introduced modern
armaments of mass destruction, short of

atomic weapons, and launched “special”
war against the South Vietnamese people.

Recently, in view of the successive de-

feats suffered by them and their puppets,
the U.S. imperialists have thrown in

more combat troops in South Vietnam,
dragging along their satellite countries,
like South Korea, Australia, the Philippin-

es, New Zealand, etc. in order to partici-

pate in the “operation” against the libe-

ration fighters.

The South Vietnam bloody military dic-

tatorial regime, whose existence is only
possible due to the backing of U.S.

bayonets, has created a reign of terror

in South Vietnam by imposing a state of

war, closing down schools and forcing

youth and students to enlist in the army
to serve as cannon fodder for the U.S.

aggressors, shooting students and young
patriots, etc. Student martyrs like Le
Hong Tu, Le Quang Vinh, Le Van Xhuyen
and many others who gave their lives be-

fore the firing squads for the liberation of

their country, as well as the girl stu-

dent Quaoh Thi Trang who fell victim in

a huge demonstration against fascist ty-

ranny, will always be remembered by
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their people and the progressive students
all over the world, the letter notes.

Referring to the bombing raids on the
territory of the Democratic Republic, the
letter declares: “These raids cannot but
arouse utmost indignation and the burn-
ing hatred of the entire Vietnamese peo-
ple for the common enemy, which bar-

barously bombed hospitals, schools,
market places, industrial centres and
living quarters, inflicting casualties
among peaceful civilians.

“But no modern weapons or barbarism
can make the heroic Vietnamese people
surrender, for they are fighting for a

Just cause. On the contrary, such barbar-
ism serves only as another proof for all

to see what the real nature of imperial-
ism is.” The heroic Vietnamese people
can never be threatened nor defeated by
any kind of modern weapons of U.S. im-
perialism, still less can they be defraud-
ed by political intrigues.

The IUS reaffirms its unconditional sup-
port for this Just and heroic struggle. It

will continue to render all necessary
moral and material assistance, Including
the raising of funds for the purchase of

weapons, and to send volunteers if the
situation necessitates so in order to fight

shoulder to shoulder with the South
Vietnamese people and students to drive
U.S. imperialism out of South Vietnam.
“We are deeply convinced that the strug-

gle of the heroic South Vietnamese people
will be crowned with final victory. South
Vietnam will surely be liberated and Viet-

nam will be reunified,” the letter con-
cludes.

A Letter of Thanks

The Union of Students for the Liberation
of South Vietnam sent the following let-

ter to the IUS, which was also published
by the “Liberation Press” agency, the
organ of the National Liberation Front
of South Vietnam:

“We are very happy to convey to you our
cordial appreciation of your sympathy
and support for the resolute stand of

the South Vietnamese people, as expres-
sed in the Five-Point Declaration of the
South Vietnam National Liberation Front
on March 22, 1965.

“At a time when American imperialists on
the one hand are frantically intensifying

their aggressive war in South Vietnam,
disembarking tens of thousands of Ame-
rican and vassal soldiers and spreading
the war to North Vietnam and, on the
other hand, resorting to ‘peace negotia-
tions’ blackmail In order to dupe world
opinion, your sympathy and your support
to our resolute struggle are perfect illu-

strations of the International solidarity

and close friendship with the South Viet-

namese people on the part of those value-

ing Independence, freedom, peace and
Justice in the world. It Is also a firm en-

couragement to our Just patriotic strug-

gle.

“The students and people of South Viet-

nam, enthusiastic and prond to have
companions in struggle throughout the

world who support them firmly, morally
and materially, reaffirm their determina-
tion to defeat the American imperialists

and their lackeys and re-establish inde-

pendence, democracy, peace and neutral-
,

ity in South Vietnam, which is marching
|

towards the peaceful reunification of our
,

country.

“Once again, we sincerely thank you and
(

wish you great success in all your acti-
,

vities.”
t

IUS WRITES TO AMERICAN I

j

PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS
|

i

In connection with the anniversary, the
,

International Union of Students has ad-

dressed a letter to a number of Ame-
J,

rican progressive organizations, includ-
^

Second Committee . W. E Dubois Clubs qL
|

ing Committee. Student Peace Union, Stu- *

dents for a Democratic Society. Unlve'rsi-
$

ties Committee on the Problems of War
{

and Peace . Advance Youth Organizations, ‘

Berkeley Campus of University of Ca l ifor-
; |

nla . Progressive Youth Organising Com-
t

ajad._Ytomeii strike fo r .Peace. The letter
jj

follows:

Dear friends, »

On the occasion of the anniversary of “

the signing of the Geneva Agreements on >

Vietnam, the International Union of Stu- 8

dents takes this opportunity to extend l *

Its greetings to the students of the Unit- 4

,ed States who are engaged in the fight 1
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against the U.S. administration’s aggres-
sive actions In Vietnam.

The latest developments in Vietnam can-
not leave anyone in the world to whom
the Ideals of independence, peace and
Justice are dear, undisturbed or indif-

ferent.

Because of American military interven-

tion, bloodshed has been going on In this

part of Indochina for many years. The
Vietnamese people, who at the cost of

heavy sacrifices liberated themselves
from the French colonial yoke, have had
to assert their right to independence,
and complete true liberty once again In

their severe and heroic history.

Thus their fight cannot help but win the
support and sympathy of ail progressive,
democratic-minded people on earth.

You are well aware that at present mil-

lions of voices are being raised all over
the world against the American admini-
stration’s policy in Vietnam, denouncing

|

the false pretexts of this gigantic mas-
; sacre.

In the course of recent- months the si-

tuation in Vietnam has been even more
aggravated. In addition to the intensifi-

cation of military aggression In the

i

South, the US army has been carrying
out furious air raids on the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam. Every day, merci-

i less bombardment Is going on, destroying
not only communications, bridges and
roads, but also industrial centres, peace-
ful villages, hospitals and schools, caus-
ing heavy losses and mass destruction.

All this was recently witnessed by our
Union’s delegation which visited Vietnam
a month ago and which saw the bombar-
ded areas of the country.

!
Sensing their inevitable defeat, the Ame-
rican aggressive forces are dangerously

> “escalating” the wpr In Vietnam.

Even now they are planning to increase
the total number of American armed for-

ces in South Vietnam to over 100,000.
The U.S. military command in Vietnam
has full freedom to wage Its aggressive
was as It sees fit.

The American troops are resorting to
such criminal measures as the use of
poisonous chemicals. Just recently the
employment of these chemicals caused
the poisoning of over 30,000 people in
the province of Travlnh, as well as the

destruction of 30,000 hectares of crops.

At the same time fierce bombardment of

the northern areas of the country is be-

ing intensified.

Where, then is the conformity between
the appeals of President Johnson for

“negotiations without conditions” and the
obvious fact of increased aggression in

Vietnam?

In many parts of the planet people are
undertaking concrete actions to express
their solidarity with the Vietnamese
people in protest against the adventurist
policy of the Pentagon and militarist

circles in the U.S.A., demanding the Im-

mediate halting of U.S. aggression In

Vietnam.

From cguntry to country this solidarity

is taking different forms: mass demon*
strations, cables of protest to the US
administration, the collection of funds
and medicaments, etc. In many countries

a volunteer movement has already start-

ed among -t&e youth and students. Thou-
sands of medical students have expres-

sed their desire to go to help their

brothers in Vietnam. Progressive trade-

unions are preventing the delivery of

military cargoes from their countries to

the battlefields in Vietnam.

The peace-loving people of the world are
firm in their intention to oblige the US
government to respect the resolutions of

the Geneva Conference, the anniversary
of which wa are now celebrating, and to

stop that government’s war in Vietnam
which Is costing many lives, not only
Vietnamese, but also those of American
young people.

iMEaJlteflJR tfi. Jhe_ ^ctlyitles,
.
of.

your organization in its solidarity cam-
paign with Vietnam, as well as vour
practical contribution . ,WaJ.re-Wjalijuvara.
of the masi"~S6monstrations that have
taken place In the United States, as well
as' the various' other forms of protest and
'solidarity, including the refusal to go to

Vietnam to serve in the U.S. -army and
»-the many other important expressions of

your attitude towards the present state

of affairs in Vietnam.

J3ut the Vietnamese and all other pro-

gressive people
-
are expecting ever-in-

creasing solidarity and more concrete ac-

tions on the part of Americans that will

show even more that progressive-minded
America does not approve of the aggres-

a
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slveness and adventurism of its leaders.

It Is now becoming increasingly obvious
to the majority of people on earth that

the only aim of the South Vietnamese
people Is the possibility of working out
their destiny without American Interfe-

rence.

This Is obviously the sacred right of any
people and the Vietnamese have every
reason to fight for it

The majority of progressive people
throughout the world are supporting the
Just position of the South Vietnameso
F.L.N., the only authentic representative
of the people of South Vietnam, and of

the government of the DRV as expressed
in the well-known statements of March
22nd and April 8th of this year.

We appeal to you as representatives of

the progressive American youth, and to

vour conscience and your human senti-

ment. to raise vour voices against this

dirty war In Vietnam, against the
frenzied bombardment or the northern
part of the country, against the crude
violation of the . sovereignty of the Viet-

namese people.

The youth are most active In the present
world and they feel their responsibility

for the future of mankind.

We therefore express our strong hope
that you will find every possible way to

express your solidarity with your Viet-

namese contemporaries and friends.

The IUS represents the great majority
of students of Asia, Africa, Latin America
and Europe yvho are fighting for national
Independence and world peace, against
Imperialism, colonialism, and neo-colo-
nlalism, for the democratic rights of

students, for the democratization and
reform of education and the betterment
of students’ study conditions. This Inter-

national organization comprises about 80
national unions of students.

It therefore considers It its primary task

to launch a world-wide mass campaign
In support of the fight of the people of

Vietnam. jV.e.slpCOTe lY IfraLfllL.CflQ-
sclentlous American students will In-

crease their activities In solidarity with
the Vietnamese people and students, thus
making their effective contribution to

this International student movement . The
JRS.wIll be grateful to you lor any In-

formation you can provide us concerning
your efforts In this respectT

.Combining our efforts, we must stop the
U.S. government’s military adventure in

yietnaml
ZbynSk vokrouhllck?

President
International Union of Students

RESOLUTION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL PREPARATORY
COMMITTEE OF THE 9TH WORLD

FESTIVAL OF YOUTH AND
STUDENTS FOR SOLIDARITY,
PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP

The IPC of the 9th World Festival of
Youth and Students, recently meeting In

Tampere, Finland, has adopted the fol-

lowing resolution:

On the decision of the Permanent Com-
mission, the International Preparatory
Committee of the 9th Festival of Youth
and Students for Solidarity, Peace and
Friendship met in Finland on July 9 and
10, 1965.

Noted with satisfaction was the great
Interest all over the world among the
youth and students, and the unprecedent-
ed scope of the preparations in 135
countries. Fruitful relations have beep
established with more than 1,200 organi-
zations. Particularly representative and
active National Preparatory Committees
have been set up In 78 countries. In view
of all this, the Festival Is proving to be
the largest world demonstration of youth
and students for solidarity, peace and
friendship.

The International Preparatory Committee
appreciates the activity of the Permanent
Commission, which has extensively con-

tributed to achieving these results, and
if fully approves the resolution adopted
on June 25th.

Having taken note of the circumstances
that prompted the Commission to call

the present meeting, the International

Preparatory Committee approves this de-

cision.

At a time when American aggression in

Vietnam and Santo Doiplngo Imperils

world peace and requires the Intensifies

tlon of the struggles of youth and stu-

dents against' imperialism, colonialism

9
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It has been brought to the
attention of the Secretariat of the
International Union of Students
that a poster against the Peoples
Republic of China with the slogan
“Students of the World Condemn
all Nuclear Adventurists” was
sent out in the name of the
International Union of Students
to different parts of the world in

various languages.
The Secretariat of the IUS wishes
to declare that it has never
published such a poster and
strongly condemns this cowardly
act of forgery. During the past
two years, imperialist and
reactionary forces in the student

(A Forgery Exposed

|

movement have been trying to

discredit the International Union
of Students through similar

devices. First they forged a
brochure, then a series of letters

and lastly the poster in question.
The Secretariat of the IUS
strongly condemns these
cowardly methods which only
reflect imperialism’s fear of the
strength of the IUS and the
latter’s consistent policy in the
interests of safeguarding world
peace, against imperialism,
colonialism and neo-colonialism
and for student interests.

Secretariat of the IUS

Published by the International Union of Students, Vocelova 3, Prague 2,

Czechoslovakia.
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Professor Morris Hirsch, a colleague of Smale’s in the

Mathematics Department, was also a prime mover in the

organization of the Vietnam Day Committee and took an
active part in its demonstrations and teach-ins.

As the VDC gathered momentum it was easy to draw
some sympathetic groups and front organizations into its

orbit. These organizations included Students for a Dem-
ocratic Society, DuBois Clubs of America, SLATE, Com-
mittee for Nonviolent Action, Free Student Union, Citi-

zens Correspondence Committee, Women for Peace,
Committee to Abolish the House Committee on Un-
American Activities, Independent Socialist Club, San
Francisco New School, San Francisco Mime Troupe and
the Stanford Committee for Peace.

Teach-In at Berkeley, May, 1965

At the Berkeley campus on May 21-22, the teach-in

was described by Professor Bobert Scalapino, chairman
of the Department of Political Science, as follows:

“The May 21 meeting on the Berkeley campus is

symbolic of the new anti-intellectualism that is gain-

ing strength today.

A few individuals, most of whom would not dream
of treating their own disciplines in this cavalier

fashion, have sponsored a rigged meeting in which
various ideologues and entertainers are going to

enlighten us on Vietnam.
Only a handful of the performers have ever been

to Vietnam or made any serious study of its prob-
lems. The objective is propaganda, not knowledge.
To lend some respectability to the performance,

the organizers sought to give us ‘guerilla’ status in

the show.
They urged us to appear, with ratios up to 8 to 1

against us, and with our opponents being such indi-

viduals as the editor of the National Guardian, the

international secretary of the DuBois Clubs, the

Mime Troupe and assorted jazz singers.

Can we be blamed if we did not want to lend our
names and reputations to that effort'?

This travesty should be repudiated by all true

scholars irrespective of their views on Vietnam. It
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can only damage the reputation of Berkeley as an
institution of higher learning.” 50

In the plaza before Sproul Hall, scene of the massive

student demonstration of December 2, 1964, there ap-

peared booths and tables manned by representatives of

the DuBois Clubs; the Progressive Labor Party, which
follows the Red Chinese line; the Trotskyites, and other

radical youth groups. There were pictures and cartoons

portraying alleged American tortures and atrocities

against the Viet Cong, as well as pictures of Karl Marx.
Aid for the Viet Cong was solicited. There were folk-

singers, entertainment skits and continual peddling of

Communist papers and literature. Members of the Uni-
versity faculty, like Professor Scalapino and the late

Eugene Burdick, and the visiting Hans Morgenthau from
the University of Chicago, refused to participate in this

ideological circus. They were ridiculed as cowards. No
one could seriously question the true liberalism of Pro-
fessors Scalapino, Burdick and Morgenthau, but this was
a mass protest demonstration, highly emotional and com-
pletely one-sided. It was seriously devoted to opposition

to our Vietnam policy, but obviously not devoted to

freedom of speech—which so recently had been the sub-

ject of equally emotion-fraught rallies at that location.

The control of this affair followed the familiar pattern.

During the FSM demonstrations in 1964 there had been
monitors who fanned through the crowd, keeping the
fervor at high pitch and maintaining vigil over the pro-
ceedings. At this teach-in there were the customary moni-
tors with their walkie-talkie equipment and authoritative
armbands. It was amply demonstrated that this affair

was part of a well-coordinated world propaganda opera-
tion when wires of congratulation were read from Com-
munist elements in various parts of the world. 51

The protest continued through the night of Friday,
May 21. The Saturday affair was nothing but a mass
meeting, laced with speeches of increasing intensity by
leaders of various radical youth groups. Many of the
faculty members at Berkeley who were opposed to our
engagement in Vietnam were disgusted by the open, de-

50 San Francisco Chronicle, May 21, 1965.
51 See : Zuricher Zeitung, June 13, 1965, p. 7, quoted in U. S. Senate

Subcommittee Report, op. cit., pp. 21-24.
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fiant nature of the May demonstration and withdrew
their support from the Vietnam Day Committee. This
served to concentrate the anti-American leadership of the

movement.
Disapproval of its spread through the community.

While the Free Speech Movement had provoked enor-

mous criticism of the University, it was nonetheless re-

garded by many as a local matter, largely confined to the

Berkeley campus and pertaining to issues there. However,
the anti-Vietnam demonstrations were concerned with a
subject that was of national concern, and when it became
evident that many of the FSM leaders were also heading
the anti-Vietnam movement, there were expressions of

outrage from public figures, from most of the press and
even from moderate and conservative members of the

academic community, who were getting more than enough
of this sort of cheap emotionalism on their campuses.
The alleged supporters of freedom of speech demon-

strated their utter hypocrisy by cheering speakers who
agreed with their views and booing those who presumed
to contradict them. The pattern was the same throughout
this country and Canada: at Stanford, at the University
of Oregon, at the University of Michigan, at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin and many other places of higher learn-

ing. Wherever these demonstrations took place, there was
enthusiasm for the anti-Vietnam speakers and insults for

their opponents. When Dr. Robert Scalapino went to

speak at the University of Toronto, where a talk by Mike
Myerson about his unlawful visit to Hanoi had been can-

celled, Scalapino was booed, his remarks were drowned
out, and the students shouted that they wanted to hear
Myerson. There were speakers to oppose the views of Dr.

Scalapino, but Myerson emerged as the darling of the

left.
62

California was not the only state in which public indig-

nation was aroused over the use of campus facilities in

these propaganda affairs. On March 16, 1965, the Michi-

gan State Senate passed a resolution condemning partici-

pation in the teach-in by 20 professors at the University,

who had threatened to cancel their classes on March 24

so students might attend the teach-in. The resolution

praised University President Harlan Hatcher in oppos-

62 San Francisco Examiner & Chronicle

,

October 10, 1965.
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ing such action and requested him to take appropriate
disciplinary action.

63

In Berkeley the May teach-in led to the formation of

an ad hoc group to stage “Vietnam Day” protests, and
the group congealed itself into a permanent and formal
organization calling itself the Vietnam Day Committee.
It attracted approximately 500 Berkeley students and a
larger number of non-students. As the organization was
perfected under the leadership of Professors Stephen
Smale and Morris Hirsch and the non-student Jerry
Rubin, the membership grew. Propaganda was ground
out by the DuBois Clubs in the Bay Area, and the campus
was covered with posters and written materials that were
intended to pave the way for the next demonstration
scheduled for October 15-16. The general program in-

cluded national and international liaison with peace and
youth groups, massive civil disobedience, and “extensive
work in the community to develop off-campus grassroots
opposition to benefit from the militancy of direct ac-

tion.” 64

President Kerr defended this distribution of VDC
material on the campus by contending that it was done
as part of the “open forum, in the American tradition
of a great university.” 55 Rooms in university buildings
were being used freely by pro-Viet Cong leaders, many
of whom had no connection with the university, for the
purpose of formulating plans for blocking the movement
of U. S. Troop trains and staging demonstrations at the
Oakland Army Terminal. One result of this unhampered
use of state facilities was a pre-conditioning of the stu-

dents for activities scheduled for October.
The Regents had insisted that the campus should not

be used for planning off-campus illegal activities. This
position had been repeatedly announced and stressed by
both the Regents and the University administration.
During his Charter Day address at the Davis campus on
May 5, 1964, President Kerr declared: “Just as the
University cannot and should not follow the student
into . . . his activities as a citizen off the campus, so also

the students, individually or collectively, should not and
cannot take the name of the University with them as they

83 Michigan State Senate Resolution No. 71, March 16, 1965.
54 California Alumni Monthly, December, 1965, p. 38.
85 Oakland Tribune, September 30, 1965.
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move into religious or political or other non-University
activities; nor should they or can they use University
facilities in connection with such affairs (Our italics.)

Conditions at the Berkeley campus rendered it pecul-
iarly susceptible to the FSM revolt. And the success of
that uprising rendered the campus admirably suited for
all manner of political radicalism, even for the Vietnam
Day Committee’s planning of otf-campus illegal activities.

As the Alumni magazine put it:

“The VDC office at Berkeley was the international

headquarters for the October 15-16 demonstrations
that took place throughout the world. ’ ’ 56

As a matter of fact, the October protest was advertised
by the VDC as “International Days of Protest.” 67

Headquarters for the VDC was originally at 2502 Tele-

graph Avenue, Berkeley, then moved to 2407 Fulton
Street; but the recruiting, propaganda and organizing
functions were conducted on the University campus.
During the period between the May teach-in and the

October demonstrations, there were attempts to stop

U. S. troop trains in and near Berkeley and threats of

“civil disobedience,” which, of course, is another term
for illegal activity. (See Exhibit IV, p. 94.) VDC
preparations along these lines led to a proposal that one
of the University buildings, Eshleman Hall, be pledged
as a guarantee of bail for demonstrators whom the VDC
expected to be arrested. The Associated Students own an
equitable interest in the building, but the land is the

property of the Regents, who were not expected to take

kindly to this brash proposal. Neither did officials of the

Associated Students, and this effort to provide bail se-

curity for potential criminals was dropped.
Leaders of the VDC recognized the growing hostility to

their plans throughout the community and then an-

nounced they had decided against massive civil disobedi-

ence in October. Having made this concession, they
requested Chancellor Hevns to dismiss classes on October
15 “with a substitution of classes prepared by the VDC
. . .

” Understandably, Chancellor Heyns denied the

n0 California Alumni Monthly, December, 1965, p. 38.
157 See • The International Protest Movement Against American Inter-

vention in the War in Vietnam, Report by The International Sec-

retariat of the National Committee to End the "War in Vietnam,

p. i. (Also See Exhibit III, p. 91.)
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THE INTERNATIONAL PROTEST MOVEMENT

AGAINST AMERICAN INTERVENTION

IN THE WAR IN VIETNAM

A Report Prepared by

Vietnam Day Committee
Berkeley, California

U.S. A.
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CIENA

"The world press agrees that the mid-October demonstrations against
the U.S. war in Vietnam by U.S. student and peace organizations, through
a national co-ordinating committee, were 'unprecedented in scale and vigor 1

and 'clear-cut' in aim. More than 100,000 people came out in over GO
cities, sometimes against police and tear-gas. They avoided entanglement
in details of 'negotiation' but carried slogans like: 'Stop the Imperialist War'
and 'U.S. Get Out of Vietnam!' European papers reported Washington
'embarrassed and shaken'; demonstrations spread also to a dozen foreign
cities.

"This is no longer a 'loyal opposition' or a 'polite protest'; this is

R esistance to an Unjust War ! Most members still seek tactics within the
law; even a 'ban-the-draft movement' hopes to stop the draft by mass
'conscientious objection'. Some individuals however already tear up draft-
cards, risking penalty of five years jail.

"To both I say: 'No action is so legal that the Beast on the Potomac'
cannot make it illegal if you challenge its will; and no action is so illegal

that it cannot be made legal by a people in power. Tactics and law are im-
portant but it is more important to see clearly the nature of the enemy.

"'You are tapping the forces that in 1776 made the American nation

and still free nations overthrow dynasties. Thus far, in your hundreds of

thousands among America's millions you have barely touched these forces.

But among the three billion people on our planet all those who fight against

aggression hail you and trust you to keep on. '"

"U.S. Demonstrations Unprecedented
in Scale, " Letter from China, Anna
Louise Strong, no. 32, Peking.

SOUTH VIETNAM

The following is an open letter to the American people, written by
Dr. Phung Van'Cung, Chairman of the South Vietnam Peace Committee
Jar. organization affiliate d with the National LTVe rati f>n of South

Vietnam), October 12, 1965, on the occasion of the International Days of

Protest.

"By mid-October this year, the U. S. Government had dispatched to

South Vietnam 142, 000 Americans whose task is to destroy and kill, irrespec

tive of age, sex or religion. 20 years after World War Two, the South Viet-

namese people thus continue to suffer enormously. 170, 000 persons have

been killed, 800, 000 maimed, and 400, 000 imprisoned. Most up-to-date

U.S. armed units, with B-52 strategic aircraft, noxious chemicals and poi-

son gas, are daily massacring people in all parts of South Vietnam and

devastating their fields and gardens. Massacres many times more horrible

than Oradour and Lidice have occurred again and again during raids by U. S.

troops. Hundreds of graves have taken the place of peaceful homes in Chau

Son, Cam Le, Vinh Quang, Boi Loi, Ben Cat, and other areas. So many
mothers and wives have lost their children or husbands. Thousands of

36 -
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

by Earl D . Wyde

Though protest against the Vietnam War has been waged extensively at a
local level by the many groups mentioned above, several established internation-

al organizations with affiliated groups in many countries have also communicated
their concern with this issue to the Vietnam Day Committee.

The International Institute for Peace, with collaborating peace committees in

over SQ c ountries on every continent, sent its support for the International Days
of Pretest. This group also helped to initiate the Hel sinki Congress for Peace,
National Independence and General Disarmament which was held in Finland

during July of this year. The Congress adopted a resolution calling for a world-
wide union of peace organizations to help sustain the people of Vietnam in their

"just struggle against the war of aggression by the United States, for their

national independence and the unity of their country."

The Bureau International de la Paix at a September conference held at Jongny-
sur-Vevy , Switzerland,"dratted a statement demanding that the bombings of

Vietnamese territory be ceased and that the United States and the National

Liberation Front express their willingness to negotiate with each other.

The International Call for protests on October 15th and 16th was carried in a

special newsletter of the War Resistors' International that was distributed to

more than 200 of their news release contacts.

Enthusiastic support of the International Days of Protest came from the

International Union of Students, based in Czechoslovakia:

We in the IUS continue to receive daily messages of solidarity with

the Vietnamese people. This wave of protest against the U.S. govern-
ment and of solidarity with the Vietnamese people has already taken

various forms . Students are volunteering to fight side by side with the

Vietnamese people, and students are demonstrating their solidarity

through their organizations or through special committees, collecting

money, medicines, etc.

Among other organizations expressing support with the principles of the October

15-16 demonstrations were the World Federation r>f npmnr.raUr vnnth in RuHappst.

Hungary, and some branches of the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation. The

B.R.P.F. in Buenos Aires, Argentina, even held a teach-in on the subject of the

war late in November.

The vocal opposition to the war that exists in all foreign countries has even

spurred the formation of a Committee of Americans Abroad for an Honorable

Foreign Policy. This group, with headquarters in Chire'lmd sponsors in Brazil,

- 41 -
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THE WAR MACHINE ROLLS ON

WE ACCUSE
the U.S. Army and President Johnson
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Teleqram to President Johnson

WE, REPRESENTING THE VIETNAM DAY COMMITTEE, A PROTEST
GROUP CENTERED IN BERKELEY, SPONSORED A PICKET OF A
TROOP TRAIN TODAY IN BERKELEY. THE TRAIN WAS TAKING
SOLDIERS TO AN EMBARKATION POINT FOR VIETNAM.
A NUMBER OF THOSE PICKETING COURAGEOUSLY STOOD
DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE TRAIN AS IT BORE TOWARD THEM.
INCREDIBLY ENOUGH THE TRAIN DID NOT STOP OR EVEN SLOW
DOWN, AND IT WAS A MIRACLE THAT MURDER WAS NOT
COMMITTED AS THOSE IN THE TRACK LEAPED ASIDE. IT WAS
OBVIOUS TO ALL OF US THAT THE ENGINEER HAD ORDERS
TO MOVE ON, EVEN IF HE CRUSHED PEOPLE TO DO SO.
THIS IS AN EXTENSION TO THE UNITED STATES OF THE WAR
IN VIETNAM AND OF THE BRUTALITY THAT CHARACTERIZES
IT. WE DEMAND THAT BOTH WARS END IMMEDIATELY.

What we must learn from this is that Colonial wars do not stay in

the colonies. Brutality and brutalized men will hola sway not

only in Vietnam. Suppression of opposition to the war machine

can become as prevalent here as it is already in Vietnam. This

was the experience of France during the Vietnamese and Algerian

THREE MORE TROOP TRAINS PASS THROUGH BERKELEY FRIDAY,

AUGUST 6.

TIME & PLACE: CALL OR MEET AT THE VDC HEADQUARTERS

August 5, 1965

wars.

549-0811 2407 FULTON STREET
OR CHECK AT THE VDC CAMPUS TABLE
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request. We are fully aware that this outrageous demand
will appear utterly incredible to the average reader un-
familiar with the extent to which two years of unrest
and rebellion at Berkeley milked the administration of
its will to operate the campus with courage and strength.

There had been threats of strikes by Teaching Assistants

;

threats, at least partially fulfilled, to bring the University
“to a grinding halt;” an impertinent and contemptuous
attitude by FSM leaders toward University officials

;
and

ever-increasing demands for more and more authority
for this vocal minority of students and for the rescinding
of most of the rules promulgated by the administration.

Students, who presumably came to get an education,

claimed superior authority over the administration. This
astounding proposal confused the issue of roles. Faculty
members are paid to teach, but not to teach classes in

sedition or lawbreaking on an extracurricular basis while
on the public payroll.

68

Demonstrations on October 15 and 16, 1965

Professor Smale announced, according to the Alumni
Magazine account, that the VDC would organize a series

of afternoon and evening teach-ins, followed by a torch-

light parade to the Oakland Army Terminal. More de-

mands were made of the Berkeley administration. This
time the YDC wanted to use the upper Student Union
Plaza on the campus with loudspeaker equipment pro-

vided by the University, but the request was turned
down. The account in the Alumni publication continued:

“The YDC was the first campus group to refuse
to comply with the new regulations. This resulted in

the administration removing ‘over-sized’ and ‘out-

of-place’ political posters from the upper Plaza.

Addressing the Santa Clara Bar Association on
October 7, 1965, California Attorney General Thomas
Lynch warned that planned demonstrations against
U. S. Vietnam policy could result in severe criminal
penalties. The YDC immediately accused Lynch of
‘maliciously distorting the facts.’ They further ac-

cused him of deliberately ignoring the change of
plans (no civil disobedience) ‘because he wants to

arrest us anyway.’ On October 12 VDC spokesmen
68 See : California Alumni Monthly, op. cit., p. 39.
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predicted that there would be from 5 to 10 thousand

protesters in the march. A few days later, the

Oakland Port Commission denied the YDC use of

port property on which the protesters had planned

to gather. Convinced that their request for a parade
permit would also be refused, Bob Hurwitt of the

YDC said that they would march with or without a

permit. In concord (sic) with expectations, the Oak-
land City Council agreed not to grant the parade
permit. About 6,000 National Guard troops were
ordered to stand by, and Alameda County Sheriff

Frank Madigan ordered his full force of 250 officers

to go on alert. Heyns issued a statement that the

initial protest meeting and teach-in had been planned
‘in compliance with campus regulations designed to

assure constitutional rights of free speech and ad-

vocacy.’ In conclusion, Heyns said, ‘I join the law
enforcement officers in their counsel that members
of the campus community accept the same responsi-

bilities for the preservation of law and order as all

other citizens of this State.’
”*******

“Paul Goodman, author of Making Do and other
books, declared that the most important thing in the
world is not the peace and stability of the Univer-
sity. ‘You have done more for the ideal of the uni-

versity,’ he said, ‘than any of your professors.’

Among the other speakers attacking American policy
in Yietnam were Paul Krassner, editor of The Real-
ist; Franz Schurmann, director of the Center for
Chinese Studies at Berkeley; M. S. Arnoni, editor

of Minority of One; Hugh B. Hester, retired Brig-
adier General; William Stanton, Assemblyman from
San Jose; Connor Cruise O’Brien, author; and Paul
Jacobs, labor expert and author. There were poets,

folksingers, comics and politicians, students and pro-
fessors, all saying stop the war in Yietnam.”*******

Stopped by several hundred uniformed officers, the
torchlight marchers of Friday night, October 15th, were
turned back into Berkeley at the Oakland boundary. They
had not obtained a permit to march through Oakland.
Except for stragglers and curiosity seekers, the march
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returned to a park in Berkeley where there were more
speeches. Many people had scoffed when the YDC an-
nounced there would be from five to ten thousand par-
ticipants in their march. The actual count, according to

officials who are expert in making such estimates, was
between ten and fourteen thousand.
On Saturday, October 16th, about two thousand

marchers again approached the Oakland city limits where
uniformed officers waited to turn them back. However,
just before they reached the line of police, a group of

black-jacketed Hell’s Angels, catching the spirit of civil

disobedience, roared down on the marchers and scattered
them in all directions. Many who had been prepared to

defy the police now found themselves seeking their pro-
tection. After the smoke of battle had cleared, with five

of the militant motorcyclists carted off to jail, there was
little left of the YDC protest. Ironically, a Berkeley
police officer suffered a broken leg in his efforts to pro-
tect the defiant YDC marchers. 59

On Monday, October 18th, Mayor Wallace Johnson of
Berkeley demanded that the University invoke firmer
control over the use of the campus by organizations
mounting these huge protest demonstrations. Likewise,
the Mayor of Oakland requested the University to exer-

cise more control over its facilities. Chancellor Heyns
responded by stating that he would no longer tolerate

the use of the campus for organizing marches through
any city without a permit. At noon on the same day,

Jerry Rubin, spokesman for the YDC, stated that “if

the Chancellor exercises prior censorship by denying
the right to assemble and march,” there would be an-
other Free Speech rebellion.

60

Demonstration on November 20, 1965

On November 20 about three thousand demonstrators
gathered on the Berkeley campus to prepare for another
march through Berkeley and Oakland. A permit to enter

Oakland had been obtained by an appeal to the Federal
court after the City of Oakland had refused to grant it,

but there were severe restrictions. Permission to go to

the Army Terminal was denied, as was the right to pass

through the crowded portion of the city. The YDC was
50 Bay Area newspapers of Oct. 17, 1965.
00 Alumni Monthly, op. cit., p. 41.
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somewhat disappointed because there were only about
seven thousand participants this time, and no incidents

of note. The Alumni Magazine’s account of this demon-
stration was as follows:

‘
‘ The march itself, which by agreement was to ter-

minate at DeFremery Park rather than 7th and Pe-
ralta, appeared to most observers as quiet, orderly,

and tame. . . The sun was out and familiar figures

appeared in the ranks—Rubin, comic Gary Goodnow
with flowers in his derby, Berkeley faculty members
Morris Hirsch, Gerald D. Berreman, Norman Jacob-
son and Leon Wofsy; Assemblymen William Stanton
of San Jose and John Burton of San Francisco; Bet-
tina Aptheker, who the week before had announced
her membership in the Communist Party; Mickey
Lima, Party leader in Northern California. . . The
five-mile march was well policed by an estimated
1,000 officers with 1,400 in reserve, including 450
National Guardsmen. There was no confrontation at

the Oakland city limits as before; the Hell’s Angels,
who stated they would not appear, did not. Only a
minor scuffle, and a couple of egg-tossing incidents

broke the calm. At the rally there were speeches and
a victory statement by Rubin: ‘We have won today
a great victory, but I think we must think very se-

riously what we want in the future.’ ” 61

Berkeley Campus Softened Up

From the inception of the FSM revolt in October, 1964,

the University administration has consistently retreated

before the demands of the rebelling students—always a
very small minority. As the campus became more and
more politicized by radical elements, what few rules re-

mained were simply ignored. It would serve no purpose
here to set forth each meeting of the YDC in campus
classrooms—but the blistering attack on the Kerr ad-

ministration recently issued by the Alameda County
Grand Jury states that there were thirty-four separate

instances in which the VDC was allowed to use Univer-
sity facilities during September, October and November
of 1965. (See: Report, Alameda County Grand Jury,
January 27, 1966. Also see Exhibit V, p. 100.)
61 California Alumni Monthly, op. cit., p. 41.
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GRAND JURY
COUNTY OF ALAMEDA
Court House, Oakland 7, California

January 27, 1966

TO THE HONORABLE, THE SUPERIOR COURT
OP THE STATE OP CALIFORNIA
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OP ALAMEDA

Under the applicable sections of the California Penal Code
and under the instructions given by the Presiding Judge of
the Superior Court, it is the duty of the Grand Jury to in-
quire into and report on the needs and operations of County
government, and to submit such recommendations as it may
deem appropriate.

During the term of this Grand Jury, there have been a large
number of criminal prosecutions, a series of arrests, and
many demonstrations requiring police supervision, which have
been directly related to activities on the Berkeley Campus
of the University of California and which have had a pro-
found impact upon Alameda County government. This impact
has been reflected in added court costs and congestion, ex-
tensive costs to County and local police agencies, and numerous
police operations whic h have resulted in the dilution of the
services otherwise available for local community protection.
Because of this burden upon local government, the 1965 Grand
Jury feels an obligation, in fully carrying out its responsi-
bility to the Superior Court and to the community, to
objectively analyze this situation and to offer constructive
conclusions and suggestions.

The Berkeley Campus has increasingly become the primary base
for activities throughout the Bay Area which have involved
law violations and disorder. This fact, coupled with the
central University function of educating young people,
points up the obligation of the University to share with
the community its responsibility for keeping this burden
within reason and within the rule of law.

The Grand Jury is concerned with the fact that facilities of
the Berkeley Campus of the University of California have been
made available to organizations such as the "Vietnam Day
Committee", whose leaders and membership are composed largely
of persons who are not students or otherwise associated
with the University. The "Vietnam Day Committee" has its
headquarters off the Campus and its objectives and activities
are unrelated to the educational purposes of the University.
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Yet it has been able to use Campus facilities on numerous
occasions during the past several months to organize and
implement actions which have detrimentally affected the
surrounding community (see Appendix "A"). Particularly
serious is the use by this group of the Berkeley Campus
as a staging area for unlawful off-campus activities, such
as the attempts to interfere with the passage of troop
trains through Berkeley and Emeryville in August 1965, and
the open advocacy and planning of "civil disobedience",
which in reality involves the deliberate violation of
criminal laws.

These and other incidents, occurring on the Berkeley Campus
or resulting from activities which took place there, have
created an extraordinary burden on governmental services,
which has been borne by the County of Alameda and the cities
surrounding the Campus. When law and order broke down on
the Campus, such as during the so-called "Free Speech Move-
ment" demonstrations of October and December 1964, the
agencies of local government were required to step in and
regain control of the situation. Likewise, where Campus
activity was directed at creating incidents in the community-
at-large, such as the marches and troop train demonstrations
of the "Vietnam Day Committee", local authorities were re-
quired to enforce the law and preserve order. Hundreds of
police officers, months of court time, and the services of
numerous other public officials and agencies have been
necessary to handle the problems emanating from the Berkeley
Campus. The total cost of these services has amounted to
thousands of dollars over the past two years (see Appendix
"B"). In addition, the Berkeley situation has repeatedly
required the diversion of manpower and resources, and has
involved difficulties in operation, which has deprived the
citizens of our community of essential governmental services
which could otherwise be made available for their benefit.

It is naturally more costly when the full machinery of our
law enforcement and legal system must be invoked to handle
Campus situations, which could be better, more easily, and
less expensively controlled by the disciplinary powers available
to the Regents and Administration of the University. Never-
theless, when this disciplinary authority is not fully
utilized, or when Campus officials are unwilling or unable
to handle the situation, local government has a responsibility
to preserve order. It is for this reason that the University
must fully carry out its responsibilities, so that the extra-
ordinary burden on local government and the taxpayers, which
has been experienced by this County during the past two years,
can be eliminated.

Recommendations

1 . The University Administration should consistently and
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firmly enforce all University regulations, should
take appropriate disciplinary measures whenever rules
are violated, and should fully carry out Its respon-
sibility for the maintenance of law and order on the
Campus

.

2. The University Administration should promulgate and
enforce clear directives forbidding the use of Univer-
sity facilities for unlawful off-campus action.

3. The University Administration should diligently enforce
its own regulations which limit the use of Campus
facilities to students, faculty and staff for purposes
which are related to the educational function of the
University.

4. The University should extend full cooperation to local
authorities in the investigation and/or prosecution of
criminal cases which originate on the Campus.

5. The State Legislature and the Regents of the University
should provide for the reimbursement of county and city
government when conditions on or related to the Univer-
sity Campus require extraordinary law enforcement or
other local governmental services.

6. The State Legislature, with the cooperation of the Regents
should enact new legislation to improve University control
over outsiders coming on and/or using University property
and facilities for purposes unrelated to the educational
goals and functions of the University.

In order that the taxpayers of Alameda County may be pro-
tected, that the facilities of the University may be preser-
ved for the fulfillment of its educational objectives, and
that these recommendations may be evaluated for implementation,
copies of this document are being forwarded to the Governor
of California; the President, the Chancellor at Berkeley, and
the members of the Board of Regents of the University of
California; the Board of Supervisors of Alameda County; and
the members of the Alameda County delegation to the California
State Legislature.

Respectfully submitted,

1963 GRAND JURY OP ALAMEDA COUNTY

Henry A. Bruno, Foreman
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Grand Jury, County of Alameda

APPENDIX "A"

UNIVERSITY FACILITIES GRANTED TO VIETNAM DAY COMMITTEE

Permission was granted to the "Vietnam Day Committee" to use
the following facilities of the Berkeley Campus of the Univer-
sity of California during the months of September, October,
and November, 1965.

Date

Sept. 15

Sept. 16

Sept. 18

Sept. 20

Sept. 21

Time

12-1 p.m.

7:30 p.m. on

7-10 p.m.

12-1 p.m.

4-6 p.m.

Facilities

Sproul Steps

30 Wheeler

155 Dwinelle

Sproul Steps

Sept. 22

Sept. 23

Sept. 28

Sept. 29

Sept. 30

Oct. 2

Oct. 3

Oct. 5

Oct. 6

Oct. 7

Oct. 8

Oct. 9

Oct. 11

7:30-10:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m. on

7:30-10 p.m.

12-1 p.m.
9: 30-10 p.m.
7:30-10:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m. on
4-12 p.m.

12-4 p.m.
7:30-10:30 p.m.

7 p.m. on

7:30-10:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m. on

4-6 p.m.

12-3 P.m.

4-6 p.m.

4093 LSB

30 Wheeler

204 Engineering

Sproul Steps
15 Dwinelle
4093 LSB

30 Wheeler
Wheeler Auditorium

Wheeler Auditorium

155 Dwinelle
145 Dwinelle

204 Engineering

4093 LSB

30 Wheeler

155 Dwinelle

11 Wheeler

2000 LSB
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Grand Jury, County of Alameda

Date

Oct. 12

Oct. 13

Oct. 14

Oct. 15

Oct. 16

Oct. 20

Oct. 21

Oct. 19

Oct. 26

Nov. 4

Nov. 11

Nov. 16

4-6 p.m.
7-11 p.m.

12-1 p.m.

3-

6 p.m.
3:15-5 P.m.

4-

6 p.m.
7:30-10:30 p.m
7:30-11:00 p.m

4-

6 p.m.
7-10 p.m.
7:30 p.m. on

8 a.m. to 8 p.i

2-8 p.m.
2-8 p.m.

5-

7 P.m.

6-

7 p.m.

No time listed

7:30 p.m. on

7-10 p.m.

3-5:30 p.m.

Facilities

Sproul Steps
Wheeler Auditorium
2003 LSB
2000 LSB
4093 LSB
204 Engineering

2000 LSB
11 Wheeler
30 Wheeler

Lower Student Union
Plaza
Wheeler Auditorium
145 Dwindle
Sproul Steps
126 Barrows
110 Wheeler
104 Cal Hall
106 Cal Hall
4093 LSB
4505 LSB
308 LeConte

Wheeler, Rooms
30, 100, 110, 120,
200, 210

Sproul Steps

30 Wheeler

204 Engineering

106 Calif. Hall

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

2:30-5 P.m. 120 Wheeler
7:30-10 p.m. 101 Wheeler

6 p.m. -12 145 Dwlnelle
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Grand Jury, County of Alameda

Date Time Facilities

Nov. 20 9-10 a.ra. Sproul Steps

NOTE: In addition to the above facilities, the Vietnam Day
Committee was granted the use of the following facilities on
November 21, all day from 9 a.ra. to 5 P.m. for the "West
Coast Regional Conference of the Committees Against the War
In Vietnam": Wheeler Auditorium, Rooms 20, 24, 102, 103,
104, 121, 122, and 123 Wheeler Hall.
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APPENDIX "13"

COST TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The following reports from governmental agencies in Alameda County
reflect a partial summary of the extraordinary expenses which have
been required of city and County government as a result of activi-
ties related to the Berkeley Campus of the University of
California

.

Alameda County Sheriff's Department

The following are the man hours and cost for the Sheriff's Depart-
ment in connection with the "Free Speech Movement" (FSM) and the
Vietnam Day Committee (VDC) demonstrations:

October, 1964 (FSM) 914 hours $ 3,628.60
December, 1964 (FSM) 3673 14,405.31
October 15-16, 1965 (VDC) 3875 16,235.17

The above figures do not Include two groups of fifty men each,
which were dispatched during August 1965 to support and assist
the police departments of Berkeley and Emeryville during VDC
demonstrations against troop trains. In addition to the costs
set forth above, numerous key personnel of the Sheriff's
Department were forced to devote their working time to matters
related to the. above events before and after the actual incidents,
and a great number of personnel were involved for over two months
in the court trials of the FSM defendants. During the incidents
enumerated herein, the entire Sheriff's Department was placed on
a twelve-hour shift basis in order to handle the regular crime-
suppression, patrol and custodial functions, as well as to police
the emergency incidents discussed above.

Berkeley Police Department

During the period October 1964-January 1965, expenses involved
in the handling of "Free Speech Movement" demonstrations on the
Berkeley Campus amounted to $9>722.54. This includes only
direct costs and does not cover the expense of officers appear-
ing in court as witnesses, trial preparation, or other miscel-
laneous or indirect costs incurred by the City of Berkeley.

During the period from May to December 1965, protest activities
of the VDC required the mobilization of off duty police officers
on thirteen separate occasions at considerable overtime cost to
the City, as the chart shown below indicates:

November 20, 1965 ;vdc; 2126

Date Incident
Hrs . of
Overtime Cost

Misc,
Cost

May 21,22

August

Vietnam Protest Teach-
in and March
Troop Train Demon-
strations

202 $ 950.00

596 2,755.00
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Berkeley Police Department (Cont'd)
Hrs. of Misc.

Date Incident Overtime Cost Cost

Oct. 15,16 Vietnam Protest
Marches (2)

Nov. 20 Vietnam Protest March

1085 $ 5,093.00 $452.00

719 3,441.00 997.00
' -

2b"05
-

$12,239.00 $1449.00

Total cost of policing VDC activities: $13,688.00.
This does not include the loss incurred because of the injury and
5-month period of recuperation of a Sergeant injured during the
October 16 demonstration.

Oakland Police Department

The following salary costs are reported by the Oakland Police
Department. These figures do not include logistical or miscellan-
eous expenses.

Date Location
Man Salary
Hours Cost

2 Oct 64 University of California (FSM) 1125 $ 4927.50
3 Dec 64 University of California (FSM) 1999 8755.26
12 Aug 65 34th & Wood (Troop Trains-VDC) 90 406.49
15 Oct 65 Oakland Army Base, etc. (VDC) 5104 23,325.00
16 Oct 65 Oakland Army Base, etc. (VDC) 4851 22,048.94
20 Nov 65 DeFremery Park, etc. (VDC) 4779^ 21,248.50

$ 8a; 711. 87
NOTE: The City of Oakland was partially reimbursed by the Univer-
sity of California, in the amount of $4580.78, for expenses
incurred on 2 Oct 64.

Municipal Court

The Municipal Court for the Berkeley-Albany Judicial District
reports that extraordinary costs directly chargeable to the trial
of FSM defendants amounted to $28,096.75 for the twelve-month
period ending December, 1965. This does not include the salaries
of regular personnel of the Court, including the Judge, whose
efforts were redirected to the handling of this case, nor does
it include overtime for regular employees or the cost of utilizing
an additional court room, additional cost for marshals, or other
expenses which were provided out of the regular Court budget or
the budgets of other County departments.

Other Expenses

The expense summaries set forth above do not include a number of
additional costs to County government. Personnel and miscellaneous
costs incurred by the District Attorney^ Office and the Alameda
County Probation Department, as well as the costs of other Courts
in the County, are not reflected above.
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Other Expenses ( Cont 1 d

)

Considerable expense was also incurred by the State of California
and the Federal Government because of the mobilization of large
numbers of California Highway Patrolmen, National Guardsmen, and
military personnel required by various incidents described in this
report

.
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In addition, there were constant meetings by the ITSU,
and even some classes in revolutionary Communism
taught by the local director of the Progressive Labor
Party on the campus. This is the most radical of the
Communist groups. There were rallies, propaganda ma-
terials handed out at tables, speeches, and a rash of

similar activities which prompted Chancellor Heyns to

speak out against them, as we shall see in a subsequent
portion of this supplementary report.

There was a time, not many years ago, when the ad-
ministration barred SLATE from the campus because
of its contempt for the rules governing student conduct.
Now there was an acceptance of both the VDC and the
Progressive Labor Party. The former openly used state-

owned property for the purpose of planning an inter-

ference with the war effort, and the latter is dedicated
to the overthrow of our government. The PLP follows
the Mao or Peking line, which is too radical for even
the American Communist Party.

If our citizens had been told ten years ago that there
would be a situation at Berkeley where almost 800 people
would be dragged limp from the University administra-
tion building by police; that avowed Communist organi-
zations would be given official recognition and allowed
to use campus facilities; that public address systems
would be provided by the administration for the use of
demonstrators preparing to march out and stop troop
trains—these things would have seemed incredible. But
as the administration retreated before the savage tactics

and increasing demands of the rebellious students, the
politicizing process advanced to the point that virtually
no rules for firm control of student conduct remained.
Occasionally the administration would remark sooth-
ingly that all was well since there had been no more
invasions of campus buildings by hundreds of defiant
students. Matters had become so acute that all seemed
comparatively normal if there was no militant demon-
stration under way.
On September 3, 1965, Chancellor Heyns had an-

nounced that henceforth the students would be allowed
to advocate off-campus sit-ins or other civil rights dem-
onstrations, to distribute political literature on the cam-
pus, to collect dues, fees, donations, admission charges
and to solicit funds generally, and to use the area at
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Telegraph and Bancroft at the entrance to the University
—an area formerly off-limits .

62
This, together with more

pending changes in rules and proposals for new rules

created a confusion in which there might as well have
been no rules at all.

As rallies and demonstrations continued without re-

straint on the Berkeley campus, the VDC leaders became
increasingly bold and defiant. From marches they pro-
ceeded to attempt to interfere with troop movements, to

harassing military installations and a general program of
illegal acts. Many sincere dissenters in the VDC dropped
away

;
the militants in the leadership, however, were more

determined than ever to step up their revolutionary state-

ments and actions.

The student newspaper, the Daily Californian, carried
several stories about VDC plans which are most reveal-

ing. There was to be a campaign against the training of

police dogs, allegedly for sentry duty in Vietnam—which,
incidentally, didn’t get very far. Other forms of harass-
ing the Armed Forces and Army programs were boast-
ingly outlined .

63

It remained for Professor Smale to articulate the

theory behind the VDC demonstrations and agitation.

When interviewed by a newspaper reporter he was asked
if he wanted Peking and Hanoi to defeat the United
States.

“Of course,” he said with a smile. “We want the

Viet Cong to defeat the United States for international

reasons. If the U. S. is defeated in Southeast Asia, this

will help break the American power elsewhere in the
world. This would give new impetus to revolutionary
social changes in such places as Africa and Latin Amer-
ica, and if surrounded by revolutionary change, it will

in turn make it easier to achieve radical social change
in the United States.”

64

Comfort for the Enemy

It soon became apparent that the efforts of the Anti-

Vietnam demonstrations were of immense value to the

enemy. To the headquarters of the national coordinating

02 San Francisco Chronicle, September 4, 1965.
03 Daily Californian, September 21, 1965.
04 Oakland Tribune, October 29, 1965.
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committee for all anti-Vietnam war activities in the
United States, at Madison, Wisconsin, came a telegram
from the National Liberation Front (Viet Cong) in

South Vietnam declaring that they had called for a “mas-
sive general strike” in South Vietnam to support the

October demonstrations in the United States. From
Hanoi, North Vietnam, another telegram stated that the
National Student Union and the Vietnam Youth Fed-
eration “firmly believe our joint efforts and world peo-
ple’s support will compel the U. S. government to stop”
(its war crimes). This telegram listed a long series of
alleged war crimes in Vietnam. 65 Here, indeed, is solid

proof of international Communist collaboration.

We have previously described the International Union
of Students as one of the largest international Commu-
nist youth organizations. It maintains its main office at

Vocelova 3, Prague 2, Czechoslovakia, and issues a jour-
nal called News Service. In the issue for August, 1965,

pp. 7-9, there were expressions of gratitude to the groups
in this country that were contributing the most toward
helping the Viet Cong and hampering the American war
effort. The groups were named as: “Youth Against War
& Fascism, May Second Committee, W. E. B. DuBois
Clubs of America, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee, Student Peace Union, Students for a Democratic
Society, Universities Committee on the Problems of War
and Peace, Advance Youth Organizations, Berkeley Cam-
pus of the University of California, Progressive Youth
Organizing Committee, Young People’s Socialist League
and Women Strike for Peace.”
The gratitude of the world Communist youth organi-

zation was further expressed as follows:

“We hugely appreciate the activities of your or-

ganization in its solidarity campaign with Vietnam,
as well as your practical contribution. We are well
aware of the mass demonstrations that have taken
place in the United States, as well as the various
other forms of protest and solidarity, including the

refusal to go to Vietnam to serve in the U. S. army
and the many other important expressions of your
attitude towards the present state of affairs in Viet-

nam.

Daily Californian, October 15, 1965.
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But the Vietnamese people and all other progres-
sive people are expecting an ever-increasing soli-

darity and more concrete actions on the part of
Americans that will show even more that progressive-
minded America does not approve of the aggressive-
ness and adventurism of its leaders.

... We sincerely hope that all conscientious Amer-
ican students will increase their activities in solidar-

ity with the Vietnamese people and students, thus
making their effective contribution to this interna-
tional student movement. The IUS will be grateful
to you for any information you can provide us con-
cerning your efforts in this respect. Combining our
efforts, we must stop the U. S. government’s mili-

tary adventure in Vietnam!” (See Exhibit II, p. 84.)

Berkeley, it will be noted, was the only campus in the

United States singled out for specific commendation by
the IUS.

Draft Dodging

Much attention was concentrated on draft evasion tac-

tics of the VDC when it announced the creation of an
Anti-Draft Committee. Cooperation was solicited from
other radical youth groups, and special attention was
given to the Students for a Democratic Society, which
is one of the largest and most rapidly-growing groups in

the New Left.

One of the handbills issued by the Anti-Draft Com-
mittee of VDC stated that among its objectives would be:

applying for “ conscientious objection on political and
moral grounds;” total non-cooperation with the Selective

Service; publicizing methods of beating the draft; at-

tempting to clog up the machinery of the draft system;
undermining the war effort from within our armed forces.

These plans were to be perfected and discussed in detail

at meetings scheduled to be held in room 145 Dwindle
Hall on the Berkeley campus, and readers of the an-

nouncement were asked to contact Mark Stahl or Steve
Cherkoss at VDC headquarters, 2407 Fulton Street,

Berkeley, for further information.

This was followed by another handbill signed by the

VDC, printed by the Berkeley Free Press and addressed
to “AH Military Personnel.” It purported to give the

following “information” on the war:
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Why We Are Fighting in Vietnam: “We are fight-

ing on the side of Hitlerism. .

Who Is the Enemy: “When the South Vietnamese
people see you in your foreign uniform they will

think of you as their enemy. You are the bombers
of their towns. .

.”

Free Elections: “We decided not to allow any free

elections until we are sure we can win. .
.”

Fighting for Democracy: “Most people support the

NLF” (National Liberation front, or Viet Cong).”

The Guerrillas :

‘
‘ Their secret is that they know why

they are fighting.”

Crushing the Resistance: “Prisoners are tortured.

Our planes drop incendiary bombs on civilian vil-

lages . . . our soldiers shoot at women and chil-

dren. .
.”

Following Orders: “As a soldier you have been
trained to obey orders, but as a human being you
must take responsibility for your own acts. .

.”

Oppose the War: “Keep your eyes open . . . take
every chance you get to talk to your fellow soldiers

about this war . . . don’t do any more than you have
to . . . good luck.” (See Exhibit VI, p. 114.)

Reference to this handbill was made in another issue

at about the same time, and entitled “How to Beat the
Draft.” This one read, in part, as follows:

“1. Be a Conscientious Objector.

2. Have a ‘Demonstration’ during your preinduction
physical. Arrive wearing signs ‘End the Draft
Now,’ or ‘Get Out of Vietnam’—distribute leaflets

to fellow-inductees.

3. Refuse to sign the loyalty oath, and don’t mark
the RED list. . .

4. Be ‘gay.’ Play the homosexual bit.

5. Note from Doctor. Get him to attest to allergy,

bad knee, shoulder, etc.

6. Be an epileptic. Borrow an epileptic medal . . .

fake a seizure. . .
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ATTENTION ALL MILITARY PERSONNEL

You may soon be sent to Vietnam. You have heard about the war in the news;
your officers will give you pep talks about it. But you probably feel as confused and
uncertain as most Americans do. Many people will tell you to just follow orders
and leave the thinking to others. But you have the right to know as much about this

war as anyone. After all, it's you— not your congressman—who might get killed.

WHY ARE WE FIGHTING IN VIETNAM ?

We are supposed to be fighting to protect

democracy in Vietnam, and yet our own gov-
ernment admits that South Vietnam is run by
a dictatorship. General Ky, the latest mili-

tary dictator, is as bad as they come. In a

recent interview he said: "People ask me
who my heroes are. I have only one — Hit-

ler. I admire Hitler because he pulled his

country together when it was in a terrible

state." (London Sunday Mirror, July 4, 1965).

General Ky doesn't mean much to us; we're
not even sure how to pronounce his name, but

the South Vietnamese have lived under men
like him for years. As far as the Vietnamese
are concerned, we are fighting on the side of

Hitlerism; and they hope we lose.

WHO IS THE ENEMY?

U. S. military spokesmen have often said

that their greatest problem is finding the ene-

my. The enemy, they say, is everywhere.
The oldwoman feeding her chickens may have

a stock of hand grenades in her hut. The lit-

tle boy who trails after the American sol-

diers during the day slips out to give informa-
tion to the guerillas at night. The washer-
woman at the American air base brings a bomb
to work one day. It is impossible, say the

military, to tell which are the Viet Cong and
which are the civilians.

And so, because the whole Vietnamese peo-
ple seem to be the enemy, the military is

taking no chances. They use tear gas — a

weapon designed for use against civilians.

They order American troops to fire at women
and children — because women and children,

after aU, are firing at American troops. Am-
erican fighter planes destroy civilian villages

with napalm; American B-52's are flattening

whole regions. That is why the war in Viet-

nam is so often called a "dirty war.

"

When the South Vietnamese people see you

in your foreign uniform, they will think of

you as their enemy. You are the ones bomb-
ing their towns. They don't know whether
you're a draftee or a volunteer, whether
you’re for the war or against it; but they're

not taking any chances either.

FREE ELECTIONS

The Vietnamese would like to vote the for-

eigners out of their country, but they have
been denied the chance. According to the

Geneva Agreement of 1954, there were sup-

posed to be elections throughout Vietnam in

1956. But the U. S, government was certain

that our man in Vietnam, Premier Diem,
would lose. So we decided not to allow any
election until we were sure we could win.

Diem set up a political police force and put

all political opposition -- Communist and
anti- Communist -- in jail. By 1959, it was
clear there weren't going to be any elections,

and the guerillas known as the Viet Cong be-

gan to fight back. By 1963 our government
wasfedup with Diem, but stiU wasn't willing

to risk elections. Our CIA helped a group of

Vietnamese generals to overthrow Diem and
kill him. Since then there have been a series

of "better" military dictators. General Ky --

the man who admires Hitler -- is the latest

FIGHTING FOR DEMOCRACY

Your job as a soldier is supposed to be "to

win the people of South Vietnam. " Win them
to what — democracy? No, we keep military

dictators in power. What then? The Ameri-
can way of life? But why should they care
any more about our way of life than we care
about theirs? We can't speak their language

or even pronounce their names. We don't

know anything about their reUgion or even
what it is. We never even heard of Vietnam
until Washington decided to run it.

You are supposed to be fighting "to save

the Vietnamese people from Communism.

"

Certainly Communist influence is very strong

yccu’ar., 10174

001 281965
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7. Jail record (if you have it).

8. Play psycho. Tell them you’re a secret agent for
God Johnson, etc.

9. Arrive drunk. Being late helps. . .

10. Arrive high. Use a common pin on your arm a
few weeks in advance; check with your friends
who ‘shoot’—(convince doctor of addiction).

11. Be an undesirable. Go without shower, arrive

dirty, stink. Long hair helps.

12. Be a
e

f up/ Don’t do anything right.

13. Be a trouble-maker. Refuse to follow orders. (You
don’t have to; you’re not in the army.) Be antag-
onistic; smoke where signs say NO SMOKING.
. . . etc.

14. Bed-wetting. Tell them you wet the bed; if they
don’t defer you, prove it. “Extra Special Service
for those who really care. Join the army . . . and
really screw things up. Tell your buddies the

truth about . . . Vietnam. (Detailed pamphlet on
this is currently in preparation.) “A deluxe
booklet containing all the ways and means and
whys of beating and defeating the draft is near-
ing completion and will soon be issued at nominal
cost. If you have suggestions, please forward
them to Dept. 2017-J, 2407 Fulton Street, Berke-
ley, or contact (phone) 549-0811, Xsidney, or

draft counsel.”

“Xsidney” turned out to be Sidney Cherpitel, active

in the VDC demonstrations and other activities, and sen-

tenced to serve sixty days in Federal jail at Lompoc for

trespassing on government property at the Oakland Army
Terminal. He gave his address as 6424 Regent Street,

Berkeley, his age as 22. Pie stated that he was the author
of the handbill and regarded himself as “a flexible Marx-
ist.” He was formerly a student at Kansas State Uni-
versity.

At the same time the Anti-Draft Committee was formed,
the VDC announced that its Medical Aid Committee was
collecting blood and supplies for the use of the Viet Cong
and planned to send them through the American Red
Cross. This brought a statement from General James F.
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Collins, Red Cross President, that he would not accept
the mission, as that would be giving aid and comfort to

the enemy.66 The collecting went ahead, nevertheless.

Six days after General Collins’ statement, the VDC’s
Medical Aid Committee announced that it had obtained
pledges for 43 pints of blood during a campaign on the
Berkeley campus. 67

The Berkeley student newspaper, Daily Californian of

February 24, 1966, reported that the Medical Aid Com-
mittee for Vietnam had sent $1,000 to Vietnam to “ pro-
vide medical supplies for the victims of United States
aggression.” The committee chairman, Steve Fox, stated

that the money was sent to the Liberation Red Cross of

South Vietnam. A letter from the Rational Liberation
Front (Viet Cong) conveyed thanks to those who had
taken part in the “solidarity action.”

Pledges for blood donations to be sent to the enemy
in North Vietnam were also obtained at Stanford, and
these actions provoked counter-action by the Pre-Medical
Society and the Interfraternity Council at Berkeley,
through which 693 pints of blood were actually collected

to be sent to our American forces and their South Viet-
namese allies. It was not only the brazen efforts to per-

suade our soldiers that their mission was wrong and to

collect blood for the enemy that began to create anger
and deep resentment among the people of the Bay Area,
but also the introduction of other incendiary issues by
the VDC. Newspaper accounts described how, at VDC
meetings, the Watts riots were eulogized 68 and how the
classrooms and campus area of the state university were
being freely used to advocate acts of lawlessness in nearby
communities. The accounts disclosed that the leaders in

VDC activities were the same Communists and fellow-

travelers who had become well-known through their sup-
port of the FSM rebellion. They included: Mickey Lima,
Bettina Aptheker, Archie Brown, Harvey O’Connor,
Michael Laski, W. H. Sherman, Steve Cherkoss, Mor-
timer Scheer, David Jenkins, Malvina Reynolds and
Douglas Wachter. Others appeared from time to time,

and as their participation continued and accounts were
66 San Francisco Chronicle, November 4, 1965.
67 San Francisco Chronicle, November 10, 1965.
68 Berkeley Gazette, October 26-28, 1965.
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printed in the press, the pattern of leadership was ap-
parent.

Business establishments in the East Bay became dis-

turbed as, from the campus sanctuary at Berkeley, thou-
sands of marchers entered the Berkeley and Oakland com-
munities, attracting huge crowds, jamming the streets,

forcing hundreds of police officers and National Guards-
men to line the course of the marches, and creating all

the emotional tensions that inevitably accompany such
demonstrations. In late October, Gerald W. Blakely told

the Industrial Development Conference in San Francisco
that “Berkeley’s continuing protests against the political

and social order have become a major deterrent in Cali-

fornia’s drive to attract industry.” 69

Charges that the University at Berkeley was being used
as a breeding place for off-campus lawlessness were an-

swered by President Kerr from Riverside, where he had
been attending a Regents ’ meeting. He said :

“ If there are

individuals who have knowledge of illegal acts on any
campus, these persons should bring such actions to the at-

tention of the appropriate law enforcement agencies as

well as to the chancellor of the campus involved.” 70

The abdication of responsibility for maintaining order
and discipline at Berkeley appears to be the confession of

a weak administration. It tried—and failed—to maintain
order and discipline during the rebellion of 1964-1965;
then it rescinded the rules it was unable to enforce, and
sought to shift its own responsibilities to the police de-

partments of Oakland and Berkeley. Each of the Univer-
sity’s campuses lias its own police department, and the

members wear uniforms, have guns, and are authorized

to make arrests under the supervision of the University’s

administration. There was a time—before FSM—when the

campuses effectively handled their own law enforcement
problems, and if necessary called in other agencies for

assistance. That situation now appears to have been re-

versed.

In the name of free speech, civil liberties and academic
freedom, the campus at Berkeley has been harboring radi-

cals who have no connection with the institution, and who
are allowed to use the state facilities without paying any
09 San Francisco Chronicle . October 22, 1965.
70 Oakland Tribune, November 20, 1965.
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fees, and to plot acts of civil disobedience that are illegal

by tbeir very definition. Conspiring to abandon motor ve-

hicles on railroad tracks is unlawful
;
conspiring to inter-

fere with the movement of troop trains or any other trains,

for that matter, is illegal
;
the issuance and distribution of

propaganda to persuade young men to avoid serving in the
armed forces under the Selective Service System and to

disobey their officers when in service is illegal. It is not
essential that the eventual crime be committed on the cam-
pus. The plans and the conspiracies which are themselves
crimes, are conducted there—on the property of the Uni-
versity—without the slightest connection with any aca-

demic function of the institution.

Representatives of the VDC picketed Yice President
Hubert Humphrey in December, 1965, and some of them
managed to have a brief conference with him. It was brief

because the Vice President publicly denounced them and
their movement. These VDC spokesmen were Professor
Morris Hirsch, J. W. Smith, Jr., Thomas Duncan and
Robert Scheer.

71

There was another demonstration several days later,

when Secretary of State Dean Rusk appeared to address
the AFL-CIO Convention in the San Francisco Civic

Auditorium. About thirty VDC pickets made their way
into the galleries, and when they were spotted by Presi-

dent George Meany, he shouted, ‘ 1 Throw the kookies out !

’ ’

Union members promptly ejected the pickets, and some of

them had to be restrained from taking pokes at the

“ kookies.” 72

Vietnam Propaganda at Garfield Junior High School

Early in January, 1966, the City of Berkeley granted
to Steve Cherkoss, 23, of 2732 Haste Street, a permit to

hand out VDC literature at Rose and Grant. This was
near the premises of Garfield Junior High School. Cher-
koss has been identified with several of the more militant
Marxist youth groups. His principal devotion is to the
May Second Movement—described in our 1965 Report

—

and to the Anti-Draft Committee of the VDC. Cherkoss
passed out literature to these youngsters, and a few days
71 Oakland Tribune, December 4, 1965.
72 Oakland Tribune

,

December 10, 1965.
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later one of them, aged 13, appeared in classes wearing
various symbols for “peace.” He was suspended for one
day because he refused to remove them. His father, John
Miltenberger, organized a group of 175 parents and
others, and on the evening of January 18th went to a
meeting of the Berkeley Board of Education. They ob-

tained a concession to the effect that a course on the

Vietnam war should be started at the school, and that

henceforth the students would be entitled to wear the

controversial emblems.
We set forth below a questionnaire given to seventh

grade students at Garfield Junior High, as part of their

course in history. Its wording and content, we believe,

speak for themselves. This deals entirely with Russia and
Communism, and is presented in such a way that the posi-

tive assertions are made, and youngsters asked if they

disagree.

“7th Grade, Garfield Junior High—History,

Berkeley, California. Home Assignment,
January 17, 1966.

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT FOR US TO
STUDY RUSSIA.

1. If we wouldn’t be so anti-Communist many of

you in this classroom wouldn’t have to serve in

the armed forces.

2. A large share of our tax money goes into build-

ing useless bombs. By laying down our arms this

would be a good example for the Communists and
also save us money.

3. We shouldn’t hate or dislike the Russians. After

all they are only people like ourselves.

4. If we were more willing to give in to what the

Russians want, we wouldn’t have to worry so

much about fighting a war.

5. We should stop opposing the Communists so that

we would not have to spend any more money
on influencing underdeveloped countries such as

Africa to follow American thinking rather than

Russia’s ideas.

6. The best way to fight Communism is to worry
about our own problems at home and let the rest

of the countries of the world do the same.
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7. What do we care if other countries become Com-
munistic

;
after all shouldn ’t they make their own

decision as to what they want to do 1

?

8. Why should some people have more than others 1

?

Under the Communist system everyone could have
as much as the next person.

9. There are many inequalities in this country such
as racial discrimination, poor housing and unfair
employment practices. Perhaps it is time for a
change as our way of life hasn’t solved these prob-
lems. The Communists offer equality for all so

why shouldn’t we try their way for a while 1?”

As this supplementary report is being prepared, the
YDC is still active at Berkeley. Delegates were recently

sent to a National Coordinating Convention in Washing-
ton, D. C., called to determine future policies. Approxi-
mately 1500 people attended, and there was a split be-

tween the moderate and the radical wings. The radicals,

represented by the Berkeley YDC, the Trotskyites and
other such groups, were outvoted by the so-called moder-
ates. Jerry Rubin threatened to withdraw the support of

the Berkeley organization.

In December, 1965, Rubin, J. W. Smith, Jr., and Larry
Loughlin went to help reorganize the National Coordi-
nating Committee at its headquarters in Madison, Wis-
consin. But when the Rubin delegation backed a resolu-

tion to bring the American troops back from Yietnam
immediately, it was defeated by a margin of 38 to 25.

More demonstrations were planned for March 25 and 26,

and the Berkeley trio returned home, leaving a perplex-
ing factional situation at the Madison office.

Chancellor Heyns Discusses the Demonstrations

In early November, 1965, Chancellor Roger Heyns
addressed the Academic Senate at Berkeley. His remarks
were the first refreshing utterances by anyone in respon-
sibility since the demonstrations began at the strife-torn

campus more than a year previously. He was quoted in
the Alumni Magazine as follows:

“How do we keep an open forum? When the non-
student problem is discussed, it is usually in terms
of a former or prospective student sitting at a table
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on the Plaza, or attending meetings on campus and
voting. But what about the use of the campus by
organizations which, while nominally registered stu-

dent organizations, are in fact controlled and run by
non-students? What about the recruitment through
off-campus publicity of people from the Bay Area
to assemble on campus? In both cases our forum be-

comes a political forum for the Bay Area, indeed,
for the whole of Northern California. A ready micro-
phone and audience is a natural inducement to mak-
ing a student forum a regional one. I don’t believe

ive would care to defend providing University equip-

ment and space for such a project (Our italics.)

The Alumni Magazine concluded by remarking: 4 ‘This

is perhaps the key question facing the campus.” 73

Chancellor Heyns, of course, pinpointed one of the

causes for growing and widespread criticism of the Uni-
versity administration that tolerates a handful of radical

students using the campus to attract thousands of non-
students from all over the northern part of the state and
even from as far away as the East Coast. The Berkeley
campus has become known as the headquarters for these

massive demonstrations, and it is difficult to understand
why the administration, whose responsibility it is to see

that the campus is used for educational purposes, does

not take action to put these practices to an end. The
longer the administration is timid about asserting its au-

thority, the more difficult the job will become.

International Control and Collaboration

According to the statements recently published by Mor-
ris R. Wills, who defected to Red China and has returned
to the United States, there is an elite group of English-
speaking residents in Peking who have master-minded
the campus demonstrations throughout the world. There
are about fifteen Americans in the group, and its leader

is Israel Epstein. Contacts are maintained through Eng-
land, and as American visitors to that country come and
go, they receive instructions from the hard-core coterie

of Red Chinese Communists. Sidney Shapiro is another

73 California Alumni Monthly, op. cit., p. 41.
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who takes a leading part in these actions. Wills described
the operation:

“. . . The Chinese have tried to inspire a lot of

objections in the United States to the Vietnam war.
They do it mostly through England. There is always
a dribble of Americans coming and going from Pe-
king, not just ordinary tourists and those who sneak
into Communist China, but people who have some
contact with this elite group. Now, they come to

China and go through to North Vietnam. In Peking
this is known as the ‘milk run.’ The Party is setting

up direct contacts in New York and in Washington
to get more people to come.
When the Americans began bombing North Viet-

nam last year, Michael Shapiro [not to be confused
with Sidney, above-mentioned] called a meeting of

all foreigners in Peking. He indicated the Central
Committee of the Party wanted them to show more
enthusiasm for Chinese support of the North Viet-
namese. They discussed what more they could do to

develop the movement in America—on campuses,
among the Negroes and everywhere else—to bring
Americans into the chain. They were mainly inter-

ested in professors and students. The Chinese Party
envisioned the Vietnamese war coming to an end
because of the movement in America.” 74

One of the most significant documents distributed by
the Berkeley VDC and which made its appearance from
time to time on the campus up to and including February,
1966, is a 42-page description of the international ramifi-
cations of the movement. It is entitled ‘

‘ The International
Protest Movement Against American Intervention in the
War in Vietnam—A Eeport Prepared by the Interna-
tional Secretariat of the National Committee to End the
War in Vietnam, Suzanne Pollard, Chairman,” and bears
the name Vietnam Day Committee, Berkeley, California,
as publisher and distributor. (Miss Pollard has been men-
tioned as having been connected with the Berkeley VDC.)
This document contains pictures of student demonstra-
74 “Why I Quit Red China,” by Morris R. Wills, Look Magazine, Feb-

ruary 22, 1966, pp. 85 and 91.
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tions in numerous foreign countries, messages of encour-
agement for more and vigorous activities, and a resume
of the events that gave rise to this international move-
ment. The introduction states that:

“Last October 15th and 16th were ‘International
Days of Protest against American intervention in the
war in Vietnam.’ The idea for this protest began in
the United States, where large nationwide demon-
strations were planned by more than 40 member or-
ganizations of the National Committee to End the
War in Vietnam. Since a few individuals had con-
tacts with peace movements in other countries, it was
hoped that by informing them about the American
days of protest they might also be willing to lend
their support. An International Committee—affil-

iated with the Vietnam Day Committee of Berkeley,
California—was formed late in June, 1965. The im-
mediate task of this committee was to establish con-
tacts with organizations and individuals abroad and
to publicize among them the forthcoming interna-
tional protest. Hundreds of letters were sent out,

including ‘international calls’ which were prepared
and printed in seven languages. The response was
immediate and encouraging ...”

Some of the Americans who happened to have contacts

with “peace groups” abroad have already been mentioned
in our 1965 Report. Representatives of some of the Amer-
ican “peace groups” have also been mentioned as travel-

ing illegally to Havana, Hanoi and Peking. Some of them
have been active at Berkeley, others have been perform-
ing their roles by speaking and organizing at university

campuses in this country and Canada.
The collaborating organizations were mobilized with

astonishing speed by these Americans, and according to

the document we are describing, there are now at least

209 groups (scattered over the entire world, including
Iron Curtain countries,) actively participating in the

drive to throttle our war effort, and this is not taking
into consideration the many sub-groups, such as various
student organizations at each university in the Latin
American countries. This report by the Vietnam Day
Committee is far too long for inclusion here, but it is
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important to mention because it removes all doubt about
tbe international Communist organization behind these

demonstrations. Also, it confirms the fact that Berkeley
has become the pivotal base for the movement.

There can be no question about the fact that the Berke-
ley YBC was running the show, nor that it was freely

using the University campus for the purpose of planning
illegal off-campus acts. The organization has said so. It

issued a leaflet from its headquarters at 2407 Fulton
Street, Berkeley, and distributed it on the campus, stat-

ing in regard to planning the October 15 and 16, 1965,

demonstrations

:

“The initiating body for these International Days
of Protest is the Vietnam Day Committee, a student-

faculty-community group known for its antiwar ac-

tivities, particularly the attempt to stop trains carry-

ing troops bound for Vietnam. . .

We will tell soldiers that under the 1945 London
Treaty and the Nuremburg Codes they bear indi-

vidual responsibility for committing war crimes, even
if they are following orders from a superior officer

or obeying national law. We will ask them to refuse
to fight in Vietnam. This will be the nation’s first

teach-in in the midst of an army terminal.”

Until September 4, 1965, the Berkeley administration
had insisted that, although other rules for student con-

duct were modified and liberalized or rescinded, there was
one that remained. That was the rule, which we have
previously referred to, that prohibited students from ad-
vocating illegal activities off-campus, and using campus
facilities for the purpose of plotting them. The San Fran-
cisco Chronicle even editorialized, praising the Kerr ad-
ministration for its steadfast insistence on that rule,

above all. In an editorial on November 26, 1964, it de-

j
dared :

“Under liberalized regulations, students may now
assemble, speak, advocate, solicit and recruit to their

heart’s content without restrictions—save one. They
are subject to university discipline if they advocate
on campus actions that are illegal under Federal or
California laws. . .
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Tlie campus cannot become a breeding-place for
of6-campus lawlessness. As President Kerr has ob-
served, the university is not a fortress from which
students (or non-student agitators) may mount at-

tacks on the surrounding countryside. .
.”

And during an interview for the same paper on Jan-
uary 6, 1965, Kerr is quoted as stating:

A . . We cannot allow conspiracies which commit
illegal acts off campus to be organized on campus.”

But when the propaganda issued by the YDC was
distributed on campus declaring an intent to commit
illegal acts elsewhere, this once-solid rule vanished. Eight
months after Kerr’s brave and positive statement was
publicized, his new Vice Chancellor at Berkeley, Earl
Cheit, announced that the students would thenceforth be
allowed to use the campus for the purpose of plotting
illegal off-campus acts of civil disobedience. 75 The rule

was rescinded about nineteen days before the massive
VDC demonstration commenced.

After President Johnson announced that bombing of
North Vietnam would be resumed after the 1965-1966
holiday cease-lire, the VDC circulated petitions to get sig-

natures of professors and Teaching Assistants at Berkeley
who would promise to devote their regular class time to

lecturing the students about Vietnam. Attendance would
be subject to the same rules as class attendance—therefore,

these professors and T. A.’s were promising to take ad-

vantage of a captive audience. The seventeen who signed
this petition were

:

Ruggiero Steffani—Italian

Henry Sanoff—Architecture
Morris Hirsch—Mathematics
John Leggett—Sociology
Robert Blauner—Sociology
Paul Ivory—Economics
Allen Temko—City Planning
Jose Nun—Political Science
Fred Stripp—Speech

Michael Nagler—Classics

Jack Block—Psychology
Joanne Block—Psychology
Gerald Berreman—Anthropology
Daniel Slobin—Psychology
Robert Somers—Sociology
John W. Dyckman—City Planning
Peter Steffens—Journalism

Instruction packets were issued to faculty members and
Teaching Assistants, providing materials with which to

supplant the regular courses of instruction. It should be

76 San Francisco Chronicle, September 4, 1965.
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obvious at this point that each of these employees of the

state university was hired to teach prescribed courses.

Each student who paid his tuition, purchased his books
and came to this institution for the purpose of attending
classes of his choice and obtaining an education was en-

titled to something other than instructors who deliberately

violated their contracts of employment and abandoned
every vestige of academic freedom by perpetrating a fraud
on these students and attempting to imbue them with the

radical political views of the instructor.

It is significant that this flagrant abuse of academic prin-

ciples brought a cautious rebuke from Chancellor Roger
Heyns, who replied to a request by thirteen faculty mem-
bers to substitute discussion of the Vietnam war for their

regular subjects in classes February 7 and 8, 1966. Heyns
is quoted as saying such action ‘‘might constitute a ‘breach
of academic freedom’.” 76 A few days later, on February
15, Chancellor Heyns was presented with a petition signed
by 27,000 “aroused” citizens protesting the high-handed
actions of the Vietnam Day Committee and demanding
that the University return to its proper role of teaching
students. In reply to the charges, Chancellor Heyns is

quoted as saying that recent rallies have been “quite
small and did not interfere with teaching activities.”

77

On February 9, the Daily Californian reported that the
VDC plan to substitute workshops on Vietnam for classes

“met with only limited success on the first day.”
However, this statement is refuted by a document pre-

pared by a conservative student group which took upon
itself to answer issues raised in an Italian class which
was turned into a propaganda workshop on the Vietnam
war, using the text supplied by the Vietnam Day Com-
mittee.

78

In a statement issued to the press soon after this VDC
action, President Kerr praised Chancellor Heyns for his
handling of the affair, saying that the VDC effort was
“recognized by both the campus and the press as a fail-

ure.” This statement was prompted by a letter Chancellor
Heyns sent to Kerr in which he informed the President
that he had learned of “just four clear cases of disrup-

76 Daily Californian, February 8, 1966.
77 Oakland Tribune, February 15, 1966.
78 Reply to the VDC Pamphlet Cal Conservatives for Political Ac-

tion, February, 1966.
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tion of classes, which were brief and were thoroughly-

investigated. ” 79

When a criticism is issued concerning subversion on
the campus, or when documents are sought pertaining
to the academic qualifications of a prospective and con-

troversial teacher, there is protest that the sacred pre-

cincts of academic freedom are being violated. But here
was a flagrant case—the deliberate conversion of class-

rooms into radical political forums. Both the President
and the Chancellor had knowledge of at least four cases,

but the only outcome so far recorded is the praise heaped
on the Chancellor by the President for his handling of

the matter. At least three hundred outraged students
signed a protest against the invasion of their rights

;
citi-

zens have protested en masse, but the administration
merely indulges in self-admiration, or scolds its critics.

The Los Angeles Times quoted one of the YDC leaders

and nailed down the real significance of this somewhat
abortive attempt by the organization:

“We’ve been doing easy things like holding rallies

and sitting down around a police car. Now we are
trying to go into the classroom, and that is hard. It

hasn’t been very effective this week, but it’s a step
forward. Next time it will be easier.”

80

As the YDC “teach-ins” and other activities mounted
in intensity across the country at universities and col-

leges, there was a reaction from liberal professors who
were opposed to our involvement in Vietnam, but who
disdained to resort to the public antics and pressures that
were being operated under YDC direction. As the pat-
tern of collaboration with the enemy emerged, and the
same familiar Communists went from one front organi-
zation to another, from FSM to FSU to VDC, and as mes-
sages of gratitude, encouragement and exhortation came
in from the National Liberation Front (Viet Cong), from
Red China and Communist Parties abroad, these liberals

renounced the demonstrators. They discovered an old
truth: liberals can never collaborate with Communists;
there comes a day of reckoning. The liberals are sincere.
So are Communists, for that matter, but they are faithful

79 Oakland Tribune, February 19, 1966.
80 Los Angeles Times, February 10, 1966.
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only to their revolutionary commitments, and they cal-

lously utilize all causes for their own ulterior purposes.

They do not consider themselves bound by loyalty oaths,

laws—other than their own—or ethics or customs of any

capitalist society.

The late Eleanor Roosevelt, acclaimed throughout the

world as a great liberal, put the matter admirably in a

letter to James Dombrowski, dated May 11, 1947. She
wrote

:

“I tried working with the American Communists,
as you know, and have long since given up trying.

I cannot work with anyone who is not completely

honest, and American Communists are not honest. I

know that they often work for the same objectives,

and do good work, but that does not alter my opin-

The Mime Troupe

Ajnong the Bay Area organizations cooperating with
the Berkeley Vietnam Day Committee is the San Fran-
cisco Mime Troupe. This theatrical group was started in

1959 and used as a rehearsal hall the offices of the San
Francisco New School, which emphasizes Marxism in its

courses; also, there was some interchange of personnel
between the two groups. 82

“Mime” signifies acting by the use of mimic gestures,

such as used with such outstanding success by Charlie
Chaplin in the silent films. Some of the gestures indulged
in by the Mime Troupe at the Berkeley and Davis cam-
puses were incredibly obscene, as indicated by reports of
two persons who witnessed the performances.
During the summer of 1965 the Mime Troupe scheduled

a production for public parks in San Francisco. Members
of the Recreation and Park Commission had viewed the
shows, however, and unanimously decided they were too
vulgar for public presentation. At that time most of the
business matters of the Troupe were conducted by Ron-
ald G. Davis, its manager, and Rebecca Jenkins, its sec-

81 Senate Subcommittee Report, op. cit., p. 2.
82 San Francisco Chronicle, January 5, 1964 on San Francisco New

School
;
handbills of Mime Troupe, and National Guardian, August

7, 1965.
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retary. Miss Jenkins is the daughter of David Jenkins,
identified as a member of the Communist Party and
former director of the California Labor School in San
Francisco. That school, as we set forth in our 1965 Re-
port, was investigated by the Subversive Activities Con-
trol Board, found to be a Communist indoctrination in-

stitution, and soon thereafter disbanded.
The Mime Troupe persisted in giving its shows in the

San Francisco parks in spite of the ban issued by the
Commission, with the result that the manager, Mr. Davis,

was arrested and convicted for the specific offense of
presenting a program at Lafayette Park without a per-
mit. The jury deliberated for 45 minutes.83 Accounts of

this occurrence were carried in the Bay Area newspapers
and all made it very clear that “lewdness” was the reason
for the ban.

Nevertheless, the action of San Francisco in forbidding
the Mime Troupe’s objectionable, performances in that

most liberal of cities did not convince the administration
at the University that its performance was unfit for pro-
duction on the campus. The Vietnam Day Committee
sponsored the troupe in fund raising performances at
Berkeley, and the program “Civil Rights in a Cracker
Barrel” was produced on the evening of September 30
in Dwinelle Hall, and on October 2 and 3, 1965, in
Wheeler Hall. The affairs were open to the public, tickets

being sold at the A.S.U.C. Box Office on the campus and
at the Vietnam Day Committee headquarters, 1407 Fulton
Street, Berkeley.
One of the performances was attended by a member

of the Berkeley campus police department, a University
employee. He made a written report of his observations
to a superior officer and we obtained a photostatic copy.
We originally intended to reproduce the entire report
herewith as an exhibit, but decided not to do so because
of the extremely foul and disgusting nature of the pro-
duction, which included a simulated act of masturbation.
The report is an account of a filthy, disgusting, debased
spectacle having nothing whatever to do with the educa-
tional process, should never have been allowed on the

campus, and was in total bad taste. After the publicity

attending the banning of the production in San Francisco,

83 San Francisco Chronicle, November 2, 1965.
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there was no excuse for the administrators at Berkeley
to plead innocence.
The fact of the matter was that nobody in authority

has been paying the slightest attention to the nature of

the shows and entertainments exhibited on the campus.
The Mime Troupe performance was held for the express
purpose of raising funds for the Vietnam Day Commit-
tee. It may be contended that since the program was
witnessed by University students on the Berkeley campus
that we should reproduce the full official account men-
tioned above, but the filthy nature of its contents
prompted our decision to omit it.

During the VDC parade through Berkeley and Oak-
land in November, 1965, the Mime Troupe provided di-

version and “entertainment.” It also participated in a
rally against U. S. involvement in Vietnam at Lake
Merritt Park in Oakland on August 21, 1965, with such
other groups as Students for a Democratic Society, Free
Student Union, Oakland Direct Action Committee,
Women for Peace, Stanford Committee for Peace in

Vietnam and the DuBois Clubs. Among the speakers on
that occasion were Robert P. Kaufman, Frank Wilkin-
son, Dale G-ronemier, Beverly Axelrod, Alan Myerson,
Mike Miller and Robert Scheer. Congressman Jeffrey
Cohelan had been urgently requested to participate, but
he declined. This refusal precipitated a storm of protest
and resentment from the groups mentioned above, and
they proceeded to make Congressman Cohelan the target
for a campaign of intense criticism and abuse. This is

normal procedure by radicals when a liberal collaborator
finally gets fed up with their tactics and declines to do
their bidding. Cohelan ’s office and residence were pick-
eted, circulars were printed against him, and the furious
young people declared they would run their own candi-
date against him in the coming Congressional elections

—

and proceeded to do so. Robert Scheer, sponsored by the
Vietnam Day Committee and other radical and leftist

groups and individuals, filed for Cohelan ’s seat in the
Seventh Congressional District.

This, we point out, is hardly routine procedure simply
because a Congressman is unable to attend a rally on
Vietnam. But in this instance other elements were plainly
involved, and provide the only explanation for the vin-
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dictive tirade of oral and written abuse against the Con-
gressman, and for the sit-downs in his office.

After the November parade through Berkeley and
Oakland, the Mime Troupe presented a benefit for the
VDC in the Berkeley Little Theatre, and it also provided
puppets and entertainment for the celebration on the
Berkeley campus on the anniversary of the invasion of
Sproul Hall—one of the puppets representing President
Kerr and another Mario Savio. Naturally, Kerr was
made the subject of scorn and ridicule, while Savio was
cast in the role of the hero of the student revolution. 84

The Mime Troupe’s show, “Civil Bights in a Cracker
Barrel,” was not only presented on the Berkeley campus.
It was moved to the Davis campus of the University under
the auspices of the Vietnam Day Committee there, and
presented on the evening of November 7, 1965—a few days
more than a month after it had played at Berkeley. Ap-
parently there was no coordination between the campuses,
although one faculty member took it upon himself to

phone the Chancellor at Davis to warn that the show was
unfit for public presentation. The warning was ignored.

Tickets were sold at Freeborn Hall on the Davis campus,
and the show was staged there. It had been advertised for
several days in newspapers both at Davis and Sacramento,
and it was the same production that had been presented
at Berkeley: the same obscene gestures and four-letter

vulgarities, the same theme. Our own investigator was
sent to cover the affair, and his report tallied exactly with
that of the Berkeley officer.

When the so-called Filthy Speech Movement brought
some four-letter vulgarities on the Berkeley campus, and
exhibited them on signs, President Kerr professed to be
deeply shocked; so much so that he called a press con-
ference and announced his resignation. He has apparently
become less sensitive since that time. On this occasion
no protests were heard from the President or the Chan-
cellor or the Vice Chancellor. There were no threats of
disciplinary action, no protests in the name of minimal
decency, no dramatic resignations. Neither were there
any suggestions that it might be well to have some sem-
blance of correlation between the campuses, or for some-
one in the vast and expensive institution to determine

84 Daily Californian, November 22, 1965, and December 3, 1965.
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what was unfit to allow on the campus. There was only

a profound silence.

With the Mime Troupe’s occupancy of University
buildings and the presentation of its show, the campus
sank to a new low. It is difficult to see just how the

administration will seek to escape responsibility for this

matter.

Vietnam Day Committee Dance March 25, 1966

The campus activity of the VDC which recently
aroused indignation among alumni, University officials,

and the general public, was a dance in the men’s gym-
nasium, commonly known as Harmon Grym, on the eve-
ning of Friday, March 25, 1966.

The “ Campus Vietnam Day Committee” requested use
of the facility from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m., and permission
was issued by the Chancellor’s office on March 25, from
6 p.m. until midnight, but was thereafter altered in ac-

cordance with the original application, extending the
closing hour until 2 a.m.
Advertised as “hallucinogenic sounds, projections and

lights,” there were three rock-and-roll bands facing in
different directions, and which at times played simulta-
neously. The noise was so loud that ordinary conversation
was impossible, and this was augmented by an electronic
device which created random noises and played continu-
ously. The sounds emitted by this device were timed with
a pulsating projection of multi-colored lights, and during
the dance movies were shown on two screens and on a
huge balloon suspended over the bandstand. The movies
and the changing lights provided the only illumination,
and the pictures were color sequences of liquids spread-
ing across the screen with occasional views of nude
torsos of men and women, which were exhibited in a
sensual and provocative manner.
According to reports obtained from law-enforcement

officers the sweet, acrid odor of marijuana pervaded the
area, many of the dancers were obviously intoxicated, and
there was evidence of nausea in the lavatories, halls, and
other portions of the premises. Young people were, ac-
cording to one official report, “seen standing against the
walls or lying on the floors and steps in a dazed condition,

6—Li-533
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with glazed eyes consistent with a condition of being

under the influence of narcotics. Sexual misconduct was
blatant.”

The music did not stop at the 2 a.m. deadline, and a

University electrician was summoned to cut oft the power
in order to stop the dance.

The foregoing account is a composite of official reports

made by law-enforcement agencies in the East Bay Area
together with the official report of the University campus
police.

Homosexuality

Daily Californian Articles on Campus Minorities

The November 19, 1965, issue of the student news-
paper at Berkeley, the Daily Californian

,

announced a
series of articles dealing with campus minority groups:
Racial, Sexual, Political and Religious. The series opened
with a discussion of the problems faced by the 500 Negro
students at Berkeley, and included an interview with Vice
Chancellor Earl Cheit.

The article in the issue of November 29th was entitled

“Minorities—2700 Homosexuals at Cal.” The article was
accompanied by a front-page picture of toilet stalls with
every alternate door removed. The caption reads: “The
campus police have recently removed the door of every
other stall in the men’s restroom in the basement of the
library. Just prior to the door removal, seven persons
were arrested for homosexual activity. The theory is that
four feet in one stall is suspicious, so resourceful homo-
sexuals drill holes between the stalls ...”
The article continued: “There are probably 2700 homo-

sexuals at Cal, according to Harold Call, president of
the Mattachine Society of San Francisco, a homophile
pressure group ...”
In the paper issued the following day, the front-page

installment was headed “Ex-Student Recalls Campus
‘Gay Life’.” It then printed the revolting experiences
of a sex deviate who asserted that members from two
fraternities “.

. . got homosexuals from bars and would
bring them home for everybody ...” The language used
by this student newspaper to describe the unnatural sex
acrobatics of the students was nauseating and inexcus-
able. Under normal circumstances there would have been
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quick and decisive discipline. But there was only silence

from Kerr, Heyns and Cheit. The student senate voted

to criticize the paper for its had taste; the fraternity

representative said he considered the articles “ irrespon-
sible and disgusting;” editor Peggy Krause said an
apology would be made to the fraternities. But a repre-
sentative of SLATE said he didn’t consider it was proper
to criticize the paper. His reasoning was not made clear

in the report, but it will be remembered that it was
SLATE which tried in vain to exhibit a French film on
homosexuality on the campus during the turbulence of
1964.

After the storm of protest that followed the articles

published on November 29 and 30, the newspaper modi-
fied its language and the subject was thereafter handled
with restraint and without offense.

These instances: agitation by SLATE to show the
French film on love between homosexuals in prison, the
Filthy Speech Movement, some of the contributions to
Spider (which were dealt with in our 1965 Report), and
the Mime Troupe performances on the Berkeley and
Davis campuses, are illustrations of the abnormal condi-
tions within the University. They are by no means coun-
teracted by the prolix statements issued almost daily by
administration officials that it is just a normal, healthy,
average American university. It was not until after the
student rebellion that these deluges of filth manifested
themselves. We are unable to account for this sequence of
events unless it was that the FSM victory engendered an
atmosphere of “Anything Goes” on the Berkeley campus.
A situation similar to the Daily Californian incident

arose at Western Kentucky State College, and the Oak-
land Tribune of February 8, 1966, described how that
administration handled the matter.

“Recently four Western students were suspended
from college after a faculty committee found objec-
tionable an article in a monthly mimeographed maga-
zine they published in their off-campus apartment . .

.

Dr. Thompson said (in answer to the students’
petition for readmission) : 'The basic issue involved
in your suspension is, Does Western have the right
to set a moral and ethical climate for its student
body? It is my judgment that Western not only
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lias that right, but has the responsibility. Vulgarity
is not compatible with the purpose and standards
set by Western.’
The President, referring to a visit he had made

to the Berkeley campus of the University of Cali-

fornia campus last year, also stated: ‘I saw there
first-hand unbelievable chaos and virtual anarchy
which had sprung from irresponsibility. It is our
conviction that there should be “no Berkeley in

Bowling Green, because of . . . failure to take posi-

tive action when the situation warrants it.”
’ ”

THE ELI KATZ CASE
Background

The case of Dr. Eli Katz, former Acting Assistant
Professor of German at Berkeley, raises some extremely
important questions about the present and future faculty

appointments at the University of California. He was
born August 10, 1928, in Brooklyn, N.Y. After receiving

his B. S. from City College of New York in 1949, he
moved to Los Angeles and became a lithographer. Some-
thing led him to resume his interest in higher education
in September, 1951, when he enrolled as a graduate stu-

dent at U.C.L.A. In April, 1958, he made application
for employment as a Teaching Assistant at U.C.L.A. and
served as a T. A. at that institution from September,
1958, until September, 1961. He received an M. A. in
June, 1959, and continued work on a doctorate.

In connection wTitk his employment as a T. A. by the
University, Katz was required to sign the California
loyalty oath. He did so in April, 1958, and with regard
to membership in the described subversive organizations
within 5 years preceding the oath, he wrote “No excep-
tions,” indicating, of course, that he had not belonged
to any such organization during that time.

On April 3, 1959, the Un-American Activities Commit-
tee of the House of Representatives published House Re-
port #259. This report discussed Eli Katz among others.

Pertinent excerpts

:

“Katz is a member of the District Council, Com-
munist Party, Southern District of California. He
was a delegate to the Los Angeles County Communist
Party convention on January 5-6, 1957, and to the
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California State Convention, Communist Party, on

January 19-20, 1957.”*******
“Katz appeared as a witness before the committee

on September 4, 1958, and invoked the fifth amend-
ment in response to questions concerning Communist
Party membership and activity.”

In September, 1961, Katz was hired as an Assistant

Professor of Foreign Languages at San Diego State Col-

lege. In connection with this employment he again signed

the State loyalty oath. He remained there until Septem-
ber, 1962, when he moved to Los Angeles State College.

At this institution he was questioned by administrative

officers and refused to answer questions concerning Com-
munist Party membership and activities. Rather than
answer such questions for the President of L. A. State,

Katz resigned in December, 1962, effective as of the end
of the academic year.

Berkeley Employment

Katz was hired as an Acting Assistant Professor of
German on the Berkeley campus on January 12, 1963.

He executed the loyalty oath in connection with this

employment on January 11, 1963. .This employment was
for a non-tenured position and for a specific time period

:

July 1, 1963, to June 30, 1964. Katz received his Ph.D.
from IJ.C.L.A. in July, 1963, and started teaching on the
Berkeley campus in the fall term of that year.
Information as to Katz ’ background apparently reached

the Berkeley campus in the Fall of 1963. Consideration
of his promotion to Assistant Professor and his employ-
ment as such after the termination of his appointment
on June 30, 1964, was then pending. Chancellor Strong
talked to the head of the German Department on Jan-
uary 2, 1964, and they agreed the Chancellor should talk

to Katz about his background.

Strong Inquiry of Katz

On January 6, 1964, Chancellor Strong met with Katz
and questioned him as to whether his continued employ-
ment would be in conformity with the University policy
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prohibiting employment of Communists and with the
affidavit required by the California Loyalty Oath Act.
Katz stated that he was not a member of the Communist
Party, was not engaged in activities related thereto, and
that he had signed the oath in good faith. He further
stated that he could not commit himself with regard to

his views and activities in the future. Later that same
day, Dean William Fretter, head of the University Col-

lege of Letters and Sciences, pointed out to Chancellor
Strong that Katz had previously signed the loyalty oath
within 5 years of the reported Communist Party mem-
bership and activities of 1957.

It was thus apparent that, if the House Committee
Report was correct, Katz was a member of the Com-
munist Party within the time period specifically set forth

in the loyalty oath and had therefore sworn falsely in

signing that oath on previous occasions.

On January 7, 1964, Chancellor Strong asked Katz to

return to his office and explain the discrepancy between
his execution of the loyalty oath and his reported Com-
munist Party membership. Katz would give no explana-
tion to Strong and was granted more time to think the

matter over.

Decision on Re-Employment

On February 4, 1964, Katz wrote to the Chancellor
indicating that his position was the same as that taken
by him on January 7, 1964, citing a recent decision of

the District Court of Appeals (Mack vs. The State Board
of Education), stating that his attorney was studying
his case, and suggesting that Counsel for the Regents
should do the same. The Chancellor talked the situation

over with Prof. Beeler, head of the German Department,
and they agreed that Katz should not be employed after

June 30, 1964, if he did not submit a satisfactory ex-

planation of this discrepancy.
The Chancellor talked the case over -with President

Kerr and on February 18, 1964, with the President’s

concurrence, sent Katz a letter indicating that he would
not be offered an appointment at the University when
his existing appointment terminated.

On February 19, 1964, Katz wrote to Strong, acknowl-
edged the letter of the previous day, and recounted his

previously-taken position that he was not a member of
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the Communist Party and that he had signed the Lever-
ing oath in good faith. The Katz letter also indicated his

conclusion that the decision on appointment had been
based on the January conversations and not on academic
considerations. This letter was forwarded to President
Kerr and a copy of it was then sent from the President’s
office to that of the General Counsel. There was subse-

quent correspondence between the General Counsel and
the President’s office concerning a reply to this letter,

and one was finally drafted and sent by the Chancellor on
February 28, 1964. The Chancellor’s letter basically

stated that the University was under no obligation to

assign a reason for its refusal to offer a new appoint-
ment. The Katz letter of February 19, 1964, was destined
to have an extraordinary history.

Faculty Committee

On February 27, 1964, Katz asked the Privilege and
Tenure Committee of the Academic Senate to look into

his case. The Committee decided to do so, though it

might have had some misgivings, as discussed later

herein. Chancellor Strong declined to appear personally,
but forwarded his records to the Committee. Hearings
were conducted on May 5 and 14, 1964, and a report
issued on May 19, 1964. Katz was represented by Ernest
Besig of the American Civil Liberties Union at these
hearings, and told the Committee that he considered the
questions put to him in 1958 by the Un-American Activi-
ties Committee to be improper and that they would be
improper if put to him by anyone. At the hearing Katz
related a conversation he had had with Prof. Beeler be-
fore his employment at Berkeley, which was, in part

:

Beeler : And you are not a Communist.
Katz: That is correct.

Beeler: But you were.
Katz: I have never answered that question to any-
body.

The Committee Report requested that Katz be ap-
pointed Assistant Professor of German. One of the Re-
port’s conclusions was as follows:

“A University officer is under obligation (1) to

preclude, pursuant to policy of the Regents, ac-
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knowledged by the Academic Senate, employment of

a person who is a member of tbe Communist Party
. . . tbe Chancellor was satisfied in this case that the

first specified obligation was met.”

On June 4, 1964, the Chancellor responded by letter

(concurred in by President Kerr and the General Coun-
sel). The response requested the Committee to reconsider

its recommendation and conclusions and pointed out that

the above conclusion was not correct. As of June 23, 1964,

the Committee refused to reconsider at all, apparently
preferring to rest on its conclusion as to the Chancellor’s

satisfaction rather than the Chancellor’s own statement
to the contrary. In the course of correspondence as to

reconsideration, the Committee chairman did state

:

“The Committee has not, and would not, attempt
to bar reasonable and fair administrative inquiry felt

necessary to resolve doubts about present member-
ship of an officer of instruction in the Communist
Party.”

President Kerr and the Regents

In April, 1964, a Vice Chancellor at the request of

President Kerr, arranged a meeting with an agent of a

responsible Federal agency. This meeting took place in

Kerr’s office and the Federal agent told the President
that when Katz signed the loyalty oath as a prerequisite

to his employment by the University he could not have
done so truthfully and in good faith. The agent presented
information indicating that Katz had not changed his

political views and connections and that he was still con-

nected with subversive organizations.

On April 17, 1964, President Kerr brought the Katz
case to the attention of the Board of Regents at a lunch-
eon meeting. The minutes reflect:

“He advised that a responsible Federal agency has
reported that Katz is considered to be a Communist,
but the matter of membership in the party is such
that it does not permit them to make a public state-

ment concerning the case.”

It was also reported to the Regents that Katz was
considering a suit against the University through the
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A.C.L.U. The President then stated that it might he

prudent to appoint Katz as a “lecturer” for a year in

order to forestall litigation. A divided Board gave the

President and the Chancellor authority to use their best

judgment in the matter.

Thereafter Prof. John L. Kelley, then Chairman of

the Berkeley Chapter of the American Association of

University Professors, after conferring with President
Kerr, offered Katz a job as a lecturer if he would refrain

from going to the A.C.L.U. On April 30, 1964, Katz wrote
to President Kerr, flatly rejecting the offer. On June 30,

1964, Katz’ employment terminated and in the fall of

1964 he began teaching at Western Reserve University.

On July 6, 1964, President Kerr referred the Katz case

to the statewide University Academic Council in a letter

sent by him to the chairman, William Dennes. The latter

pointed out to the President that this committee had no
jurisdiction and, pursuant to the President’s authoriza-

tion, sent the matter to the Statewide Committee on Priv-
ilege and Tenure on July 17, 1964.

On September 24, 1964, the Katz situation was again
discussed by the President at a Regents’ meeting, the
minutes reflecting:

“He reiterated the administration’s view that it

has the right to question faculty or prospective fac-

ulty in this area, or in any other area within Uni-
versity policy, and that the faculty member is obliged
to answer such questions freely and frankly. He
added that the Administration continues to hold the
position that it will not re-employ Mr. Katz.”

Stenographic notes of this meeting quote President
Kerr: “We will not hire Katz.”

The Status Quo Ante

As of this time, (September 24, 1964), the situation
was as follows

:

Katz was not an employee of the University,
The University was under no legal obligation to

re-employ him,
The Chancellor had talked to Katz and was not

satisfied that he could be hired in view of the Uni-
versity policy against employment of Communists,
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An uncontradicted report of the Congress of the
United States indicated that Katz signed the loyalty

oath falsely in obtaining University employment in

1958,

Katz had refused to discuss with the Chancellor
whether or not he swore falsely in his 1958 applica-
tion for employment at the University,

The Chancellor had talked to Katz and was not
satisfied that Katz was in good faith in signing the
loyalty oath in 1963 when applying for University
employment. A Federal agency had reported to the
President that Katz falsely signed the loyalty oath
in 1963 in obtaining University employment,

The President had information that Katz was
probably a Communist during his 1963-64 employ-
ment at the University.

At this point the University was fully aware that the
A.C.L.U. was interested in using the Katz case to con-

test the Regents’ rule prohibiting employment of Com-
munists. It was also apparent that the A.C.L.U. suit to

force the University to employ Katz would be legally

untenable. The law at that time, as was subsequently
expressed by the California Supreme Court, fully sup-
ports the Regents’ position.

In view of the foregoing, the outside observer might
reasonably assume that the University should not and
would not rehire Dr. Katz. But such was not the case.

Without any further interview with him, and in the ab-

sence of any new evidence in the University files to

indicate that he had in any manner changed his position

since September, 1964, the administration now moved
to solicit his re-employment.

Moves to Re-Employ

The faculty continued to express concern over the Katz
case. On October 15, 1964, the matter was referred by
the Academic Senate to its Committee on Academic
Freedom; five days thereafter Kerr moved the policy

aspects of the case from the Statewide Committee on
Privilege and Tenure to the Committee on Academic
Freedom—this in accord with his previously expressed
intention to the latter committee’s chairman, Joseph
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Garbarino. Four days later the Academic Senate, by
resolution, condemned the administration for its handling
of the Katz case. Eventually, through a complex series

of parliamentary moves, the matter landed and remained
at the Berkeley campus in an atmosphere of liberalism,

and was completely insulated away from the Statewide
Committee.
The first step which ultimately led to Katz’ re-employ-

ment had now been taken. On November 11, 1964, Chan-
cellor Strong sent the Department Chairman’s recom-
mendation that Katz be advanced to the rank of Assistant
Professor to the Berkeley Committee on Budget and
Interdepartmental Relations for review. This is a routine
procedure in matters of appointment or advance, and
deals mainly with academic qualification. Katz was not
employed at the time, however, hence reference of his

case to this committee was somewhat inconsistent with
the President’s announcement to the Regents on Septem-
ber 24, 1964, concerning the administration position on
re-employment. This reference was one which was agreed
upon by President Kerr and Chancellor Strong and it

was made clear at the time that it was unrelated to the
non-academic considerations as to Katz’ potential re-

employment. Strong wrote to the chairman of the Budget
Committee on November 11, 1964, in part, as follows:

“I did not transmit this recommendation when
first received because of certain matters which I
thought I should discuss with Dr. Katz, which re-

main a matter of continuing concern.” And,

“While no further action will be taken pending
report on the case of Dr. Katz requested by the
Berkeley Division of the Senate from the Commit-
tee on Academic Freedom, President Kerr and I are
agreed that it would be appropriate to request
review by the Budget Committee ...”

For some reason no copy of this reference letter was
kept for the Chancellor’s files, or at least there is no
copy of this letter in the files now.

The Academic Senate had requested that the Univer-
sity re-employ Katz in its action of November 24, 1964.
On December 30, 1964, Chancellor Strong wrote in re-
sponse (his letter having been agreed upon by President
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Kerr). He indicated that the Budget Committee had
forwarded Katz’s dissertation to an outside expert for
evaluation, (this had been requested by the German
Department), and:

“As soon as the academic review is received, it

will be given not only my attention but also that of

the President.”

This was the last contact Chancellor Strong had with
the Katz case. Faculty unrest, the FSM, and administra-
tion frictions, led to his replacement as Chancellor at

the beginning of 1965.

Budget Committee Review

On January 9, 1965, the University received the outside

evaluation of Katz’ dissertation. The evaluation was en-

tirely negative. It stated that his work was mediocre,
represented duplication of effort in the field, contained
errors of fact, and that not much in a scholarly way could

be expected from Dr. Katz. Subsequently, on January 28,

1965, the Budget Committee submitted a negative recom-
mendation as a result of its completed review.
Once again the casual observer would hardly believe

that this man, with overwhelming non-academic disquali-

fications, and now found after review to be academically
inadequate, would be hired by the University.
But Katz had more lives. Somehow the Budget Com-

mittee was directed to re-review and after having done
so, reversed itself, and submitted a positive recommenda-
tion on April 7, 1965.

Meyerson and the Katz Case

The incoming Acting Chancellor Martin Meyerson was
immediately faced with faculty discontent and the threat-
ened A.C.L.U. suit with reference to Katz. Initially, Vice
Chancellor Lincoln Constance handled the case for the
Chancellor’s office.

The first indication that Katz was going to be rehired
appears in the University files as of March 10, 1965, in
the form of a copy of a letter written by Constance to
President Kerr and dated March 10, 1965, in the Chan-
cellor’s files. The letter indicates approval of the appoint-
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ment of Eli Katz as Assistant Professor, effective July 1,

1965. On the same day Constance indicated to other Uni-
versity officials that he had gotten a favorable decision

to go ahead with the employment. The Constance letter

indicates that the Budget Committee had made a favor-

able recommendation, but as previously noted they had
not issued a report at that time. In fact, President Kerr
on March 18, 1965, in a letter to Regent Edwin Pauley
indicated that the Budget Committee had not at that
point completed its work on a final report.

Whatever may have been the status of decision on
March 10, 1965, it was made clear on May 10, 1965. On
that date Chancellor Meverson wrote to President Kerr:

“In view of the considerations we reviewed and in
the absence of additional evidence, I have decided,
as we discussed, that a non-tenure offer as an Assist-

ant Professor, Step I, should be made to Eli Katz.
... In our discussion, you said that because the
Regents had considered the matter earlier, they will

wish to be advised at this time. I understand that
you intend to report on the case and support my
decision at the May meeting of the Regents.”

The Academic Freedom Committee report was to be
acted upon by the Academic Senate on May 10, 1965.
Chancellor Meyerson forestalled predictable condemna-
tion of the administration by that body when he an-
nounced at their meeting:

“On the matter which underlies the Academic
Freedom Committee’s statement today, I have
reached a decision which the President supports.
Because of the Regents’ earlier interest in the case,
the President will report it to their May meeting.”

This indication of administration backing for Katz was
further articulated by Prof. Arthur Ross, an administra-
tion spokesman, on May 27, 1965 at another Academic
Senate meeting when he reported that the Chancellor was
recommending Katz’ appointment but that the matter
was in abeyance pending consideration by the Regents.
As will be seen, there had already been a Regents’ meet-
ing between May 10 and May 27, and the net effect of
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the administration activity during this time was to need-
lessly annoy the already heated-up Academic Senate.
By May 10, 1965, then. President Kerr had reversed his

September, 1964, position and had decided to solicit the
services of Dr. Katz. The new Chancellor had reversed
the position of Chancellor Strong and was ready to rehire
Katz without any further discussion with him of the sub-
ject matter which had raised the question of Katz’ good
faith. But what about the Regents?

Kerr and the Regents 1965

On May 20 and 21, 1965 the Regents met at Riverside.

Minutes of Executive Session on May 20 state

:

“The President reported that Acting Chancellor
Meyerson has reviewed the case and that new evi-

dence has been found which would appear to be in

Dr. Katz’ favor. In light of this development, the
Chancellor has expressed his intent to reinstate Dr.
Katz, who is now teaching at another University.”

At this session Kerr pointed out alternative ways of
handling the Katz situation: 1. Leave it entirely to the
Chancellor, 2. Have the Regents decide, 3. Have the

Regents’ committee investigate the case. The minutes re-

flect as to this:

“Following further discussion the Committee gen-
erally agreed that, because it involves a number of
policy considerations and is of such a controversial

nature, the matter should be discussed by the full

Board.”

On that occasion, the transcript indicates that Presi-

dent Kerr stated:

“There are two documents I have not previously
seen. Aside from the facts in the case we have very
important policy questions. What these documents
show is tins, and they were never sent to the Presi-
dent’s office. Vice President Bolton had never heard
of them. The one I saw today was—Katz wrote a
letter in which he said, ‘I am not a member of the

Communist Party and I signed the Levering Act
(California Loyalty Oath Act) in good faith.’ The
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other document Chancellor Meyerson showed to me
recently was a statement by Strong—a memorandum
of August 24, 1964, saying that Katz had told him
he was not a member of the Communist Party and
had signed the Levering Act in good faith.”

Subsequent correspondence between Kerr and other

University officers makes it clear that the two documents
referred to were the Katz letter to Strong of February
19, 1964, and a memorandum of Strong dated August
24, 1964. The President also maintains in the correspond-
ence that he has no memory of these documents.
Whatever may he his position, it is difficult to believe

that the President either did not see these documents
or he did see them and has no memory of it.

The letter of February 19, 1964 was sent from the

Chancellor’s office to the President’s office within two
days of its receipt.

Regular practice in the General Counsel’s office is to

note those documents forwarded from the President’s
office which have been initialled by him. A copy of the
letter in those files indicates that the letter or a copy
had been initialled by the President in February 1964,

This specific letter was introduced as an exhibit at the
May 1964 hearing of the Privilege and Tenure Commit-
tee. A complete transcript of the hearing was made and
was subsequently reviewed and commented on by the
President,
On July 6, 1964 the President sent a personal letter

to William Dennes asking the Academic Council to re-

view the Katz Case. A number of documents were en-

closed. One of the documents was a copy of the February
19, 1964 letter.

Regardless of the final conclusion of the observations
or memory of the President, the idea that the Katz as-
sertions, that he was not a Communist on January 6,

1964, and had signed the Levering oath in good faith,

were “new evidence” on May 20, 1964, is preposterous.
The position taken by Katz before the Chancellor had

always been thoroughly known. More specifically:

A memorandum concerning the legal posture of
the Katz case, dated April 14, 1964, was prepared
by the General Counsel at the President’s request.
The memorandum specifically states that Katz told
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Chancellor Strong that he is not presently a member
of the Communist Party,

On June 18, 1964, Chancellor Strong made a thor-
ough presentation of the Katz situation to the
Regents with President Kerr. The minutes reflect

that Strong said at the time:

“Katz’s responses to inquiries were to the ef-

fect that he is not a member of the party, he
is not engaged in activities on behalf of the
party, and he signed the Levering oath in good
faith.”

On April 17, 1964, at the Regents’ meeting the
President said:

“He has been willing to say to the Chancellor,
‘I am not a member of the Communist Party
and meet the Regents’ requirement and I signed
the Levering oath in good faith’, but we have
serious doubts.”

The “newly discovered document—new evidence”
topic did not go beyond May 20, 1965. Before the meet-
ing of the full Board of Regents on May 21, 1965, the
files indicate that some of the problems outlined above
were brought to the President’s attention. The President
then changed his tactics. The Katz matter was not
brought up at the meeting even though some of the

original Privilege and Tenure Committee members had
been requested to come to Riverside and had done so.

Thus the Regents took no action on Katz at their May
1965 meeting.

Katz to the Campus

On July 21, 1965, President Kerr sent this letter to

Vice Chancellor Constance:

“The Katz case is to be treated as a local campus
matter. It should be decided in full accord with all

revelent (sic) University polices and procedure. It

is recommended that a decision be held until a Chan-
cellor has been appointed for the academic year
1965-66, and he has an opportunity to review the

case.”
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How this came about is interesting. On July 16, 1965,

the President talked to the Regents about the Katz case.

The minutes indicate:

“He stated that it was his intention insofar as the
University is concerned, to leave the case in the
hands of the Berkeley Campus administration for

disposition by the Berkeley Chancellor in accordance
with the rules and regulations of the University.”

A memorandum of Vice Chancellor Constance best
illustrates what happened (memorandum July 28, 1965,
conference of Kerr, Constance, Meyerson and Heyns) :

“Kerr also said that where [when] he had taken up
the Katz case at the July Regents’ meeting—presum-
ably in Special Executive Session—he did not think
he had had the votes to have the Regents approve
referral of the case to the campus for action, but
that he was not challenged when he announced that
he was going to do so, with the provisions contained
in his letter of July 21, 1965.”

This memorandum also contains an interesting com-
ment concerning Chancellor-to-be Roger Heyns:

“Heyns expressed the belief that he would probably
come to the same view as the rest of us if he studied
the case.”

There is one further incident of note in the return
of the Katz case to the campus. On July 7, 1965,

Marshall Krause, A.C.L.U. attorney, now representing
Katz, phoned Chancellor Meyerson and stated that the
Katz case had been returned to the campus for decision.

This was news to Meyerson and he asked Krause as to

his source of information. Krause indicated that he was
not free to reveal its nature.

In July, then, the Katz case “returned” to the campus.
All that remained was for Katz to follow it in person.

Chancellor Heyns

On October 21, 1965, Dean William Fretter of the

College of Letters and Science wrote to Eli Katz inviting
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him to rejoin the faculty, effective July 1, 1966, at an
annual salary of $9,200 (even here, Katz’ position was
rapidly improving; the offer prepared six months earlier

was for $8,100).
On October 21, 1965, Chancellor Heyns advised the

Regents’ committee on Educational Policy that he in-

tended to rehire Katz. The following day, October 22,
at the Regular Session of the Regents the Katz decision
was a major topic. The minutes state:

“President Kerr recalled discussion by the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy at the April 1964 meeting
concerning what was alleged to be Mr. Katz’s cur-
rent activity in the Communist Party, and advised
that Chancellor Heyns, in his review of the matter,
had reached a conclusion contrary to that reached
by former Chancellor Strong. Chancellor Heyns
added that he could find no evidence in the file

concerning Mr. Katz’s possible membership in the
Communist Party and pointed out that Mr. Katz
has repeatedly stated that he signed the Levering
Oath in good faith.”

Chancellor Heyns, as far as his files reflect, never
talked to Katz. The questions unanswered in 1964 re-

mained unanswered in 1965. The evidence before him
had caused Chancellor Strong to question the honesty
and integrity of Dr. Katz, with the concurrence of the

President. Now it appears the only permissible evidence
was whether or not Katz said he was honest. To Chan-
cellor Heyns, Katz was honest because he said he was
honest, also with the concurrence of the President.

However, the most spectacular aspect of Chancellor
Heyns’ position is that . . . he could find no evidence
in the file concerning Mr. Katz’s possible membership
in the Communist Party . . .”. One may ignore the

conclusion of the Congressional Committee, but that is

not “no evidence.” The report to President Kerr by the

Federal agency is manifestly “evidence.” Either Chan-
cellor Heyns did not know of the agency’s information
or he chose to ignore it. The problem is serious either

way.
On October 22, 1965, Regent John Canaday made a

statement in the Regents’ meeting expressing his feeling
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that 4 4

... it is incomprehensible to me that the University

would offer him an assistant professorship.” This state-

ment was severely critical of the conduct of President

Kerr in this matter. Three other Regents joined in the

statement of Regent Canaday.
President Kerr responded to the statement of Regent

Canaday, as follows

:

“After I have had a chance to read this document I

may wish to make a longer statement about it. I

would like at this moment to clarify a point. This
matter was discussed at the Regents’ meeting in

Santa Cruz in April 1964. At that time there was
this question as to whether or not, to give further
time to exploration of the case, Katz might be con-

tinued in the University as a Lecturer because it

was a complicated case. I did report to the Regents
that Chancellor Strong said he had some information
which indicated certain possible current activity. This
was not my statement based on anything I had first

hand, but it was repeating what had been told to

me by Chancellor Strong.”

Will the service of Chancellor Strong as whipping-boy
never end? This disclaimer of “first hand” knowledge is

totally incompatible with the fact that the President
sought and received personal information from a Federal
agency.

On December 18, 1965, local newspapers informed us
that Eli Katz had decided to accept the offer and would
return to Berkeley.

What Now?

During the Katz episode the office of the General Coun-
sel of the University wrote several legal opinions, con-

sistently pointing out that the University could legally

refuse to re-appoint Katz in 1964, and was not legally

obligated to rehire him. In 1965 attorney and former
Regent Gerald Hagar wrote an extensive legal memoran-
dum which agreed with the opinion of the General Coun-
sel. (For some reason President Kerr chose to withhold
this memorandum from the General Counsel.) In any
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event, it seems quite clear that the University was under
no legal compulsion to rehire Katz. The German Depart-
ment seems capable of carrying on without his services,

and the more troublesome non-academic aspects of faculty
appointments are surely not decreased by his re-employ-
ment.
What was the compulsion*? The conclusion seems in-

escapable that the pressure of the A.C.L.U., the A.A.U.P.,
and the more vocal of the local faculty was found suffi-

ciently compelling. Moreover, it appears that President
Kerr is the man to whom praise or blame must most
logically attach. Surely Eli Katz would not be a faculty
member if President Kerr had said no or had presented
the full truth to those concerned.
Whatever may be the mechanics of compulsion, the

central problem of the Katz case has to do with the
Regents ’ rule prohibiting the employment of Communists
and the utility of the Levering oath. During the time
Chancellor Strong was in office the University adminis-
tration took the position in this area that it had the duty
to inquire where apparently necessary. President Kerr
agreed. The faculty position was effectually the opposite,

i.e., the administration has no right to inquire when the
applicant signs the oath and says he is not a Communist.
The lesson of the Katz case is that the administration has
now adopted the “no right to inquire” rule. President
Kerr apparently agrees.

If it ever was necessary to provide proof that the “no
right to inquire” rule renders the Regents’ policy mean-
ingless, the Katz case does so.

It is simply not possible to honestly say that the Uni-
versity has resolved the good faith of Katz in signing
the Levering oath at U.C.L.A. in 1958. If he was dis-

honest then, how can the University allow his 1963 oath
to prove itself?

If the information as to Eli Katz, as opposed to his

denial of Communist Party membership, is not sufficient

to impose a duty of inquiry upon the University, and by
such inquiry to satisfy the question of compliance with
the Regents’ rule, that rule is avoided.

The Katz case itself illustrates avoidance of the Re-
gents’ rule by manipulation. It further illustrates a prob-
lem in the candor of communications among those respon-
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sible for directing the University. Any decision to remove
the ban on Communist employment at the University is

of great public moment. At least let it be attempted
openly.
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